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"Give hollOur, to whom honour is due." 
William Shakespeare 
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indebtedness to Mr •. Otis R. Griggs, a U.S.A.I.D./K.S.U. per:sonnel for 
his inspiration, persistent encouragement ,a1:1d role·all of which have 
spurred the author to undertake graduate-studies i~ ~ticultural educa-
- < ~ t 
tion and extension. During his term of stay in Nigeria as Extension 
Specialist with the Ahmadu Be~lo University, Zaria, he haei observed that 
agricultural education and ~tension are poorly deyelopec;l. He, there-
fore, visualizes great demand and potential for personn.el 11?- agricul-
tural education at:id extension.. In fac~; Mr. Griggs wrote on the ·author's 
be~alf, applications for admissions to.the Oklahoma State.University and 
Kansas State.University respectively. Both universities offered admis-
sion to the author without any res.ervations.. The author then wishes to 
express his sincere gratitude and personal appreciation to. the Ka.n9 
Stat~ Government Scholarship Boar~ for providing the authol". all the 
fina1;1cial provisions es.sential tq pursue his graduate studies to a sue-
cessful finish. To use a fool's defiiii~ion .of gratitude, the author 
hopes that it is a sign of more favors to come. · 
Ac~demically, the author would like to express indebtedly his vast 
appreciation to, Dr. Robe+t R. Pric~, the author's major advisor, for 
planni~g the_author's studies with a professional touch. The planning 
was so sequential and appropriate that the author enjoyed as well .as 
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thanks are also due to the corps of professors who have facilitated the 
author's studies with a human climate. 
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ticipated in the stu4y. Their.responses yield the indispensable d~ta 
for the study. The author a.lso feels .indel:>~ed to every member of the 
Board of E:xaminer.s who have read the . thesis as well as screened the 
author on the study. Their recommendations for changes .to refine the 
study have been welcomed, appreciated, and honored by the.author. 
Last but not the least, of .,courae, it would be. an injustice to 
complete theae tributes without paying appreciable recognition to Mrs. 
Sandra Gifford for her painstaking efforts and efficiency in typing ~he 
manuscript. She had ~o decipher the author's handwriting with which 
she is not fa~iliar. She baa assisted a great deal in putting the 
thesis in the approved format. 
To all above, it is "bravo" from tJ::ie author. 
The author wishes .to ackn.owledge the following quo~ations: 
"No race c~n prosper till it learns that there is as 
much dignity in tilling a field as in writing a poem.." 
Booker T. Washington 
"Unless the student right from th.e moment ,he is ad-
mitted into ~he.. school, is taught to use not onl,y 
his head but also his hands and is encouraged nqt ·to 
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jobs by our young people would lead to disa,ster . sooner . 
or later." 
Chief A. Y. Eke 
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terrible thing to waste.11 
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~g:i:-iculture .has been s.aid to be the backbon~ as well as the main".'" 
stay of any country directly or indirectly. The highly industrialized 
and the .oil-rich countries are no exception. • For, while it is agreed 
that the rev~nue sources.ot sµch countries are no~-agricultural, yet 
agriculture keeps these countries going. But this broad.and general 
statement being used metaphorically has been so deep rooted as well as 
accept~d unanimously world wid,e that :i,t becomeeineedless to keep saying 
it or be overtly bothered abc;>Ut it every ~ime. Analogically, it is just 
like the saying and the staunch validated belief ·tha~ there is only one 
God; people .are fo.rever conscious of this abstrac~ but proven fact such 
that they do not have to keep saying it or botheI'.ing out"7ardly about it 
except on cert~in occasions. 
But under the present situations o.f increased industries and ma-. ' . ' ·, . ' 
chines; there is an apparent shift of magnitude from .agriculture to oil. 
The· 1973-74 oil embargo po~itically imposed by the. traditional oil 
countries confirms the magnitude of oil a~ its apparent ~ominance over 
agriculture. The oil restriction induced .for the first time in world's. 
history an oil hunger which has. been conventionally termed "energy 
crisis." The energy crisis sets a state of energy scarcity so that 
energy husbandry had to be proclaimed for the first time ever in the . 
history of the .world. However, th,e shift of magnitude from agriculture 
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tQ oil ca,n never be real and perpetual, but rather an ephemeral as well 
as a~.obscene lip service. The shift alS!o does·n0 t auger very well'to 
the e'!'er growing world's papulation. Again oil, unlike agriculture, is 
an exhaustible, depletable, and non-renewable resource. 
Indicative of the false magnitude of oil is the position ·Of Saudi 
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Arabia, which is the.world's largest ail producing cauntry. She, th,ere-
. . ' . ' . . . 
fore, hold.s much of the world's ail. riches. But de51pite he.r vast. oil 
r~serves.and riches, Saudi Arabia is a typical ~ample of a country ,cate ... 
gorized as a develeping or un~er ... developed c0untry. Had her resultant 
' •' ' ' 
rich,es from oil resourc~s been agrarian, her outlook would have been 
totally differen~ both nationally and internationally. She should have· 
conformed to the saying "Wealth is Power and Power is Wealth." Cc;mse-
quently, she also should. have been either the single.most world. power or 
at least be among the present day world powers. But nay, Sau~i Ai;abia 
is ~ay down the ladder. 
On ·the other hand, the United States of America, with limit~ or 
diminishing oil resources but with highly developed agrarian resources 
and achie-vements., is at the tc;>p of the ladder or mountain peak~ With 
this strategic. position in agriculture, the United St.ates oversees the 
whole world including, of course, the oil rich c0u,ntries. 'l'his clearly 
confirms the age-long and deep-!'91o~d prevailing agricultural predominance 
over oil or any other resou:i::·~e. Hence, the apparen.t magnitude now being 
meted o.ut to oil is nothing but a sheer lip service, and it is not ever-
lasting. Oil, besides being exhaustible and non~renewab+e, can also ~e 
possibly replaced as a source of energy. As matter of fact, strenuous 
efforts are underway to find alternative sources of power in view of the. 
rocketing oil,prices and its politickings. But .agriculture is renewable 
as well as non-depletable and cannot be substituted as a natural re-
source for food (fiber and red meat) production 01'.1 which the peoples of 
the world depend for their survival and coexistence. In fact, there 
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are growing concerns and sentiments that a famine is threatening to 
strike the world. This is because the rate of food prod1,lction is falling 
below the .rate of population growth. Thus, Malthus' theory which says 
that population increases. at a geometrical. ratio and food supply in-
creases arithmetically starts to breed true as well as become practi-
cally reaL 
Th~ food situation is aggravated by the apparently general neglect 
of agriculture because of the oil boom with its tantalizing bounties. 
Another reason for the sad and pessimistic f9od situation is the non-
chalant ?ttitude, or perhaps more acceptable, the inability of the so-
called developing countries to develop and thereby utilize their vast 
agrarian r~sources. The devel0pm~nt of these untapped agricultural, re-
sources will undoubtedly step ·up and heighten food production so as to 
sustain the rising world population. It is an unfortunate·. and an in-
.convenient anomaly or relationshiI? that while longevity advances due· to 
improved health conditions., food production goes down. The ideal and 
desired situation is that food prc;>duction should either be at par with 
population or the former be somehow ahead of the latter. The author is 
purposefully conducj:ing this study so as to come up with a possible 
approach or instrument with wh:i,.ch his country can develop its agricul-
ture. It is the firm belief of the author that if the proposed approach 
or instrument is aPI>ropriately applied, the chance of achieving or re-
storing the lost ideal situation is enhanced. Furtherm0re, if most of 
the other developing countr:i.,es will f9llow suit and likewise take similar 
actioil; or other effective m~asures., then the ·forecasted world fam,ine 
will become obviated. Again, ~lthus' pessim,istic. th~qry will become 
invB;lidated. 
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It is very fortµnate that Nigeria has not become misled by the cu~­
rent but tran~ient boom. Her leadership realized that oil is not to be. 
reckoned in the s.ame manner and magnitude with ~hich agriculture has 
been reckoned. The relat:ive impor~anc~ given to oil does not supersede 
or .dominate,agriculture. Nigeria is the .seventh world's oil pr0ducer. 
West Africa (1) reports "known oil reserves could support 25 years'of 
production • • • , while new discoveries are. adding to these reserves 
regularly" (pp. 25?-258~. A.ccording to the latest information, the 
current daily production of oil is estimated at 2.4 million barrels. 
Prior to the oil discovery, the econc;nny had been.dominated by agri-
culture. It ·then accounted for m<;>re than half the annu,al national i-q."':' 
come as well as th~ government revenue ·as reported in .. a Nigerian official 
leaflet (2). But with the turning point .in oil, the age"':'long magnitude 
and Q.ominance of agriculture start to shake. The former is trying to 
overshadow the .latter. +his is, of course, due .to the worl~' s ephem,~ral 
lip service to oil and a superficial shift in :recognizing the magnitude 
and impo.rtance of agriculture in the long term development of every 
nation. However, Nigeria, aEI menticined ear:t.ier, has not:become mis-
gui<;led by the oil boom~ There.fore, she has maintained the status ·quo 
between agriculture and oil as clarified in. th.e following paragraphs. 
~dmittedly, oil is now Nigeria's biggest revenue source, especially be~ 
cause of the drought which has plagued and paralyzed ~igerian agriculture 
for the past· five years in succession. Consequently, West Africa (3) 
reported that in 1973 oil accounted for 83 percent of the· tota:). vall.,le 
'~._. 5 
of ·Nigerian· exports even though there was an increase of almost 100 mil-
lion riaira (N) in th~ value of the traditionE;Ll exports. These tradi-
tional exports are cocoa, rubber, palm produce, ground nuts, and cotton. 
The last two were hard hit most by the recent drought. But according _to 
the latest release of West Africa (4) "Nigeria earns a revenue of 18 
million naira per . day froin crude oil exports • . oil receip,ts now 
account fo:t more than 90 percent of government revenue" (p. 1537). Not-
withstanding the substantial economic contribution from oil, Nigeria has 
npt actually withdrawn or swayed any prominence from agriculture for the 
following witty, genuine considerations: 
1. Oil earnings dry up causing a deficit-. 
2. Oil is an exhaustible and non-renewable resource unlike agri-
culture~ 
3. Oil is a wasting asset and therefore not dependable. 
4. Demand for oil may drop or disappear eventually since the cur-
rent raging oil· crisis has induced endeavors to find- and explore possible 
alternatives (substitutes) to of:l as s.ources of energy. 
The Nigeria'Q. Head of State, General Yakubu Gowen, clearly ratified 
the country's attitude and viewpoint on oil in his budget statement for 
the new fiscal year 1974-1975. Gpwon (3) said, "In spite of the rapid 
rise in oil revenues, Nigeria is still not y~t a rich country" (p. 393). 
He supported his statement by emphasizing that oil wealth offered no 
protection.against inflation. According to him, inflation cannot be 
effectively fo~ght unless there is a substantial increase in production 
of food locally. As such, he has promised substantial federal help for 
agricultural programs. Therefore, in Nigeria, oil revenues are used to 
develop agriculture. This is to help ease or counteract the deficit 
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and the burden of inflation brought about by the oil boom. Thus, in 
Nigeria, the temporal domination and supremacy of agriculture remain in-
tact, despite her oil riches. 
The United State!:! Chief Economist, Don Pearlberg, was quoted by 
Malloy (5) to have said in a conference on Universal Famine that the 
threat of world famine had been raised twice since World War IL In 
view of the deteriorating food situation, Pearlberg (5) irrevocably con-
cedes, "Those of us who are pessimistic .about the ability of the world 
to feed its people have more persuasive evidence to lay before us than 
in many years" (p. 2). 
The present world food deficit is somehow proving Malthus' dogma 
which has forecasted food shortage due to rapid population growth which 
creates pressure on the land. It is earlier mentioned that due to im-
. proved health conditions, longevity advances and birth rate increases as 
well. Thus, there will be more and more lives (souls) to live in the 
world. In a strict sense each of these growing lives needs to make use 
of the "land" in the world. But, land is very much constrained in that 
it neither expands nor increases. Therefore, unless intensive land 
management coupled with extensive agricultural development is practiced 
there will not be adequate or. nutritious food for the ever-expanding 
world's population. 
The key to the worJ,.d's food problem lies in the realm of the so-
called developing or poor countries. Though these countries contain the 
balance of the world's agricultural potentialities to be tapped, yet the 
food shortage is much more serious in them than elsewhere. The present. 
strenuous and unremitting efforts as well as strategies are all geared 
towards salvaging these countries from starvation and eventual 
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<Jestruction. If agricultural developmel1.t: could t:ake proper shape in the 
developing countr:Les, the current food deficit might have a turning 
point and a dramatic episode too. Don Pearlberg (5) implied this point: 
as one of the actidns he suggested to be done in order to combat the 
food crisis. He said that the poor countries must bring their own food 
yields up to levels approaching those of America. Food yields cannot be 
rai,sed by miracles or anecdotes but practical agrarian development. 
In a supplement from Development .Forum (6), P. Collins, a partici-
pant of the World Food Conference in Rome (November 5-16, 1974), has 
been quoted as saying: 
• •• in the less developed countries, although a 1arge 
part of the_ir population is engaged in agriculture, pro-
duction is often too low to satisfy even the simple, and 
general.~y nutritionally inadequate die1;: imposed by their 
general.poverty, the more so in view of the post war up-
surge in the growth of popuiation (p. 1). · 
The author strongly and irrevocably feels that agrarian development 
rather than birth control is the best possible solution to the apparent 
·threat of tvorld famine. Population outgrowth is usually checked by 
natural disasters and wars. After all, birth control is not still uni-
versally accepted or recognized because of some humane and moral consid-
erations as well as some skepticisms about it. Indirectly hinting at. 
these reservations on birth conti;ol, S. A. Jabati, Chairman of the World. 
Food Conference (6) said: 
If they /developing countries7 are going to have more chil-
dren they should produce mor.e food. It is very difficult to 
tell these people not to produce children, but if they are 
going to produce more children, then food production should 
exceed the rate of population increase (p. 3). 
To support further the promise and ma~nitude of agrarian development, 
Development Forum (6) reports this quotaticin in its supplement: 
. / ... 
In the Far East there was the third successive larg·e in-
crease in food production since 1965-66~ This 
suggests what can be done when .governm~nts are, firmly com-
mitted to agricultural development (p. 1). 
The basic approaches as viewed by the author to setting a solid 
foundation for agricultural development are none better than these: 
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(1) Vocational-Technical Education, (2) Mechanization, (3) Research, and 
(4) Extension. 
Vocational-Technical Education . 
Vocational-technical education provides a practical education for 
adult farmers and prospective young farmers. Adult farmers, who have 
not had the opportunity to attend formal schools during their c:rea~ 
years and· cannot do so thereafter owing to family obligatory commitments, 
have the opportunity to improve their well being and agricultural pro-
duction under the vc;>catio.nal-technical education scheme. The scheme is 
a valuable salvage to ad,ult farmers. They .can learn ways and means of· 
raising their production with minimum costs and without any hazards to 
their farms. Demonstrations, discus.sions, far1il visits,· or field trips 
a.re the methods commonly employed in teaching the adult fa~ers (7) .• 
As for the prospective young farmers, they are right in their tender · 
' ' 
or formative school years orientated to agriculture and impro-ved methods 
of farming. They are prepared t<;> be.come successful futu:re farmers. 
Practical work at the s~condary level is accomplished through directed 
projects and supervised farming programs (7). The directed projects are 
carried out by students in the school farms with most of the di.rection 
given by agricultural teachers. The supervised farmin~, on the other 
han4, enables the student to participate more extensively in the conduct 
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of the farming enterprise he has chosen. As such, the planning and de~ 
cision making activities are largely undertaken by the students with, of 
course, maximum guidance but minimum direction from the. teachers. 
This aspect of education is the most important as well as the under-
lying factor not only to agricultural development but also to other 
developments. It is the fundamental factor to development and progress. 
It is also the only salvation to human freedom and development. Without 
it, the other possible approaches to development may not succeed. Some 
authorities are saying that education is life itself, not preparing for 
life. As a matter of fact, it is lack of education that retards agrar-
ian development in the developing countries. It .is with this view, the 
author conducts this study so as to come up with a curriculum in voca-
tional education for use initially in Nigerian secondary schools so as 
to orientate or expose students in these schools to agriculture. In an 
article on planning literacy programs, a Nigerian professor, A. B. 
Fafunwa of the University of Ife (8) states: 
Productivity also depends heavily on the attitudes, 
knowledge, and skills of people which in term reflect the 
education, training, and complex organisations which mod-
ern technology requires. It is my view that no country 
can rise above the level of its illiterate population 
especially if the majority of the population is illiter-
ate. Until we can mobilize the whole people, lote in Nigeria 
cannot claim to be living in a technological age; we are. 
at the level of Headpan Technology (p. 5). 
Vocational education is primarily concerned with, as well as geared 
to, human resources development which is essential for developing the 
world's natural resources. Human resources are perishable and their 
potential deteriorates, declines, and is decapacitated in the lapse of 
time. But minerals, if undeveloped, wait indefinitely without deteriora-
tion. Again, machines may obsolesce, but if protected from the elem.ents 
they do not physically deteriorate from disuse. Vocational education 
develops human resources in the following ways: 
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1. Its courses and curricula are designed on the actual needs of 
people rather than on predetermined or presupposed needs. Thus, people 
can have a purposeful as well as gainful life. 
2. It provides practical experiences to adoptively conform to 
Dewey's principle--"Learning by Doing 11--in other words doing to learn. 
Education, for example, in agriculture at whatever level is meaningless 
without farm. practice or field experience. The acquisition of effective 
skills and abilities for certain agricultural activities is only possible 
through field exercise or farm experience programs associat.ed with theo-
retical instruction. 
3. It caters. for both sexes and all kinds of persons: (1) the 
normal, (2) the gifted, and (3) the handicapped. 
Vocational agriculture is a specific type of vocational education. 
It is concerned with the training of present and prospective farmers for 
proficiency in farming. The role of vocational agriculture for agrarian 
development and reforms, therefore, is clear and does not need to be 
emphasized. As such, while agricultural development is the key solution 
to the world's food problems, vocational agriculture (education) is, by 
the same token, the key solution to agrarian development. The author 
hereby repeats his expressed opinions that if agricultural development 
could be properly shaped in the developing countries which abound in 
many.and varied but untapped .resources, the current anxieties about mass 
starvation might have a new turning point as well as a dramatic episode. 
The author's other opinion held in high esteem is that agrarian develop-
ment rather than birth control is the best solution to world famine. 
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Mechanization 
One of the salient reasons for the very low agricultural production 
from large acres of land in the developing countries is the slow tra-
ditional farming methods and tools being used. These greatly counteract 
if not nullify the enormous and strong labor force engaged in agricul-
ture. In general, the majority of the population in the developing 
countries is strictly engaged in agriculture. In Nigeria, for example, 
85 percent of the population is employed in agriculture, but production 
is just at the level of subsistence and sometimes it is below that level. 
In the developing countries, mechanized agriculture seems unknown 
or cannot be practiced and handled too. , Modern implements and farm 
machinery are not available to farmers. Most farmers are non-technical 
or avocational such that they cannot operate and maintain machinery. 
This is another important segment for the role of vocational-technical 
education which has been stressed earlier. Lastly, spare parts of im-
plements and machinery are not readily available as they have to be im-
ported, Consequently, a number of machinery may be laying idle awaiting 
the arrival of these necessary spares, Nevertheless, it is clear that 
fo.r the development of modern agriculture, even efficient use of the 
crude traditional implements will not suffice to raise production from 
subsistence to surplus or complacency. 
The impact of non-mechanization in agriculture is further deplor-
ably clarified by one Nigerian agricultural expert, Oyenuga (9): 
Of the main afflictions that befall the west African 
farmer that of using his own unaided energy to produce the 
nation's food is the worst and most devastating. He de-
pends on his cutlass and hoe for practically all farm oper-
ations. Therefore, as long as no other or better equipment 
than a cutlass, a hoe and an axe, and for no other reward 
than merely to keep body and soul together, agricultural 
production will remain low, and the mass influx of the 
rural unemployed into the cities will increasingly con-
tinue (p. 10). 
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It has become a matter of expediency and earnest hopes that mechan-
ization of agriculture in the developing countries takes a sound footing. 
It is hoped that farm machinery such as tractors, harvesters, combines, 
fertilizer spreaders, and sprayers will eventually be made available 
along with spares and repair shops to farmers (12). This would simplify 
labor, accelerate as well as raise production, and finally make farming 
a recognized occupation. In the United States, a farmer produces four 
times the production of his. counterpart in a developing country, with 
less hardships and risks. The present non-mechaniz~tion makes farming 
a real drudgery and enhances people, especially young elements, to dread 
and keep away from it. Unless by sheer miracle, the author thinks that 
mechanization will take several years to materialize. However, he 
believes tha~ it can somehow be speeded up by exposing young elements to 
vocational agriculture in which they learn about farm mechanization be-
sides improved and efficient practices of farming. 
Ojo (12) shows in Table I the estimated number of tractors avail-
able frqm 1966 through 1970 as well as the projected number to be avail-
able from 1970 through 1998 for African countries. However, it is fair 
to point out that some form of agricultural mechanization has been going 
on hitherto in the developing countries. ·But is just insufficient and 
in efficient too! In fact, it is considered to be in the infant and 
experimental stage. 
TABLE I 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF TRACTORS TO BE MANUFACTURED 












Most African governments have experimented with a number of tractor . 
mechanization schemes and tractor hire services. The former has been 
generally connected with large scale farming schemes such as state farms, 
land settlements, etc. But ·many of these large scale farming schemes 
have generally failed after a few years or have experienced so many pro-
blems that they have been curtailed to the extent that it has been polit-
ically possible. Tractor mechanization in Africa has been less success-
ful for a number of reas.ons (13): 
1. The short life of tractors and equipment due to corrosion and 
poor maintenance and operation 
2. Poor management 
3. A low degree of utilization 
4. Equipment inappropriate for African soils and diverse ecologi-
cal conditions 
5. Problems associated with poor land clearance and size of fields 
6. Tractor schemes requiring large amounts of foreign exchange 
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7. Employment effect of tractor schemes is often ignoted. 
8. Wrong criteria or approaches (rebates on petrol, subsidized re-
pair centers, etc.) of subsidizing tractor schemes 
Despite these problems, tractor lil.echanization in African countries 
is promoted and subsidized for the. following appealing factors (13) 
rather than actual ·performance benefits:.· 
1. Prestige--tractors and mechanized farming are equated with mod-
ern farming in developed nations. 
2. Inadequate methods of appraising mechanization projects, mainly 
technical or financial.basis rather than national or economic basis 
3. Tied-aid policies (strings) of donor nations 
4. Alternatives to unresponsive small holders. for disgruntled ex-
tension staff as a shortcut to the tedious process of helping small 
farmers improve their farming systems 
5. Timeliness--soil conditions allow only a few days between .. 
plowing and sowing. 
Research 
Research is an important aspect for agricultural development. It 
has a two way channel: (1) it provides new findings and information, 
e.g. new varieties and strains of seeds, new fertilizers, improved man-
agement practices and (2) farmers pose their problems or needs to re-
search for solution and scientific examination. 
The type of research activities needed in developing countries is 
not different from that needed in the developed countries. Researc;h 
activit.ies range from the basic or fundamental to the applied and adapt-
ive. However, more basic or fundamental research needs to be done in 
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the former countries since research is not well established as yet. 
Basic research work in crops particularly food grains should include 
development of new varieties and strains that are high yielding, early 
maturing, drought resistant, resistant to pests and diseases and of high 
quality. Basic research is also needed in industrial crops, horticul-
tural crops, livestock, soils and fertilizers, agricultural engineering, 
plant breeding, and the allied fields of economics. 
The goals of agricultural research can be briefly enumerated as 
follows: (1) provide efficient production, transportation, marketing, 
distribution, and utilization of farm products for the health and wel-
fare of the people; (2) provide improved and delightful life to the rural 
people especially as urban people have more opportunities; (3) find high 
quality seeds; (4) meet farmers' problems; (5) meet emerging problems or 
phenomenon, e.g. pest, disease, drought, disaster, etc.; (6) organize 
experiment stations; (7) cooperate with extension personnel. 
The provision of funds is one of the serious problems that may or 
has been impeding both· establishment and progress of research. Unfortu-
nately, it is an obvious as well as inevitable fact that research work 
is not feasible without readily forthcoming funds. Equipment which some-
times is sophisticated must be bought and some buildings must be con-
structed. In the United States, for example, agricultural research and 
experiment stations have been substantiated by a congressional act, 
Hatch Act 1887. Another clear problem which is both discouraging and 
disheartening about research work is the difficulty in getting farmers 
to adopt or apply the new ideas and practices. Unless farmers adopt 
and apply the new ideas and practices, there is no use to keep pouring 
money into research work. However, this situation largely depends on 
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the enlightment or educational level of the people involved as well as 
an ef.fective extens.ion service organization. Again, education (voca-
tional) has influence on the success of research. 
Extension 
Extension is education by nature. While J. C. Evans (10) defines 
education as "the process through which a student goes to ±mprove him-
self'' (p. 2), extension does exactly similar function by identifying 
problems and needs of local peop+e and then help in organizing how to 
solve .the problem or meet the needs. Again Evans (10) states further 
that if the extension st~ff in a county or anywhere is going to contri-
bute something educationally to the people, it must have an educational 
program to fit the needs of the people concerned. However, the author 
is inclined to regard extension as a function of education and/or ex-
tnesion is the process or medium through which education operates. At 
any rate, extension work may be broadly divided into two major cate-
gories (7): (1) service and (2) education. 
The service function includes the distribution of improved varie-
ties and breeds of plants and animals as well as information about new 
icl.eas and practices or refinement of traditional methods for farmers and 
other agricultur~l workers. The educational function of extension, on 
the other hand, embraces preparation of prospective extension workers, 
providing in-:"service training for extension and other personnel involved 
in agricultural work to keep abreast with time and finally dissemination 
of information through the many channels of mass media. 
As extension is education and deals 'with the masses, particularly 
those at the grass roots, it is doubtless, therefore, that extension 
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is an ideal approach to human resource development. While education is 
the basis for extension work, extension is the organized means of medium 
of reaching people. It both teaches and extends information, be it new 
ideas or new practices to the rural masses. It also has the formidable 
task to make the populace adopt the new ideas or practices. This is the 
principle behind the Smith-Level Act, 1914, by which Cooperative Exten-
sion Service has been enacted in the United States. An interesting and 
noteworthy feature of extension is that it is closely related to both 
research and vocational education such that they all become interde-
pendent of one another. 
T 
F 
T--Resident teaching (in agriculture) 
R--Research 
E--Extension 
F--Farm families including home makers 
and other innovators 
Source: 11, p. 24. 
Figure 1. Relation Bet;ween Teaching, 
Research, and Extension 
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In fact, extension harmoniously.coordinates and integrates the 
functions of all the three: teaching, research, and extension, in re-
lation to the farmers. This integration and coordination as well as in-
terdepend,ence is best illustrated in the preceding tetrahedron figure as 
shown on the previous page. 
The guerilla freedom fighters mainly in Africa ~hibit a widely, 
held witty idealism and sentiment, i.e. liberation from oppression of 
anykind, doe_s not come from without but certainly from within. These .. 
freedom fighters are fighting by themselves for their own freedom since 
their arch-imperialists refuse granting independence. These colonists 
have.not relied on outside Aladians, myths, or George Washingtons to do 
the fighting for them. Rather, they have ta~en the fighting all by 
themselves using whatever weapons they have and whatever assistance they 
receive from outside. 
Therefore, by the same token and idealism, the liberation from the 
miseries and poverty of u0der development'largely rests on concerted as 
well as unremitting efforts from the developing countries. They should 
organize and tackle their own problems rather than to depend heavily on 
foreign monies with inevitable strings attached and also some outsiders 
who invariably come.to the developing countries with speculative as well 
as exploitative ambitions or aspirations. Like the freedom.fighters, 
the developing countries should provide the s.tamina and initiative, but 
whenever available, they should avail themselves of any relaxing and. 
bona fide for~ign aid: financially, materially, or technically. 
In the final analysis, after so much discussion about developing 
and developed countries, the author thinks it ideal to show a brief 
comparison between the two. The tabular comparison is adapted from the 
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article of Professor A. B. Fafunwa (8). There are some illustrative ex-
planations of the developing countries in the appendix. They are adap-
from a U.$.A.I.D. publication (14). 
Developed.Countries 
1. High level economy 
2. · High percentage of literacy: 
80-98 percent 
3. Large percentage of techni-
cal labour force, specialists 
and highly industrialised commu-
nity efficiency 
4.. High per capita income 
5. Low mortality rate, preventive 
health programme 
6. Independent for many years 
7. Well-organized anq fa~rly 
stable political systems 
8. Citizenship, rights, and obli-
gations recognized 
9. Education geared to the needs 
of the people and the country 
10. Manufacturers 
11. Masses by and large scienti-
fically oriented, less super-
stitions and· generally efficient . 
Under-Developed Countries 
1. Low level economy 
2. Low percentage of liter-
acy: 3-50 percent 
3. Peasant and agrarian econ-
bmy inefficiency and poor 
organization 
4. Very low per capita in-
come 
5. High mortality rate, dis-
ease, squalor 
6. Recently autonomous or 
still colonial 
7. Transitional political 
stage 
8. Transitional stage. 
9. Inherited system from the 
colonial era with little 
relevance to the needs of 
the people and the country 
or sheer imperviousness 
to changing times 
10. Consumers 
11. Masses largely supersti-
tious, scientifically 
illiterate and technically 
inefficient 
Source: 8, p. 2. 
Figure 2. Comparisons Between Developed and Developing Countries 
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Statement of the Problem 
Nigeria is among the countries which have been, by comparison, cate-
gorized as developing countries. The comparative analysis of the eco-
nomic and social status of the developed and under developed countries 
is the criterion used for the categorization. Li~e most ·developing 
countries, therefore, Nig.eria:' s agriculture needs much, to 'be developed. 
The auth:or mentions eai;-lier that 80 percent: ·of Nigeria's population is 
engaged in agricul~ure. In,spite of the enormous and strong labor force 
dedicated to agriculture, production is just at subsistence level, but 
sometimes it exceeds slightly that level. Nigeria is, however, able to 
feed and sustain her l~rge population of 56 million people (1963 census) 
without any food imports. From the 1973 census, the provisional figures 
released show Nigerian population to be 80 million, i.e. 21 percent of 
the African population. Also, Nigeria's educated young, elements do not 
like to engage in agriculture. 
But in view of the grim as well a~ pessimistic picture for the sus-
tenance of the world's increasing population, Nigeria should step up 
food production. This need is not just desired but it is becoming a 
real necessity. This apparent necessity is emotionally and. sentimentally 
implied by Dr. Henry Kissinger (14) :· 
No tra,gedy is more wounding than the look of despair' in the 
eyes of a starving child. Today, we must proclaim a bold 
objective--that within a decade NO CHILD.WILL GO TO BED 
HUNGRY, that no family wiU fear for its next day's bread, 
and that no human being's future and c.;i.pacities .will be 
stunted by malnutrition (p. 1). 
To achieve food security so as to. meet Dr. Kissinger's expressed empha-
tic sentiments, the author feels that twice as much food should be pro-
duced by the end of the century. This is because the.food exporting 
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countries, which through good fortune plus technology, produce more food 
than they need and thus are able to export, will simply not be able to 
meet the incessantly increasing demand. 
As were the views of the author expressed earlier, the solution and 
salvation of the world's food deficit will come by a crash program for 
the development of the untapped agricultural resources which abound in 
the realms of the developing countries. An anticipated support for such 
a program seems assured by the United States President Ford's pledge 
that the United States was prepared to share the results of its advanced 
research on food produ9tion with developing nations in.addition to pro-
viding in,creased technical assistance and financial support for agricul-
tural development and programs to combat malnutrition. For more of such 
pledges, see Appendix F. 
Need of the Study 
From the author's exposure and appraisals of vocational agriculture 
the author strongly feels that one of the best and most assuring solu-
tions will be to inductively expose as well as orientate young Nigerians 
to vocational agriculture. They can, thus, be trained to become pro.,.. 
ficient farmers. In addition, they can take farming as a sound life 
time. career and profession too. The· professionals can continue to 
propagate vocational agriculture by teaching in.institutions and con-
ducting extension services. If this proposition can be achieved, 
Nigerian agriculture is certain to be revolutionized. In earlier dis-
cussions, the author emphasizes that (vocational) education is the basis 
for human resource development which is precedingly essential for the 
development and management of natural resources, which, of course, 
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include agrarian resources. 
The only possible way to expose young Nigerians to vocational agri-
culture is to introduce instruction in vocational agriculture into the 
secondary schools. In the State of Oklahoma, for exaI11ple, vocational 
agriculture has become established in a more effective manner 'in the 
high schools following the development and introduction of the Basic 
Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture. 
Under the present educational organization and provisions, Nigerian 
secondary school students are not privileged to study vocational agri-
culture. It is interesting that most of these students come from rural 
areas with parental background in agriculture. However, under the pres-
ent se.tup, such boys can only learn or start to be. exposed tq some 
training in agriculture in the post-secondary school institutions, e.g. 
schools of agriculture, rural.science institutes,· etc. These institu-
tions are not adequate enough in numbers to meet the needs of the stu-
dents. 
Phipps (15) defines vocational agriculture thus: II training 
of present and prospective farmers for proficiency in farming" (p. 26). 
Vocational agriculture is a component or form of vocational education 
which Evans (16) defines as " · • the part of education which makes an 
individual more employable in one group of occupati-ons than in another" 
(p. 1). The main goal of vocational education is to prepare or fit 
persons for gainful employment as well as purposeful life by providing 
training and retraining for youths and adults which is realistic in the 
light of actual and anticipated opportunities for employment. The major 
program objectives for vocational-technical education in agriculture are 
enumerated by Dr. H. R. Terry (17). as follows: 
1. To 4evelop agricultural competencies needed by individ-
ual~ engaged in or preparing .to engage in production 
agriculture. 
2. To develop agricultural competencies n~eded. by individ-
uals engaged in,or preparing to engage in agricultural 
9ccupations other than production agriculture. 
3. To develop an und.erstaoding of and ·appreciation for 
career 9pportunities :i,n agriculture and the ,prepara-
tion needed to enter and progress in agricultural 
occupations. 
4. To develop the ability to secure satisfact=ory place-
m~nt and tq advance in an agricultural occupation 
through a program of c0ntinuing education. 
5. To develop those abilities in human relations which 
are essential ·in agricultural occupations. · 
6. To develop the abilities needed to exercise and follow 
effective leadership in fulfilling occupational, 
social, and civic responsibilities (p. 1). · 
These object=ives are, by no means, final or exhausted. However, they 
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are exa,mples or representat:iorts of sound objectives in vocational agri~ 
culture. 
The impact .of the non-provisions for vocational agriculture (avoca-
tional provisions) in the secondary schools_ is that most boys despise 
agriculture and consider it a drud,gery as well as unprofitable, especi-
ally· from their observations of farming operations and production with 
the traditionai hoe·and cutlass by their parents and other farmers. 
Als9, they are disgusted to pursue or take up agriculture as a business 
c;>r profession. Rather; they er.ave for the white-collar jobs which are · 
lucrative as well as comfortable. 
In a study.on "Factors Affect:i,ng Secondar~ School A~ricultural 
Scienc.e Teachers," J. N. Okorie (18) has remarked that much needs to be 
done to raise the .image as well as the status of a~riculture in secon-
<;lary schools. One of _his findings is that agriculture-does not ye~ 
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occupy a significant place in the school curriculum. Most of the teach-
ers involved in the study maintained th,at agricultural courses ·should be 
' ' , ' 
taught.from a voca~ional point of view. Okorie (19) laments: 
Rema,rkably, tqe greatest weakness in the school system 
is the avocational ch~racteristics of the school curriculum. 
This practice which was inherited from the colonial era is 
significantly being perpetuated in the school System. , Thus,, 
improvements in agriculture wiil become more 'visible, when 
the. youths associate.the importance of work with t}leir 
studies (p. 115)~ 
Therefore, ~he author feels that unless the youngsters not only in 
Nigeria but also in other developing countries are made to recognize 
agriculture in the same manner the American youths have done, the future 
of agriculture will remain dull. Consequently, the present call and 
outcry to raise agricultural (food) production so as to obviate.the 
innninent world famine will have no repercussions at all. 
But some rays of hope for vocational agriculture are evident and 
seem to prevail in Nigeria. These rays of hope can be visualized and/or 
deduced in these instances. The Nigerian Federal Commi~sion for Ed.uca..,. 
tion, Chief A. Y. Eke (20) states: 
Unless the student, right from the moment he is ad-
mitted into the secondarv school, is.taught to use not. 
only his head but also his hands and is encouraged not 
to de$pise manual labour, th~ present craze for white-
col+ar jobs. by our young people would lead to disaster 
sooner or later (p. 2). 
lhis disaster is th~t the army of unemployed secondary school graduates 
will continue to mount in the towns and cities coupled with the mass 
exodus of rural people to the .urban areas. The other instat).ce of ho:pe 
is that the Third Development 'Plan 1970-1974 promises that during the 
plan period, the federal and state governments will formulate a variety 
of integrated policy measures concentrated on the following problems in 
agriculture (21): 
1. Improved· production techniques 
2. National seed m4ltiplication schemes which will initially 
handle sorghum, maize, rice, pulses and cassava 
3. Improve storage: 
a. At farm level using low-cost ·type of silos and 
air tight drums · 
b. At collecting centres in small to~s and large rural 
depots 
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4. Organised marketing--the marketing of food crops a,t pres- • 
ent gives neither a fair return to the producer nor a 
fair price to .the consumer. Considerable priGe variations 
occur within and between seasons. ~his does not make 
farming an .attractive business. Farmers who regard 
farming .!;!S full-time occupation cont;f..nue to do SO mainly. 
because there are few alternative avenues for them to · 
make a living. Those who can find more profitable 
outlets either get out of food fi~rming or relegate it· 
to a secondary occupation or hobby to supplement more 
regular sources of income. 
5. Fertilizer supply and subsidy 
6. Application of pesticides (p. 10). 
From the foregoing, it becomes clear that there is a :real "felt" 
need for vocational agriculture in Nigeria not only for prospective 
farmers but also for the adult farmers; otherwise, for both future farm-
ers of Nigeria and adult farmers of Nigeria. Thus, a need for the intro-
duction of vocational agriculture in the secondary schools .of Nigeria 
exists and is .hereby established. It now remains for a "Daniel to come 
to judgement," i.e. someone to come up with an educational instrument 
which c.;in be incorporated into the curricula of the secondary schools so 
that vocational agriculture can become a reality. Specifically, the 
educational instrument is nothing other than a proposed vocational agri-
culture curriculum. 
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Purpo~e of .the Study 
The purpose of ,the study by the author :f,.s to come up with a pro-
posed instrtµnent or some propositions whereby vocationaJ, agriculture can 
become incorporated and :f,.ntroduced into the curricula. of the secondary. 
schools of Nigeria. The author will study the Basic Core Curriculum for 
' -
Vocational Agriculture being used in the high schools of the_State of 
Oklahoma so as to find if it can.be adopted :f,.n its entirety or what 
necessary modifications need to be made for the Core Curriculum to suit 
Nigerian needs and situations. In the course of the study, the author 
will attempt to work into the development of the Curriculum as well as 
the problems, if any, that have been encountered in its design. An 
addiitonal attempt -will be made to find out how effective it; has been 
since it was put into use. Finally the author wishes ~o investigate.the 
frequency and criteria the Curriculum should be changed, revised, or 
:im,proved. 
Objectives of the Study 
The immediate. and remote, otherwise short~tern and long-term, objec-
tives of the study are as follows: 
1. To study the development of the Basic Core Curriculum for Voca-:-_ 
tional Agriculture 
2. To determine the acceptance and effecti'1"eness. of the Core_ 
Curriculum 
3. To examine the possib:f,.lity of either adopting .or modifying the 
Core Curriculum for Nigerian needs and situations. so th,at young Niger-
ians can also be expose~ a~ well as inducted into productive and 
prosperous agriculture right from secondary schools. just like their 
c9unterparts in. the high schools of the State of Oklahoma 
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5. To show young Nigerians that agriculture c~n also be.a desir-
able occupation having features deserving recognition and creating 
satisfaction and pride, thus agriculture is not only a lucrative trade 
but also a bright career 
6. To upgrade Nigerian agriculture to a level of higher production, 
preferably from.mere subsistence to complacency 
Questions 
The questions that the study attempted to answer directly or indi-
rectly are as follows: 
1. What is vocational agriculture? 
2. How is the Basic Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture 
developed? 
3. How effective has it been as a tool for teaching vocational 
agriculture? 
4 •. Is there any need for vocational agriculture in Nigeria? 
5. Can the Basic Core Curriculum be adopted entirely or does it 
need to be modified to suit Nigerian needs and situations? 
Some of these questions have either been saliently or subtlely dis-
cussed earlier. 
Hypothesis 
A possible hypothesis which can be postulated for the study is as 
follows: if vocational agriculture education is among the factors that 
contribute to the agricultural development and proficiency in general in 
) 
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the United States, would Nigerian agriculture be similarly changed if 
vocational agriculture were to be-introduced in Nigeria? Agriculture 
in the State of Oklahoma, for example, was undoubtedly at one time in 
similar position as Nigerian agriculture·. Also the author feels by com-
parison that Nigeria has as much agricultural potent;ial as the State of 
Oklahoma. 
Scope of the Study 
The study is limited as well as confined to the State of Oklahoma 
and involves only the five supervisory school districts from which a 
representative sample for the study will be derived. Th_ough the State 
of Oklahoma may vary in many respect from Nigeria, yet the study is in 
no way attempting to compare and/or contrast the two places. Rather, 
it -is a matter of studying the development of an-educational instrument 
in the former place and then exploring the possibilities of adopting, 
with or without modifications, the same instrument by the latter. 
Essentially, basic ideas are applicable from the place of origin to 
any new plac~ provided, of course, the necessary adaptationary measures 
are effected for succe~sful adoption. Ojo (12) has remarked that agri-: 
cultural methods import~d from other regions cann9t b_e rigidly trans-
ported in another environment. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study is limited to the State of Oklahoma because of time, 
materials, and costs. Otherwise, the author would have liked to. involve_ 
any other states having vocational agriculture curricl.ilum in their pub-
lic_ schools. Again, as vocational agriculture is yet to be introduced 
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into Nigeria, Kano State, the author's birth place, should be selected 
for the pioneer pilot project. The try-out of vocat;ional agriculture in 
the secondary schools should be in Kano State before it spreads to 0th.er 
parts of Nigeria, depending, of course, on the outcomes, 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose of the study, the following definitions seem perti-
nent and relat.ive: 
Vocation--any occupation or the career to which one feels he is 
called, 
Vocational Education--Evans (16) the part of education which makes 
an individual more employable in one group of occupations than in 
another. 
Vocational Agriculture--Phipps (15) training of present and pros-
pective farmers for proficiency in farming. 
Curriculum--Pqpham (22) all the planned learning outcomes for which 
the school is responsible. 
Core""'."-Chiana (23) that·part of the total school curriculum which is 
n~eded by all boys and girls who eventually become men and women in the 
s9ciety. 
Basic Core Curriculum--Patton (24) a suggest:ed guideline for in..,. 
struction in vocational agriculture. 
State of Oklahoma--one of the 50 states in the United States of 
America. 
l\ano State...,.-one.of the 12 states in Nigeria. 
High School--Webster (25) secondary school in the United States 
offering academic or vocational subjects to s.tudents in grades 9, 10, 
11, and 12. 
Secondary School-:--a post primary institution in Nigeria offering 
general education. 
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Supervising (Cooperating) Teachers--teachers who supervise student 
teachers. 
Non-Supervising (Non-Cooperating) Teachers--teachers who do not 
supervise student teachers. 
Background of the Study 
The author's exposure to agricultural education in which he comes 
to know about vocational agriculture inspires his appreciation and value 
for vocational agriculture. The author has also been concerned about 
the slow development of Nigerian agriculture. Consequently, youngsters 
despise agriculture. They keep aloof of it as a career and profession. 
It is, therefore, the author's wish and ardent hope that the pro-
posed educational instrument or approach to emerge from the study will 
be hailed as a long-awaited revelation which will upgrade Nigerian agri-
culture as well as change the attitude of Nigerian youth toward agricul-
ture. The author also hopes that the proposed curriculum will ring the 
gong for agricultural renaissance and reformation in Nigeria. Let it 
save Nigerian agriculture just as St. Joan of Arc delivered France in the 
Hundred Years War following the "voices" she claimed to have heard. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology of the 
study. This includes the development of the instrument to be used for 
data collection, the selection of the sample for the study, and finally 
the type of statistics to be applied for the analysis of the data col~ 
lected. The analysis will reveal some findings from which the author 
can draw up some conclusions as well as make some recommendations. All 
these will show the results and overall picture of the study. 
Development of the Inst-rument 
The researcher, with the help and unremitting direction of his ma-
jor advisor, has developed a set of questions. This questionnaire is to 
solicit responses on some concepts and practices in the development and 
usage of the Basic Core Curriculum. A sample of the questionnaire is 
included in the appendix. The specific items on which the researcher 
wants to solicit responses are these: 
1. Concepts or ideas of what constitutes a curriculum 
2. Concepts of curriculum development applied to vocational agri-
culture 
3. Evaluation of Oklahoma Core Curriculum for Vocational Agricul-
ture by indicating the appropriat~ time teachers follow or use tl).e Core 
Curriculum in their teaching 
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4. Nature of the content of the curriculum as to whether the in-
structional materials are too advanced or too easy, and whether they are 
very relevant or not relevant 
5. Evaluation of the format of the units of instruction 
6. How often a curriculum should be revised 
7. Concepts as to supplementing the Core Curriculum, i.e. what 
percent of the core units need supplementation 
8. Extent of the need for more suggestions for variations in 
teaching methods 
9. Evaluation of some sources for supplementation 
Another set of questionnaires developed by the Curriculum and In-
structional Materials Center of the State Department of Vocational and 
Technical Education, Stillwater, supplements the author's main question-
naire. The author wishes to point out that his subject of study, i.e. 
the Basic Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture has been formulated 
as well as developed at the Curriculum and Instructional Materials 
Center which is abbreviated as CIMC. This supplementary questionnaire 
solicits responses on which units of instruction have been taught and 
which units have not been taught. Reason(s) for not teaching any 
unit(s) should be checked among the handful of reasons included in the 
questionnaire. A sample of this questionnaire is also included in.the 
appendix. However, for purposes of convenience, both questionnaires 
are me~ged together and distributed as a single entity. 
The questionnaire was dis.tributed by hand to teachers who were in 
Stillwater campus attending the Seventh Annual Conference of Vocational 
and Technical Education. The questionnaire was handed out on the last 
day of the conference. This God-sent golden opportunity has saved the 
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author many inconveniences and financial costs too, namely purchasing 
stamps and envel9pes to mail out the questionnaires and writing covering 
letters to accompany the questionnaires to. ask for the support and coop-
eration of the participants. They were, however, allowed to take the 
questionnaire to their homes so that they could have sufficient time and 
ease to study the questionnaires prior to indicating their respective 
responses. They were told to mail in the completed questionnaires to 
the Agricultural Education Department where the author collected them 
for analysis. 
The teachers come from various high schools which are scattered 
throqghout the five supervisory school districts. The teachers are 
divided into two distinct groups. Again, they are further subdivided 
into subgroups. First, they are divided into cooperating or supervising 
and non-cooperating or non-supervising teachers. For clarification of 
these terms, refer to the "Definition of Terms" in Chapter I. Second, 
each group is dubclivided between (1) teachers who have taught for eight 
or more years and (2) teachers who have taught for only eight years or 
less~ 
This subdivision is specially made in order to mel;l.sure extreme re-
sponses to the acceptance of the Core Curriculum between those.who have 
spent ,much time using the curriculum and those who have spent little 
time or just started using it. There should be extreme differences in 
the responses of the subdivisions. These extreme responses should capi..:. 
talize on the acceptance, usefulness, and effectiveness of the Core 
Curriculum as a tqol of instruction and also whatever reservations 
teachers might have about.the Core Curriculum. 
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Collection of Data 
The author would collect the questionnaires as returned from the 
Agricultural Education Department so as to collat~ the data before analy-
sis. The author feels that the return of the questionnaires will be 
good since the teachers involved in the study are enrolled in·cre4it~ 
earning courses during the conference.. Furthermore, their responses 
are expected t<;> be.genuine and to their maximum too. Thus, the author 
is saved the problem of having few questionnaires to deal with owing 
to poor returns of questionnaires from participants. In most cases, 
poor returns of questionnaires affect:s t:he study as there is no suffi-
cient data to make appreciable analysis. 
Analysis of the Data 
The data collected from the questionnaires will be compiled and 
tabulated s.o as to fulfill .the purpqse and obj ectiv.es of the study. 
This research being descriptive in nature, t:he author considers using 
descriptive statistics: arithmetic counts, percentages, means, and 
mlII).erical rankings to provide the sought for information. 
Chapter IV shows the statistical analysis of the dat:a as well as 
the presentatio~ of the findings. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF LITERAl'URE 
Background of the Basic Core C,urriculum 
for Vocational Agriculture 
The primary pu~pose of vocational agriculture is to prepare stu-
dents, especially those in.secondary schools for care~rs in-agriculture 
so that they become self-sufficient, employable, and goqd citizens. · 
Thus, they are prepared not only to·~ke a living but also to _become 
prepared to live a good life. These purposes are exactly identical. with 
the fundamental and/or "controlling purposes'' of the Smith-Hughes Act, 
1917, which has provided for vocational education. The Act essentiall¥ 
and specifically provides for vocational training in agriculture, trades 
and industries, and home making. The author merely paraphras~s as well .. 
as expatiates. on the controlling purposes of the vocational education. 
act •. The author feels that Senators Smith and Hughes should be highly 
connnended for their foresightedness and efforts in enacting vocational 
education. · 
But before the preparation process begins or takes place, the stu-
d.ent should screen hims~lf and then identify the careers which are open 
and suitable to him based on his particular individual "uniqueness" and 
needs. The Center fqr Vocational and Technical Education at the Ohio 
St~te University has developed a model of eight elements and eight ex-
pected outcomes of career ed,ucation. The· elements, expected ·outcomes 
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and brief descriptions are presented in Figure 3 (26). 
Elements 
Self Awareness 
Knows self, what he hopes to be-
come 
Career Awareness 
Understands abroad range of ca-
reers, and how they serve him, 
the community, and society 
Appreciations, Attitudes 
Develops a value system toward 
his own choice and that of o.thers 
Economic Awareness 
Perceives processes of production, 





Understands skills needed by 
workers in certain job roles 
Employable Skills 
Searches fo.r, locates and obtains 
a job 
Educational Awareness 
Recognizes the need for specific 
education for career roles 
Expected Outcomes 
Self.Identity 
Knows himself and has developed 
a value system 
Career Identity 
Selects and becomes established 
in a role or roles within the 
world of work 
Self-Social Fulfillment 
Develops an appreciation of his 
own role and the role of others 
Economic Understanding 
Solves personal and social pro-
blems in an economic environment 
Career Decision 
Develops a plan for immediate, 
intermediate and long range 
career development 
Employment Skills 
Develops competence in perfor-
manace of job skills 
Career Placement 
Obtains employment in line with 
career goals 
Educational Identity 
Develops ability to select edu-
catio.nal avenues for pursuit of 
career goals 
·source: "A Model for Expanding Areas of Learning" by Alfred Mannebach. 
Figure 3. Elements and Expected Outcomes of Career Education in Agri-
culture 
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The model can help a student to screen himself and identify suit-
able career (s) to him rather than to plunge and flounder into 1,1nsuita,ble, 
careers. Some of tl;ie careers in agriculture ident~fied in the State of. 
Oklahoma are listed below. In fact., the Basic Core Curriculum Center 
capitalizes on these careers: 
1. Agricultural Production (Farming and Ranching) 
2. Agricultural Supplies: chemicals, fertilizers, seeds, live-
stock feeds, petroleum supplies, etc. 
3. Agricultural Mechanics: sales and services of agricultural 
power units--tractors, machinery, and related equipment 
4. Agricultural Products: processing and marketing 
5. Ornamental Horticulture: production, distribution, and utili-
zation of horticultural plants for ornamental values, l~mdscaping, etc. 
6. Forestry: tree growing and management, forestry protection, 
wood production and utilization, recreation, etc·. 
7. Agricultural Resources: . principles and processes of. conserva-
tio~ and improvement of environmental resources, operation and manage-
ment .of recreational facilities 
8. Other Agriculture: misce.llaneous, non-professional agricul-
tur.al occu:i;>ations in industry, government, educa~ion, or other services .• 
Development of tl;ie Basic Core Curriculum 
for Vocational Agriculture in Oklahoma 
Before delving into the crust of the matter, it will be ideally 
proper to discuss "curriculum" in general. This is because even though 
a curriculum has been recognized as a tool of organizing instruction, 
yet it is just as controversial among educators as fire has been as a 
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tool of managir~g an ecosystem (habitat) among ecologists. Popham (22) 
uses a different and less sharp comparison: "Curriculum • • • evokes in 
many teachers the same enthusiasm as 'polemics' does in.an activist" 
(p. 45). There are varying opinions among educators or curriculum. 
architects that, hitherto, there is no consensus on a standard defini-
tion of curriculum which one can directly and safely use without reser-
vations or fear of contradiction from some quarters. This is an.ultra 
COlllI!10nality with most term concepts. For instance, there are varying 
definitions of program planning given by adult educators and extension 
personnel. Hitherto, there is no consensus on a standard definition 
of program planning. But it is conclusively clear that nothing of any 
worth will ever be attempted if all possible objections or differences 
must first be overcome. Therefore, it is necessary to have to use one 
definition regardless of the divergent opinions (views). After all, it 
will not be possible and easy to handle different opinions. One simply 
needs to selectively restrict one's choice in a multitude of given op-
tions. However, in the author 1 s questionnaire, a consensus of opinion 
on the best definition of a curriculum. is indicative. Out of ten dif-
ferent statements, the teachers have rated statements eight and one as 
best and second best respectively. Statement five is rated the lowest. 
The cited statements read as follows: 
1. All the learning experiences the students have while attending 
school 
5. A well planned "core" of subject matter concepts and informa-
tion desirable for the learner, including instructional sequence 
Bo A course of study in a school 
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Details of these ratings are in Chapter IV. The author feels that these 
ratings, especially the one rated best will not be compatible to the 
Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center of the State Department of 
Vocational Technic~l Education. It looks similar to a layman's evalua-
tion. As a matter of fact, the author gets this definition.from Web-
ster's Dictionary. 
However, despite their differences on the concepts of curriculum, 
most educators and/or architects of curriculum are unanimous on the 
sources of objectives for curriculum development. While Cay (28) does 
not specify these sources, Popham (22) specifies them as "the learner, 
the society, and the subject-matter discipline" (p. 49). He, however, 
does not fail or hesitate to mention that these sources are neither 
mutually exclusive nor totally exhaustive. This means that these sour-
ces are not wholly independent of one another but rather inter-relatedly 
dependent. Also, these sources are not final as there Jnight be some 
other sources which can be used in formulating objectives towards cur-
riculum development. It should be noted that it is these sources that 
make a curriculum very flexible and subject to changes rather than rigid 
and "gospel truth" or gospel like. A curriculum is changed, revised, 
or improved when everyone or all of the sources demand changes. John 
Dewey (29) pointed out that social change necessitated educational 
change. The author appreciates that this feature has been fully incor-
porated in the Basic Core Curriculum. 
Historical Development of the 
Basic Core Curriculum 
Patton (24) has made these observations in his study to determine 
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the acceptance and usefulness of the .Basic Core Gurriculum. In Oklahoma 
teachers of vocational agriculture, faced lttith the continuing problems, 
as to what to teach and whom to serve, are further perplexed and ham-
pered because of a,lack of ac;lequate and relevantly organized instruc-
tional materials to assist them in meeting the needs of students. This 
has creat.ed need for curriculum development. New curricula mus.t be 
develope4 to acco~odate the existing and changing needs of all students. 
Hence 1 Cay (28) remarks that curriculum buildingis a continuous rather 
than.a static: process of making and unmaking as well as decisions and 
counter-decisions. According to him, building a curriculum. is more 
difficult and complicated than putting together the_pieces of a jig-saw 
puzzle. 
The Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center (CIMC) of .the 
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education was established 
in 1969 under the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 which author-
ized appropriations of ten million dollars for curriculum devel.opm~nt 
in vocational education. The general purposes of the center are to pro-
vide for the development, collection, and dissemination of curriculum 
materiais for use in vocational and technical education programs in 
Oklahoma. The Cur_riculum and Instrq.ctional Materials Center (CIMC) has, 
therefore, instituted one of _the most unique methods of developing cur ... 
riculum for vocational agriculture with an extensive use of measurable 
and observable objectives. These objectives are as follows: 
1. Performance (Behavioral) Obj ective--the state,ment of perfor-
m.ance or changed behavior which instruction is to. produce stated in 
te.rms of observable or measurable student performance 
2. Terminal Objective--an objective stating the subject matter to 
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be covered in terms of student performance within a unit of instruction 
3. Specific Objective--an objective stating the performance re-
quire4 of the student in order to reach the terminal objective ; 
The Division of Vocational Agriculture Education in the .Curriculum 
and.Instructiona+ Materials Center has developed a Basic Core Curriculum 
Guide outlining four years.of instruction in vocational agriculture. 
T~e aim of the guide .is to assist te.achers in improving instruction in 
vocational agriculture and thereby attempt to ease their increasing 
problems of what to teach and whom to serve. Frolil the Basic Core, un~ts 
of instruction have been developed cc;wering specific areas of instruc-
tion for each of the four years a:s follows: 
1. Basic Core Curriculum Guide for Vocational Agriculture I (1970, 
revised .1971): units of instruction .have .been developed to cover 60 
percent. of at). agriculture . te.acher' s time in teaching basic information 
in the following areas: (1) Orientation and c;:areers, (2) Leadership, 
(3) Supervised Farm. Training, (4) Animal Science., (5) Plant Science, and 
(6) .Agricultural Mechanics. 
2. Basic Core Curriculum Guide for Vocational Agriculture II 
(1971): units of. instruction have been deve.J,.oped to cover 60 percent of 
an.agriculture te~cher'1:1 time in teaching basic information in the fol-
lowing areas: (1) Agriculture Chemicals; (2) Plant and Soil Science, 
(~) Animal Science, (4) Supervised Farm Training, (5) Leadership, and 
(6) Agricultura+ liechanics. 
3. BaE!ic ·Core Cur.riculum Guide for Vocational Agriculture III 
(1972): units of instruction have been developed to cover 6.0 percent 
of an agriculture teacher's time in teaching basic information in the 
following areas: (1) Plant and Soil Science, (2) Animal Science, 
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(3) Supervi$ed Farm Training, (4) Farm Business Management, (5) Leader-
ship, (6) Career Selection, and (7) Agricultural Mechanics. 
4. Basic Core Curriculum Guide for Vocational Agriculture IV 
(1973): units of ins.truction have been developed to cover 6.0 percent ·of 
an agriculture teacher's tim,e in teaching basic information in the fol-
lowing a-r:eas: (1) ,Farm .Business Management, (2) A~ric:ultural Mechanics, 
(3) Leade;ship Gareers, and (4) Plant and Soil Science. 
Each of the instructional units is prepared in .a definite sequence 
and format. 'rhe format·in~ludes behavioral objectives, .i.e. tenninal 
and specific objectives, suggested activities for instructors and stu"".' 
dents, information sheets, assignment sheets; job she.ets, transparency 
masters, tests, and answers to tests. Again, the instructional units. 
as stated in each of the Core Guides., are designed to account for 60 
percent of an instructor's time of teaching. The remaining 40 percent 
is a.pared to the .individual instructor in order for him to have freedom 
and flexibility to use his own initiative in improving as well as con-
summating instruction in making content .selection compatible with the 
demands of his local connnunity. In other words, the teacher should 
persona.lize as well as localize ins.truction for himself and his students 
too. Aftel'.'. all, the .Core.Guide merely gives the teacher guidance and 
essential information for instruction as shown in Figure 4. It ·is UJ> 
to the teacher to know how to organize the dissemination of this infer~ 
mation effectively. He should personalize, localize, and supplement 
the information as well as motivate.the students so as to establish a 
need to know. The core is just· like a skeleton, and it is left to the 
teacher to muscle.the skeleton so as to produce or facilitate movements. 









Cun,cub.sfn 1 \ P~rsonalize 
Source: State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Figure 4. CIMC Model of the Basic Core Curriculum 
.i::--w 
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specified in the questionnaire at the appendix. 
The developmental process of the.Basic Core Curriculum can briefly . . 
be contrast~d in the model of a revolving cycle produced by Cur~iculum 
and Ins-tructional Materials Center _in Figure-5. _ 
This model of revolving cycle clearly verifies Cay's (28) opinion 
that curriculum building is a contimJ;ous rather t.han a static process of 
making and unmaking decisions. The cycle starts from trade analysis 
which briefly is an inventory of essential elements (skills.) of an occu-
pation for which training (instruction) can be provided prior to emploY-: 
ment. In other words, trade analysis is identifying training skills 
needed in an occupation. Trade analysis and vocational agriculture edu-
cation are like two brothers or like a brother and a sister. While 
trade analysis identifies the _training skills needed in an occupation, 
vocational agriculture education then provides the training skills or 
prepares a person to acquire the training skills needed so. that_ he can 
enter into· that particular occupation. The cycle.then revolves back. 
to its starting point for another analysis based upon the feedback re-
ceived on emerging situations. Hence, the process is continuous. 
As stated earlier, the _primary purpose of vocational agriculture 
education is to provide training sk:Ul,s or prepare students in high 
schools. or otherwise to acqµire skills needed for thelll.to become success-
full,y engagec;l in agricul-tural careers. This training is provided by the 
Basic Core Curriculum. It is organized in instructional units wh~ch 
have been discussed previously. 
By way of comparisons, the author is incl.ined to believe that the 
Oklahoma Basic Core Curriculum is distinctively outstanding from the 
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measurable and observable objectives as well as the format of the units 
of instruction. In his study, Patton (24) has briefly investigated the 
development of vocational education curriculum in other states. His 
findings are summarized as follows: 
1. The Texas Education Agency has developed units of instruction 
for Vocational Agriculture I and II. The units are developed using 
current agricultural information in text form and including transparency 
masters and additional references. 
2. The Agricultural Education Section of the University of Missouri 
has developed units of instruction for Vocational Agriculture I and II 
and stresses instruction in these areas: (1) Mechanics, (2) Careers, 
(3) Leadership, and (4) Supervised Occupational Experiences. These 
units are written in topic outline form and suggest teaching procedures 
and illustrative materials. 
3. North Carolina has developed a guide for course pll;lnning in 
Vocational Agriculture I designed for ninth. grade students. The guide 
suggests teacQ.ing and learning activities for the .world of work in these 
areas: (1) Mechanics, (2) Animal Science, and (3) Plant and Soil Sci-
ence. 
4. Indiana has developed a core curriculum in Vocational Agricul-
ture I and II. These publications include objectives and motivation 
statement and list references and suggestions for teaching the units. 
Topics of instruction are broken down in these areas: (1) Orientation, 
(2) Career Opportl,mities, (3) Future Farmers of America, (4) Agricultur-
al Mechanics, (5) Animal Science, and (6) Soil Science and Plant Science. 
The Indiana Core.Curriculum has more similarities to the Oklahoma Core 
Curriculum than the other curricula discussed above. 
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The mo~t appropriate stu4y the author can find on a basic core 
curriculum is the study cond.ucted by B. G. PattQn (24). The purpose. o~ 
this study was to determin_e the accep~ance and. use:f;ulness of a basic 
core curricl,llum for Vocational Agriculture I. To accomplish this pul;'-
pose, he developed the following objectives which are sunnnarized below: 
1. To determine the extent that the basic core cu:i;-riculum is being 
used 
2. To determine if the basic· core cu:t:riculum is. adequate for to-
day's teaching agricultural program,s 
3. 'l'o determine if .more.or less information should be included in 
order to teach the specific lessons 
4. To determine if this approach in curriculum development is 
taking any initiative away from the teacher 
5. To determine if the basic core curriculum could. be adapted to 
each vocational agriculture· teacher's. local community 
6. To determine if a need exists for the continuation of this 
kind of curriculum development for Vocational Agriculture II, III, and 
IV 
Data was collected by the use of a mailed questionnaire which was 
sent to 100 vocational agriculture teachers in 20 schools randomly 
selected frQil,l each of· the five supervisory school districts. A panel of 
experts consisting of curriculum specialists and faculty members of the 
Agricultural Education Department p~rfected the questionnaire. Eighty-
six of the 100 questionnaires were xeturned. This constituted 86 per-
cen.t return. Teachers were divided into two groups based on teaching 
experiences by years. 
Following the analysis of the data, his fin9ings relative to the. 
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objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. Teachers indicated that they could and were using the Basic 
Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture I which account.ed for 60 per-
cent of their instructional time. Also, teachers indicated that they 
could cover more material than they could otherwise without having the 
Basic Core Curriculum. 
2. Teachers agreed that the material contained in the Basic Core 
Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture I was adequate for teaching to-
day's agricultural programs. 
3. Teachers agreed that the approach being used in curriculum de-
velopment did not take any initiative away from the teachers in their 
preparation and did not keep teachers from being innovative in their 
teaching. 
4. Teachers indicated that transparencies should be included in the 
units instead of transparency masters. Additional agreement indicated 
that students needed a copy of the transparency master duplicated as an 
information sheet, 
5. Teachers agreed that the Basic Core Curriculum for Vocational 
Agriculture I could be adapted to each teacher's local community and 
that the curriculum was flexible enough to be adapted to each individual 
student. 
6. TE;!achers indicated that the approach used in the development of 
curriculum for Vocational Agriculture I should be continued in develop-
ing curriculum for Vocational Agriculture II, III, and IV. 
7. Teachers agreed that students achieved at a higher level when 
using units of instruction written with behavioral objectives compared 
to the traditional way of teaching witl:iout using behavioral objectives. 
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8. Teachers .agreed that the Agricultural Education Department 
should continue to offer courses in order .to develop competence in 
teacqing the Basic Core Curriculum for Vocational Agriculture. 
The following excerpts of teachers' comments in the study by Patton 
(24) seem to substantiate their responses: 
I think the basi~ core curric·ulum is the best .that has 
happened for vo-ag. 
We :need Vo-Ag II, III, and IV curriculum books as soon 
as possible. 
I think very highly of this teaching material and I. 
have used it quite extensively this year. 
I feel the basic.core curriculum is a big step forward 
in Oklahoma Vocational Agricuture. 
I have only taught two years and this basic core cur-
riculum has been one of the best helps that I have found. 
It gives me .more time to do wo.rk and to do a better job 
of teaching. 
I think that this basic core curriculum has been one 
of the best th:ings that the state department has come up 
with. 
I use the basic core curriculum material and will use 
the other when it is finished. I feel it will greatly help 
Vo-Ag. You fellows are doing a tremendous job and my only 
regret is that it wasn '·t done 22 years ago. . 
I wish I could have had this 21 years ago. I certain-
ly could have done a better job th~ough the years in my 
teaching. It gives me more unity in Vo-Ag and. certainly 
is impressive to the administrations. 
The basic core curriculum for Vo-Ag I was expertly 
done and I use it and will continue to do so. This is 
one of the best thin$s that could happen to improve Vo-Ag 
in Oklahoma (pp. 34~36). 
The author feels encouraged by the findings atl.d excerpts of the 
above study. The author is particularly impressed by the findings which 
correspond with Objectives 1, 2, 5, and 6 of the study. These objec-
tives have direct bearing on some of the objectives of the author's 
study. 
Patton (24) has mad,e the following reconnnendations: 
1. The, Curriculum and Instructional Materials C,enter 
should :t,mplement a plan for developing transparencies to be. 
included in the 'Basic Core Curriculum. ' 
2. Transparency Mas,ters should be duplicated as infor-
mati~n sl:ieets to be made available to vocational agriculture 
students. 
3. Audio-visua,l materials should be develOped for use 
in supplementing units of instruc.tion. 
4. There should be increased emphasis on training 
teaGhers to teach the Basic Core,Curriculum. 
5. An effort should be made, for the continuation '.of 
curriculum development for Vocational Agriculture II, III, 
and IV (p. 40). 
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The author again finds the observations of Eugene Anderson (30) on 
vocational seconda,ry educa,tion in.Tanzania very interesting as well as 
most a,ppropriate to, thi.s, study. Anderson has taught vocational educa-
tion for three years at the Tumaini Secondary School in Tanzania. 
Like Nigeria, Tanzania is in Africa. It is also one of the devel~ 
oping countries in Africa. See App0ndix,E. According to Anderson (30) 
agriculture has been identified by the Tanzanian government as the base 
on which the social and economic development of the country will be 
built. Agriculture is important in Tanzania because there is no other 
segment of the economy which is capable of producing the wealth needed 
to finance development~ Twelve million people, i.e. 95 percent of the 
population, obtain their livelihood from agriculture. This farm per-
centage exceeds by 10 percent the Nigerian farm percentage which is 85 
percent. However, it .is these twelve million people, most of whom are 
subsistence farmers as in Nigeria, who must improve and increase pro-
<;luction in order to feed the country and any surplus agricultural 
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products can be sold to finance the development of the country. Unlike 
Nigeria with her oil reserves, Tanzania singularly depends on agricul-
ture. 
But it is relieving that some remedial measures have been adopted 
and initiated by the Tanzanian government. Anderson (30) has stated 
that secondary schools are becoming vocational schools by providing vo-
cational education for all the secondary school students. Vocational 
training is seen as the most realiStic and appropriate·type of secondary 
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education for Tanzania. Under this drive, about 30 percent of the 
country's secondary schools will become agricultural secondary schools. 
Anderson (30) remarks that this change contrasts with the situation 
before the plan when only one of the 112 secondary schools in the country 
was teaching an agriculture course. 
Three purposes are identified for introduct:ing vocational education 
in the secondary schools of Tanzania. They are as follows: (1) to pro-
duce the trained manpowei; needed for national d~ve].opment; (2) to pro-
duce graduates who have a general knowledge about agriculture production 
and appreciation of farming, farmers, and rural life; (3) to, attempt to 
obtain a better return on the investment in secondary education. Secon-
dary education is largely financed by the government in Tanzania as it 
is also the case in Nigeria. National develc;ipment in Tanzania depends 
upon the proc;luction of its farmers and laborers. The greater and more 
efficient this production is, the faster the nation will be developed. 
Therefore, vocational secondary education is intended to enable students · 
to become contributors to national development by exposing them to dif-
ferent work areas, make them empathic and thereby become more effective 
and efficient in their jobs. 
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Before this education reformation, Tanzanian secondary schools, 
like Nigerian ~econdary schools hitherto, were continuing in a colonia.l 
role of education as clarified by Babs Fafunwa (8) which had little 
relevance to the ne.eds of the people and the country. It was also im-
pervious to changing times and needs. In fact,. the education system or 
goal was not geared to the needs of th,e people and the co.untry. This is. 
one of the key factors which have held back most African countries which 
were.at one time colonies. The colonial education system was a calcu-
lated imperial repression and exploitation too. In the system, emphi;isis. 
was on art$ ~c;l science preparation for college or university. But 
usually only 10 to· 15 percent .of the secondary school graduates went on 
to higher education. Most of them were assigned to employment in 
government or other organizations in supervisory management or education 
positions. Very few could become farmers, mechanics, factory workers, 
or craftsmen because they were avocational; they would not.like to soil· 
their hands. It is regrettable that Nigerii;i is still stuck with this· 
colonial system of education. It is the author's ardent hope that this 
study will have a major breakthrough to that imperial havoc. 
Anderson .. (30) points ·out that five vocational i;i.reas have· been 
sele.cted for the secondary school curriculum. These areas are as fol-
lows: (1) Agriculture, (2) Technical, (3) Commerce, (4) Crafts and 
Industry, and (5) Home Economics. Initially, each secondary school 
will concentrate on.one of these areas. Later, some schools will pro-
vide training in two or three of these vocational areas. Again, each 
of these are,as will run for four consecutive school years. For in-
stance, the first year of secondary school agriculture is. an orient~tion 
to agriculture as the basis for n~tional development. During the.second 
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and third years, production agriculture, agricultural economics, and 
agricultural mechanics will be taught. '.!;'he fourth year.is devoted· to 
pl,anning, organizing, and managing "socialist" agricultural production. 
' I ' ' 
The syllabus allocates approximately two thitds of the agriculture class 
periods to practical work so as to incorporate the principle of applica-
tion and learning by doing (doing to learn). This pri.nciple allows stu..., 
dents to make.permanent impressions in their minds of their lessons. 
In another obs·ervation of a study, J. N • .Okorie (18) has remarked 
tha~ any attempt to. curb the mass exodus of the youth from the village 
as well as their indifference to farming will involve making all forms 
of agriculture more attractive. He has observed these impressions: 
Agriculture is generally looked down upon, hence, 
the youth have no inclincation to associate themselves 
with farming. Agriculture is viewed as the las.t resort 
for those who have failed in other occupations (p. 86). 
Consequently, the young men·are willing.to loiter in the cities indefi-
nitely in search of j.ob.s instead of going back to the land. Farmers are 
principally recognized for their role in the society in.producing food 
and fiber for the people. 
Okorie as quoted by Mager and Kenneth (34) gave his own explanation . 
of the poor image of agriculture by Nigerian youth. According to him, 
what may be lacking is the development of a basic philosophy underlying 
the study of agriculture in the secondary schools. Such a :philosophy 
needs to emphasize the .value of agricultur,e in relation to other careers. 
The researcher believes that this emphasis could,' undoubtedly, be 
achieved in vocational agriculture education. As discussed earlier, 
vocational agriculture education provides not only (practical) training 
or instruction in agriculture, but also career awareness especially i~ 
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the eight agricultural occupations so far identified. These eight.agrb 
cultural careers are cited elsewhere in this chapter'. This lack of sound 
philosophy in agriculture was proven in that virtually all the 200 stu-
dents interviewed in Okorie's study wanted to see agriculture become a 
part of the secondary school curriculum. in rural areas. The students 
again with the same breath expressed great need and interest for the 
establishment of a national youth organization for the promotion of 
agriculture. They attributed the poor performance of farmers to their 
lack of ;;i.dequate education •. 
~n the study, agricUltural students were requested to evaluate 
several occupations. The result showed that fa:trmers, medical doctors'· 
and engineers were rated highly. Again, on the question of occupational. 
preferences upon graduation, 14.3 percent of .the students expressed a 
desire to become farmers. In general, a majority of students believed 
that agriculture is by all means a good occupation and that it has value 
and potential for future rewards; nonetheless, many are not willing to 
readily accept the farm as the best place for young people. The re-
searGher believes that this is because of the poor image and enormous 
misgivings attached to agriculture due to lack of sound philosophy and 
inductive orientation .to agriculture. Organized units of instruction 
under a properly constructed or developed curriculum for vocational 
agriculture will certainly help to remedy the situation. 
Nigerian National Education Objective 
The Nigerian government is awakening to the task of developing . 
great interest in the unity, development, and progress of the country 
through sound and expanded provisions.for e4ucation. The government has 
planned to launch a cras.h program in the primary education under the 
title of Universal (Free) Primary Education, i.e. free-fo.r-all primary 
education. 
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The aim of the Nig~rian government is to introduce free but in some 
instances compulsory primary education to all children especially those 
6 through 11 years of age. Thus, the government is becoming committed, 
at last, to her obligatory responsibility of providing education to her 
children. In most countries, child education is the obligatory respon-. 
sibility and prime conc~rn of the government (state). The education and 
welfare of the child remain with the state under the philosophy that the 
child belongs to the state. The proposed program is tentatively sche~ 
duled to begin in September, 1976. 
There are; at present, some five million children in school in 
Nigeria. The actual primary school enrollment in 1972 was only 4.4 
million. The details of this enrollment is shown in Table II (26). En-
rollment is anticipated to quadruple when the Universal Primary Education 
for 6 through 11 year olds is finally established in view of the big 
population increas.e. Last decade, 1963-1973, Nigeria had a growth rate 
of approximately 1.5 percent as the population ranged from 55. 66 million . 
to 79.76 million (32). But 1973 World Population Data (31} shows,a 
growth rate of 2.6 percent and projects Nigerian population to be 84.7 
million in 1985. The provisional population figure for th~ 1973 census 
is. rounded off .to be 80 million (32). It is specuiated that the 6 to 
11 year olds in 1981 will be some 18 million and that this number will 
be growing by well over half a million each year (26). 
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TABLE II 
FIGURES FOR THE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION 
Total Population Ratio 
Primary School 1973 Provisional Col. 2 
Enrollment 1972 Census Figures and 
State Thousands Milli.ans Col. 3 
East-Central 1,170 8.06 1 7 
Mid-Western 455 3. 24' 1 7 
South Eastern 478 3.46 1 7 
Lagos 271 2.47 1 9 
Western 928 8.92 1 10 
Rivers 233 2.24 1 10 
Benue-Plateau 192 5.17' 1 27 
Kwara 144 4.4& 1 32 
North Central 148 6.79 1 46 
North Eastern 158 15.38 1 97 
Kano 96 10.90 1 114 
Total NIGERIA 4,392 79.76 1 18 
Source: 26, p. 1155. 
The anticipated speculative benefits of the plan are two fold. 
First, mass education of this nature will trigger as well as serve the 
political and social purpose of creating or harmonizing a modern united 
and democratic Nigeria,. Second, universal primary education will initi-
ate a.new emphasis on learners' needs. It will also imply a recognition 
of an enormous change and diversity in educational patterns and provis-
ions. For instanc~, vocational training can be provided as well as in-
corporated in the educational system so as to cater for those who do not. 
succeed in higher education. The author f~els~ t~erefore, that this 
change should become the long awaited panacea for all the educational 
repression and exploitation of the imperialists. It will be a major 
breakthrough to their havoc. 
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The obvious problem with the program will be mass production of 
school .leavers without wage employment. Thus,.the author feels that 
those who welcome free primary education because they think it to be a 
sho.rt cut to .Paic;l .jobs will definitely be disappointed. This is because 
suc;:h graduates do not possess any skills a~ yet. This is a clear dis-
advantage of the present· educational·system which is, in ·genera+, avoca-. 
tional especially at the lower levels. Already, thet:e is a mass 
pro:duction .of primary and seconqary school gra.duates in Nigeria. They 
are vigorously competing for employment. But unfortunately, these gradu-
ates can only be employed in government or other organizations in super-. 
visory, management, or educational positions as it is the case in 
Tanzania~ i.e. before adopting yocational education in. the secondary 
schools. None .of them can be engaged in .farming and fann related occ~­
pations. While employers are becoming even me>re selective, the unskilled 
are still chasing jobs along with the semi-skilled, and skilled. 
One can easily spot signs proclaiming vacancies, thus "Smart boy 
wanted"· (33, p. 1547). Therefore, the question to be launched ia wha.t 
shall become of the future graduates from the program if they do not 
qualify for further equcation. · The answe.r, as the author feels as well 
as has implied earlier, calls for re-thinking about the system of edu-
cation, about curriculum and about needs and standards. If the young 
elements must go to school in a country where 80 percent of the popula-
tic;m is engaged in agriculture and if the secondary school stuc;lents are 
made to blend their academic work with vocational training, it is likely 
that agriculture occupational careers will appeal to such students. 
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Consequently, they will ·stop concentrating on or aspiring only to certain 
occupations. · Chief Eke (20) visualizes that if dignity were accorded to 
every profession and the remunerations therefrom in cash or kind were 
adequate, the present unemployment would be highly reduced. Concentra-
tion on certain professions will also equally be lessened. It is ideal 
here to recall the inspiring statement on the ileelf for vocational educa-
tion made by the Nigerian Federal Gommissioner for Education, Chief A. 
Y. Eke (20): 
Unless the student. right from the moment he is ad-
mitted into the ••• school, is taught to use not only 
his head ht.it also his hands and is encouraged not ·to 
despise manual labour, tqe present ·craze for white-collar 
jobs by our young people would lead to disaster sooner 
or later (p. 2). 
The author is in full agreement with this stateme.nt especially consider-
ing the number of more graduates to come from the proposed educa;tiona,l 
program. The author feels tremendously encouraged and motivated by the 
statement. It appears that the author's study will be a success. If 
otherwise, it will, at least, be welcomed and considere.d. An obvious 
inference from Eke's statement is that there is a "felt" need for voca-
tional education .in Nigeria. As. a matter of fact, Eke made the state-
ment when he delivered a speech entitled, "A New Policy on Education in 
Nigeria," at a conference of school principals and inspectors. 
E. A. Ojo (12) conducted a study to determine the factors motiva-
ting young Oklahomans to choose farming as a career and to relate his 
findings to young Nigerians. The author feels that some of the findings, 
conclusions, and recommendations of the above study are relatively per-
tinent to this study. Instruction in vocational agriculture does not 
enco.mpass everything necessary to get established in farming. There are 
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some.outside and latent factors which vocationa.1 agriculture instruction 
does. not cover. 
Findings 
Person.al and Family Data. The study showed that family background 
and parental influence contributed to the choice of farming as an occu ... 
pation by the respondents. Many of .them wer~ raised on the farm and 
their parents had lived several years on the farm. This is true in 
Nigeria. In fact, farming in Nigeria is rather hereditary. But, on .the 
other hand, the situation does not hold tru~ with those who have atten-
ded any school despite their parental background and influence. This 
group of young Nigerians enormously feel that they are liberated from 
(the drudgery of) farming. But the real explanation for this erroneous 
attitude according to the author's opinion should be lack of pr9per 
orientation and organized training in agriculture. There is a poor re-
lationship plus tremendous misgivings b~tween the educate(:l young elements 
and agriculture. The former cannot marry the latter unless some adjust-
ments are made and better channels of·colllI!lunication established.· 
The following were found to be reasons why s.ome Oklahomans were 
drifting away from the farm; they are sununari~ed and arranged in de-. 
scending order. 
1. Lack of financial help 
2. Increasing cost of land 
3. Increasing cost of production 
4. Unavailability of land 
5. Other unspecified reasons 
6. Lack of social prestige in farming 
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7. Desire for city life 
8. Too much labor in farming 
In the Nigerian case, these problems will comparatively be·ranked 
in somewhat reversed order as follows: 
1. Too much labor in farming . 
2. Lack of social prestige in farm~ng 
3. Lack of financial help 
4. Desire for city life 
5. Increasing cost of land 
6. Unavailability of land 
7. Increasing cost of production 
8. Other unspecified reasons 
Another diverse difference is while m.ar:keting is not a problem in 
Okla:homa, it is .one of the big hinderances to agricultural development 
in Nigeria. There are, however, some similarities which can be safely 
drawn.. Farmers in both Oklahoma and Nigeria have problems obtaining 
adequate finance, fertilizers, and maintaining machinery and equipm,ent 
all along. These problems are more saliently severe in 1Ugeria than in 
Oklahoma. · The health of farmers grows weaker after estabiishment m9re 
than before es,tablishment. This is obviously due to incessant activi-
ties.· 
Influential Persons and Organizations. The vocational agriculture 
was found to have influenced farmers the most. This was followed by 
the mothers, fathers, FFA, wife, friends, 4-H Club, other unspecified 
items, sisiters, brothers, Farmers' Union, other teachers, and the ·Farm 
Bureau.· In Nigeria, parents have the most influence. They are seconded 
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by local and county leaders, officials·of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Natural Resources, cooperative societies, and Young Farmers Clubs .• · 
There are proposals to establish an Agricultural Production Association 
at state, divisional, district, and county levels in addition to exist-
ing 347 Young Farmers Clubs. 
Educational Experience •. The study showed that all the farmers and 
their parents attained at leas.t the third grade level in school. The 
sons had more for~l education than the pE,1.rents. Nigerian farmers a,re. 
mostly illiterate. There is an infinitesimal number having a kind of · 
informal education. However, more of their children enroll in formal 
education, but they do not revert to the rural life. 
Attitude Toward Fal;'ming. The two greatest reasons fot\nd keeping 
farmers on.the farm were love for the farm and the desire for independ-
ent living. Both factors may hold true in Nigeria but with slight al-
teration. The desire for independent living or sustenance will precede 
love for the fa:t;m. Under the present conditio.ns, most famers are tied 
to the farms as a necessary evil. If anyone leaves the farm, he will 
hardly get .. anything to do and he will hardly have any means of subs is-
tence. Thus,.most Nigerian farmers stick to the farms to provide su -
tenari.ce for themselves and individual families. Oyenuga as quoted by 
Ojo (12) explains better: 
So long as agriculture in Nigeria and other parts of 
West Africa continues to offer no other ~quipment than a 
cutlass, a hoe and an axe and for no.other reward than 
merely to keep body and soul together, so long will it 
continue to offer no attraction to. the priinary or medium 
school-leaver, or even to an illiterate young African as 
a means of livelihood; • • • and so long will the army 
of the unemployed continue to mount in the towns and 
cities (p& 72). 
Recommendations of the Study to Improve Farming 
In Nigeria 
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1. All concerned with molding the lives of young people mainly 
government, parents, teachers, and organizations should encourage young 
school leavers with a background in farming to become interested in 
farming and the related occupations. 
2. Awareness of agricultural opportunities and careers would en-
courage young Nigerians. to want to become. farmers after their education •. 
The author of this study likes to propose that this recommendation can, 
be achieved through vocational agriculture education. 
3. Government's plan to use a higher proportion of her oil revenues 
to improve Nigeria's most permanent aes.et--agriculture-should. be imple-
mented. 
4. Such related organizations as FFA and 4-H Club should be ·effi- · 
ciently developed so ~hat young men could grow in creative activities, 
learn problem solving cooperation and leadership. This aspect is already 
incorporated in.the Basic.Core Curriculum. 
General Conclusions of the Study 
In order for young Nigerians to show interest and become attracted 
to farming as a career, school should teach love for the rural area as 
well as the dignity in working with one's own hands •. The rewards in 
farming should be made compatible to that from other occupations. Fi-
nally, financial opportunity for establishment should be available and 
the drudgery in farming should be greatly reduced thrdugh the availa-
bility of tractors and other farm machinery. 
• 
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Another crash program which the au th.or feels to be of interest, . 
relevanc;!e, and worth mentioning in this study is the National Food Crops 
Accelerateq Production Campaign in Nigeria. The campaign is aimed at· 
boosting food production. It is a joint scheme between the federal 
government.and all the 12 states of Nigeria. The campaign will last 
for a seven year period--1973'.""1980. It is a short term plan .• 
The objective of. the National A,ccelerated Food Production is to 
stimulate the masses of Nigerian farm~rs through the use of high yield-
ing varieties ·of seed, fertilizer, credit, and other imports to dra-
matically increase the prqduction of food crops on their own holdings 
(34). The project will concentrate on rice, cassava, millet, corn, and 
wheat. The introduction and dissemination of improved seeds into the 
country and to the farmE;?rs will be done by the combined efforts of 
selected and well trained officers or personnel from the states and 
federal ministries of agriculture and the .res~arch institutions con-
cerned. 
The pilot scheme will be executed in two stages. · The first stage 
is a pilot stage which will operate in only three states of the feder-
ation, namely Western, Kano, and East Gentral States. The management· 
lessons or experiences lea,rned in this phase will be useful in estab-
lishing a nation wide project in the country's Third Development Plan 
for 1975:-1980. Finally, the results of.the campaign will be evaluated 
annually and changes which seem necessary will be eff~cted so as to 
insure program continuity at an optimum level of productivity. 
The terms of reference for the program which are also important 
agricultural issues are.enumerated as follows (34): 
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1. Effective national leadership toward developing coordinated 
plans for expediting agricultural production-,distribution .guidelines for 
optimum productivity on a country~wide basis 
2. A more positive commitment for parity of opportunity for the 
farmer, designed to reduce the disadvantaged gap between rural and urban 
per capita income 
3. The availability and effective use of scientific methods of 
agriculture 
4. Adequate agricultural credit, subsidies, institutions, services, 
and other supporting farm inputs under ministerial guidance all concert-
edly designed to shift agriculture from a subsistence toward commercial 
orientation 
5. Effective incentives at the farm level for increasing produc-
tivity which normally requires strong domestic and export market outlets 
coupled with some of the items mentioned above 
The author feels that this plan will conducively supplement the 
prime goal of his study. This goal is nothing other than to raise the 
agricultural (food) production in Nigeria in order to sufficiently feed 
her increasing population and send surpluses to needy areas. The re-, 
sults and recommendations of this study may take time to be implemented, 
let alone to bear fruits. But such projects can fill some gaps as well 
as pave the way for bigger things to come. 
Finally, as a matter of critique, if vocational agriculture can 
effectively be established in the high schools of the State of Oklahoma 
and in the secondary schools of Tanzania, the author feels there is no 
reason whatsoever why it cannot be established in the secondary schools 
of Nigeria and other developing countries as well. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The objective of this chapter is to present and analyze the data 
accrued from the set of questionnaires returned from the participating 
teachers. The questionnaire attempts a survey of some concepts and 
practices in curriculum development and its usage for vocational agri-
culture. The responses of the participating teachers to the contents of 
the survey are·solicited as well as indicated in the questionnaire. The 
author assumes outright that these responses are genuine. Therefore, 
the analysis of the responses is to help to fulfill the purpose and 
objectives of the study. These are as follows: (1) to review the 
Oklahoma Basic Core Qurriculum for High Schools, (2) to study the devel-
opment of the curriculum, (3) to look into some concepts and practices 
of the Basic Core Curriculum, (4) to evaluate the content of materials 
and sources for supplementation, (5) to determine the acceptance and 
usage of the Core Curriculum, (6) to examine the possibility of either 
adopting or modifying the Core Curriculum for secondary schools in 
Nigeria, (7) to show young Nigerians that agriculture can alsb be a 
desirable occupation having features deserving recognition and creating 
satisfaction and pride. As a matter of fact, most of these objectives 
have already been dealt with in the previous chapter on the "Review of 
Literature." Only a few remain to be discussed and substantiated sta-
tistically. However, findings of the study relative to the purpo$e and 
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objectives of the study are presented in this chapter. 
The researcher developed a questionnaire in order to solicit re-
sponses on some concepts, practices, and usage of the Basic Core Cul;'ri-
culum for Vocational Agriculture. Another questionnaire was developed 
by the State Department of Vocational Technical Education. The develop-
ment of the instrument and the method of data collection were explained 
in Chapter II on "Methodology." The constitution of the sample (partici-
p~ting teachers) was also explained in the same chapter. Data presented 
and analyzed as presented in this chapter were gathered from 95 returned 
questionnaires. All questionnaires (102) were returned, but due to a 
very slow return, the researcher was advised by his major aQ.visor to in-
elude only 95. This constituted 93.14 percent. Therefore, data from 
the 95 questionnaires were collated, tabulated, presented, and discussed 
by the researcher in this chapter. 
For easy differentiation, the author identifies the two major groups 
of teachers as follows: Cooperating Teachers (those selected to super-, 
vise student teachers)--Group A--and Non-Cooperating Teachers--Group B. 
The subdivisions of the groups are each assigned a Roman numeral, I and 
II respectively. Therefore, the groups and subgroups are indicated 
thus: 
Group A-I: Cooperating teachers with more than eight 
years of teaching 
Group A-II: Cooperating teachers with less than eight 
years of teaching 
Group B-I: Non-Cooperating teachers with more than 
eight years of teaching 
Group B-II: Non-Cooperating teachers with less than 
eight years of teaching 
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The terms "Cooperating" and "Non-Cooperating" teaGhers have been briefly 
explained under "Definition of Terms" in Chapter I. 
Response$ of Group A-.I: Cooperating 
Teachers with More Than Eight 
Years Teaching Experience 
Teacher Responses to Best Description of 
Curriculum 
In Table III, there are 22 participants in this group, but number 
of respondents varied since some of the participants somehow did not 
check some of the statements. This may be due to oversight, misunder-
standing of statement(s) not checked or indifference to the statement(s) 
such that no particular response could be made. Percentages were based 
on the number of respondents only. Specifically, one teacher did not 
check Statements 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and one.teacher did not check State-
ments 1 through 8. However, Statement 8 with an average score of 7.20 
was ranked first or rated best description of a curricultun. The State-
ment read that a curriculum is "A course of study." The author ex-
pressed $Urprise in Chapter III with this rating. He also commented 
that this rating looked rather unprofessional, i.e. a layman's rating. 
The rating would not be welcomed nor be compatible with the State Depart-
ment of Vocational and Technical Education. The author would like to 
repeat that the above definition was taken from Webster's New World. 
Dictionary (25). Statement 4 was rated second best description of a 
curriculum; it reads: "All the planned learning outcomes for which the 
school is responsible." The author feels that this rating is somewhat 
TABLE III 
MEAN RESPONSES INDICATING RANKING OF DESCRIPTIONS OF CURRICULUM 
Total Total 
State- Re- N. in Average 
men ts* N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % sponse Group Scores Rank 
1 2 9.52 2 9.52 1 4.76 5 23.81 1 4.76 2 9.52 2 9.52 2 9.52 4 19.05 21 22 5.81 4 
2 2 9.52 3 14.29 1 4.76 5 23.81 1 4.76 3 14.29 5 23.81 1 4.76 21 22 6.05 3 
3 1 4.76 1 4.76 2 9.52 8 38.10 1 4.76 4 19.05 3 14.29 1 4.76 21 22 5.71 5 
4 2 9.52 1 4.76 3 14.29 5 23.81 5 23.81 4 19.05 1 4.76 21 22 6.86 2 
5 6 30.00 5 25.00 4 20.00 1 5.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 20 22 2.70 10 
6 3 15.00 6 30.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 1 5.00 3 15.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 1 5.00 20 22 3.80 9 
7 1 5.00 3 15.00 5 25.00 1 5.00 4 20.00 2 10.00 3 15.00 1 5.00 20 22 5.30 7 
8 2 10.00 1 5.00 1 '· 5.00 1 5.00 2 10.00 2 10.00 2 lo;oo 9 45.00 20 22 7.20 1 
9 5 23.81 2 9.52 2 9.52 1 4.76 2 9.52 2 9.52 2 9.52 2 9.52 2 9.52 1 4.76 21 22 4.71 8 
10 1 4.55 3 13.64 2 9.09 6 27.27 2 9.09 1 4.55 2 9.09 2 9.09 3 13.64 22 22 5.45 6 
"' 1. All the learning experiences the students have while attending school. 
2. The subject matter and activities involved in a specific course or discipline. 
3. The comination of courses pursued by a student, both required and elective courses. 
4. All the planned learning outcomes for which the school is responsible. 
5. A well planned "core" of subject matter concepts and information desirable for the learner, including instructional sequence. 
6. A well developed series of instructional guides and/or workbooks containing outlines of subject matter to be learned. 
7. The general overall plan of the content or specific materials for a course of instruction. 
8. A course of study in a school. 
9. All instruction which may lead to a productive life as a useful citizen. 
10. A combination of activities· to accomplish greater mental and physical·development •. 
°' 00
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professional and congenial. The statement was given by Popham (22) who 
has been renowned as a specialist and an architect of curriculum. Cur-
riculum as the author feels, involves some outcomes and experiences as 
well as changed behaviors during or after a person's school (education) 
life time. Statement 5 was the least desirable and was rated lowest. 
It reads: "A well planned 'core' of subject matter concepts and infor-
mation desirable for the learner, including instructional sequence." 
The author feels that this description pertains particularly to the Basic 
Core Guide rather than to curriculum in general. If otherwise, the 
Curriculum Instructional Materials Center in the State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education would be more shocked with this 
rating than the statement which was rated best. On the other hand, the 
author assumed that the respondents did not actually understand the 
statement. Full details are given in Table III. 
Teacher Responses to Concepts of Curriculum . 
Development as Applied to Vocational 
Agriculture 
The teachers were asked to indicate their respective degree of ac-
ceptance of statements regarding curriculum development. These state-
ments and teacher responses are given in Table IV. 
In order to arrive at an average score for each statement, numeri-
cal values were assigned to the response categories as follows: Strong-
ly Agree--1; Agr~e--2; Undecided--3; Disagree--4; and Strongly Disa-
gree--5. The numerical values were reversed so as to allow the 
researcher to sum up all statements. Therefore, a statement which re-
ceived a low average score would reflect a positive attitude. 
SA:l 
TABLE IV 
MEAN RESPONSES TO CONCEPTS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
AS APPLIED TO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Totnl Totnl 
A:2 U;~ 0:4 SD:5 Re- N. in Total Average 
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36.36 14 ~3.64 
45.45 11 50.00 
4.55 19 86.36 2 
4.55 6 27;27 4 
9 49.91 2. 
4.55 16 72.73 2 
2 9.09 3 
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2. A good text book and/or workbook is the best source for determining what to t.each. 












4. The curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society (community) in which the learner lives. 
5. The curriculum and/or learning experience must include a maximum amount of experimental learning, i.e. 
"learning by doing." 
6. Subject matter in the curriculum is best presented through a. performance objective approach. 
7. Final decision on curriculum should be made by the teacher without any influence, i.e. principals, school 
districts, school department chairmen, curriculum guides. 
8. The teacher and the learner should have free choice in curriculum development. 
9. Best· sources of objectives for developing a curriculum are the learner, the so·ciety, and the subject matter. 
10. Objectives for instruction should largely be developed soon after the first few days of classwork. 




There was. a full response as every participating teacher responded 
to each statement. Total number of participants equalled total number 
of respondents. 
Statements 3, 4, and 5 wer~ accepted best and were tied in the 
first position. These statements were as follows: 3--"A good teacher 
uses all subject ~tter as a vehicle for preparing the learning for 
'making decisions'"; 4--"The·curriculum should reflect the needs and con-
cerns of the society (community) in which the learner lives"; 5--"The 
curriculum and/or learning experience must include a maximum amount of 
experiential learning, i.e. 'learning by doing.'" 
The author was pleased with these choices, especially Statetnents 4 
and 5. The former statement embodied one of .the true sources for cur-
riculum development, i.e. "the society" .as given by Popham (22). But 
then it was most surprising that Statement 9 which contained all the 
three source~ for curriculum development was not given a better rating. 
In fact, it should h~ve been ranked first or among the best rather than 
being ranked sixth. The latter statement, i.e. 5, embodied the. imppr-
tant principle of application as stressed b¥ both Joh~ Dewey and Thorn-
dike. As a matter of fact, application was amcmg the laws of learning 
postulated by Thorndike. These are als.o known as Herbatian Steps of 
Teaching. The whole laws were preparation, presentation, application, 
and testing. After an instruction was prepared an.d presented, students 
should be provided the opportunity to apply the theories of the instruc-
tion. This would make better impressions in the minds of the students 
so as to conform.to the wise saying that "What we hear, we forget, but 
what we do, we remember." Application would also help to demonstrate 
achievement of the performance objective (expected behavioral change) 
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for the instruction. 
For Statement 11--"0bjectives for instruction should be developed 
well in advance of the beginning of the school term"--was rated second 
best by the respondents. Strictly speaking, this concept would not hold 
true as many authorities suggested that students should be involved in 
determining objectives for instruction. Again, it would be better, safe 
and .effective to consider the target population of students before de-
veloping such objectives. Mager (35) states the following: 
• And the nature of the persons accepted for the course 
will have an effect on the design of instruction. It is 
time, therefore, to specify the prerequisite behaviours that 
will be required for entry into the course. But the state-
ment of objectives is the key document to performance of 
all the remaining steps of .course development. It is the 
blueprint describing the skills and performances we hope 
to achieve in our students. It is a description of the . 
goal we intend to reach. Unless we know precisely where 
we are going, we might wind up someplace else • • • and 
never even know it (p. 34). 
From the target population, the substance of the course is derived by 
subtracting what the student is already able to do from what you want 
him to be able to do. Target popul.ation capitalizes on the physical 
characteristics, educational levels and cultural background of students. 
Therefore, the ideal situation would be that objectives for instruction 
should largely be developed soon after the first few days of cl.asswork 
as in Statement 10. However, Mager (35) balances the .situation thus: 
"Objectives are written before the course is prepared, but they are con-
tinually modified as experience reveals gaps, unrealistic expectations 
or other ways in which they may be improved" (p. 34). 
Statement .2--"A good textbook and/or workbook is the best source 
for determining what to teach"--was ranked lowest. This low rating of 
textbooks corresponded somewhat with another low ranking of textbooks 
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among sources for supplementation. 
Teacher Responses to Approximate Percent of · 
Time Curriculum Is Followed in Present 
Teaching 
In general, most teachers or at least more than half of the teachers 
indicated that they were spending 51 to 75 percent of the~r time using 
each of the Basic Core Curric:ulums in their teaching. Therefore, it 
could be concluded that. the <;:ore <;:urriculum accounted for 60 percent of 
an instructor's time in teaching vocational agriculture. Patton (24) 
had similar reaults in his studies. According to Tuttle (36), this is· 
the percent .. target the curriculum has been designed to meet. The. re-
maining 40 percent is left to the instruction for local community work. 
TABLE V 
RESPONSES AS TO APPROXIMATE PERCENT OF TIME CURRICULUM 
IS FOLLOWED IN PRESENT TEACHING 
Less. More 
Than. 10- 26- 51- Than Total 
Core 10% 25% 50% 75% 75% Re-
Gurric. N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
Vo Ag I 2 9.09 19 86.36 1 4.55 22 
Vo Ag II 2 9.09 19 86.36 1 4.55 22 
Vo Ag II.I 2 22.73 16 72. 73 1 4.55 22 
Vo Ag IV 8 38.10 13 61. 90 21 
Ag Mech 2 15.38 3 23.08 8 61.54 13 
Note: 1 teacher did not check Vo Ag IV. 
9 teachers did not. check Ag Mech. 









Teacher Res2onses to Relevancy of the Core 
Materials by Years 
TABLE VI 
RESPONSES TO RELEVANCY OF THE CORE MATERIALS BY YEARS 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
M* Too M M Not 
Ad- Too Rele-
Core vanced Easy vant 
Currie. N % N % N % N 
Vo Ag I 22 
Vo Ag II 1 4.76 21 
Vo Ag III 2 10.00 18 
Vo Ag IV 1 5. 00. 19 
Ag Mech 12 
Note: *Materials 
2 teachers did not check Vo Ag III. 
2 teachers did not check Vo Ag IV. 
10 teachers did not check Ag Mech. 




















Most teachers indicated that the materials of the entire curricula 
for vocational agriculture were very relevant at Year 4. One teache:r 
indicated, however, that.at Year 2, Vocational Agriculture II materials 
were too easy. But that response should be too insignificant to be 
noted. Two teachers showed that·the materials in Vocational Agriculture 
III were.too advanced a~ Year 1. Similarily, one teacher indicated that 
Vocational Agriculture IV materials were too advanced at Year 1. These 
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responses should also be insignificant. None of the teachers gave any 
indication on whether core materials were not relevant. The author~ 
therefore, assumed that the entire Basic Core Curricula were serving the 
needs of both instructors and students. Also, the materials were ade-
quate for teaching agricultural programs. Consequently, this kind of 
curriculum development should continue for developing units of instruc-
tion in vocational agriculture. As these teachers came from different 
parts of Oklahoma, their responses indicated that the Basic Core Curric-
ulum could be adapted to each vocational agriculture teacher's local 
community. This feature should be encouraging to the purpose and objec-
tives of the author's study. 
Teacher Responses to Evaluation of. Certain Items 
in Terms of Format of Units of Instruction 
In Table VII, teachers were asked to evaluate certain items in the 
format of the instructional units. They should indicate their feelings 
on each of the items of the format. Response categories with numerical 
values were drawn up as follows: Very High--5; High--4; Moderate--3; 
Low--2; and Very Low--1. All participating teachers responded to each 
item accordingly. 
Most teachers evaluated Item 3--"Specific Objectives"--as the best. 
Items 1 and 5--"General Objectives" and "Instructional Materials"--re-
spectively were second best. Item 2--"Terminal Obje·ctives"--was third 
best. Item 4--"Suggested Activities"--was ranked last in the evaluation. 
This evaluation nearly corresponded with the sequence of writing a unit 
of instruction as recommended by Dr. Clifton "Pete" Braker (36) of the 
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, Stillwater. 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSES TO EVALUATION OF CERTAIN ITEMS IN TERMS OF FORMAT OF UNITS OF INSTRUCTION 
Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Total Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re- N. in Total 
Terms N % N % N % N % N % sponse Group scores 
1. General Objectives 4 18.18 16 72.73 2 9.09 22 22 90 
2. Terminal Objectives 4 18.18 15 68;18 3 13.64 22 22 89 
3. Specific Objectives 7 31.82 11 50.00 4 18.18 22 22 91 
4. Suggested Activiti~s 11 50.00 11 50.00 22 22 77 
5. Instructional Materials 2 9.09 14 63.64 5 22.73 1 4.55 22 22 83 
6. Information Sheet 5 22.73 14 63.64 3 13.64 22 22 90 





















Dr. Braker (36) recommended this sequence in constructing a unit of 
instruction: Specific Objectives, Information Sheet, Assignment Sheet, 
Job Sheet, Test, Answers to Test, Suggested Activities, Terminal Objec-
tives, and General (Performance) Objectives, According to him, a teacher 
should first of all spell out what he would like his students to be able 
to do during and after instruction. The teacher should then proceed to 
develop information sheet, assignment sheet, job sheets, test, answers, 
suggested activities, and terminal objectives which mark the end of in-
struction as well as evaluate instruction. 
Teacher Responses to the Time Curriculum Should 
Be Revised 
TABLE VIII 
RESPONSES TO THE FREQUENCY CURRICULUM SHOULD BE REVISED 
Total 
Total in 
Periods N % Respondents Group 
3 Years 3 13.64 22 22 




Necessary 15 68.18 22 22 
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All the participating teachers responded. Of the 22 teachers, 15 
teachers, i.e. 68.18 percent did not select any of the specific methods 
given but rather indicated that curriculum should be revised whenever 
necessary. The researcher shared this response and he also considered 
it a wise choice as well as non-committal. Curriculum revision should 
not be within any time limits but should depend on emerging situations 
and needs emanating from any or.all of the three sources (student, sub-
ject matter, and society) for curriculum objectives. For instance, John 
Dewey (29) pointed out that social change necessitated educational 
changes. Although a curriculum is like a gospel, yet it should be flexi-
ble and subject to changes or revision whenever deemed necessary so as 
to continually meet desirable needs and circumstances. After all, re-
vision does not necessarily involve basic changes but just a few updat-
ings and/or refinements of the original materials. Four teachers 
selected the Five Year Period while three teachers responded to the Three 
Year Period. There was no response to the Eight Year and Ten Year 
Periods. 
Teacher Responses as to Percent of Core.Units 
Needing Supplementation 
Responses on this aspect of supplementation were varied such that 
it would be difficult to determine a consensus on.any of the percentages 
shown in Table IX. It became even more complex as some number of tea-
chers selected two different percentages: six teachers indicated 11 to 
25 percent and another group of six teachers indicated 41 to 60 percent. 
However, the author would tend to think that little supplementation, 
about 11 to 25 percent, would be needed. Tqis percentage would be 
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distributed accordingly in motivation, localizing, personalizing, and 
use of supplements, e.g. farm magazines, resource persons, slides, and 
other visual aids. The Core Units are in most cases self-sufficient; 
hence, they are widely accepted and extensively used by most teachers. 
In fact, the Core Units were designed to provide ready instruction with 
or without any supplementation. Hence, the Core Units solved the common 
problem (what to teach) most vocational agriculture teachers used to 
have. 
TABLE IX 
RESPONSES AS TO PERCENT OF CORE UNITS NEEDING SUPPLEMENTATION 
Total Total in 
Percentages N % Respondents Group 
Less Than 10 
11 to 25 6 27.27 22 22 
26 to 40 5 22.73 22 22 
41 to 60 6 27.27 22 22 
61 to 80 4 18.18 22 22 
More Than 80 1 4.55 22 22 
Teacher Responses as to Extent More Suggestions 
for Variation in Teaching Methods Are Needed 
Of the 22 teachers who responded to suggestions for variation, 16 
of them, i.e. 72.73 percent indicated that some variation in teaching 
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methods were needed. Only four teachers, as shown in Table X, indicated 
that much variation was needed. Responses centered only between much 
need and some.need for varying the teaching methods. None of the tea-
chers indicated if there was very much need for variation. One teacher, 
however, showed that there was no need to vary the teaching methods. 
This particular teacher might be a static conservative and not moving 
with time. The author was of the opinion that varying teaching methods 
accordingly would be motivating and would involve personalizing and to 
some extent localizing too. All these would consequently facilitate 
learning. Therefore, some variation from time to time of the teaching 
methods would be needed so as to keep students motivated and interested 
rather than bored and stranded. 
TABLE X 
RESPONSES AS TO THE EXTENT MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR VARIATION 
IN TEACHING METHODS ARE NEEDED 
Response Total Total in 
Categories N % Respondents Group 
Very Much 
Much 4 18.18 22 22 
Some 16 72. 73 22 22 
A Little 1 4.55 22 22 
None 1 4.55 22 22 
Teacher Responses to Rating of Sources for 
Supplementation 
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In Table XI, the participating teachers were asked to rate some 
sources for supplementation in teaching. The rating scale was given as 
follows: Very Good..,.-5; Good--4; Average--3; Fair_;,_2; Poor--1. 
In general, all teacher rated each source, except that eight tea-
chers did not check Source No. 11. The average scores ranged from 4. 82 
to 3.64. 
Source No. 3--"Resource Persons"--with an average score of 4.82, 
was rated the best of all. "Individualizing Through Student Experience, 11 
i.e. Source No. 10, was rated second best. "Individu?li:dng Through 
Connnunity Visits," Le. Source No. 9, was ranked third. Source No. 6--
"Recordings"..,.-was least rated. The author shared the highest rating 
given.to "Resource Persons" because of the expertise they could bring to 
the classroom for the benefit of students and sometimes the teacher in-
clusive. Ree;ource persons have a special role to play and special gaps 
to fill both of which the teacher may not be able to do efficiently. 
But there are specific problems with re.source persons. They are not· 
always readily available. +hey need to be given a far advanced notice. 
The :procedure to get them is somewhat cum'bersom and their coming in-
volves strenuous preparation, orientation, and in some cases some re-
hearsing. The author could not help being amazed by the low rating of 
"Farm Magadnes,".which should be up-to-date and readily available 
sources for supplementation. But the researcher was also pleased with 
the high rating given to "Individualizing; Through Student Experience." 
Indeed, this source facilitates localizing as well as participation. 
TABLE XI 
RESPONSES TO RATING OF SOURCES FOR SUPPLEMENTATION 
Very Good Good Average Fair Poor Total Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re- N. in Average 
Sources N % N % N % N % N % sponse Group Scores Rank 
1. Farm Magazines 8 36.36 7 31.82 6 27.27 1 4.55 22 22 4.00 8 
2 .. Up-To-Date Textbooks 6 27.27 12 54.55 3 13.64 1 4.55 22 22 4.05 7 
3. Resource Persons 18 81.81 4 18.18 22 22 4.82 1 
4. Films and/or Video Tapes 12 54.55 8 36.36 1 4.55 1 4.55 22 22 4.41 6 
5. Slides 12 54.55 9 49.91 1 4.55 22 22 4.45 5 
6. Recordings 5 22.73 7 31.82 7 31.82 3 13. 64 22 22 3.64 10 
7. Photographs 6 27.27 9 49.91 5 22.73 2 9.09 22 22 3.86 9 
Individualize Through: 
8. Teacher Personal 
Experience 11 50.00 10 45.45 1 22 22 4.45 5 
9. Community Visits 12 54.55 10 45.45 22 22 4.55 3 
10. Student Experience 17 77. 27 4 18.18 1 4.55 22 22 4.68 2 
11. Fact Sheets 8 57.14 5 35.14 1 7.14 14 22 4.50 4 
00 
N 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Cu~riculum I. 
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In general in Table XII, the teachers indicated that they taught 
most of the units. This response should mean general acceptance of the 
units. The least taught units as indicated by 15 teachers were Unit IV--
"Fasteners"--and seconded by Unit III--"Metal Work"--indicated by eight 
teachers. Both units were in Section F--"Agricultural Mechanics." The 
reasons given for not teaching these units were these: "Facilities and 
Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," "Not Needed in My Community," 
and "Others"-..,.unspecified. For further details, see Table XII. The 
author observed that most of the teachers did not seem to care.to dis-
cuss initially "Areas of Instruction." It appeared that they directly 
started with the units. Table XII shows that most of the teachers did 
not respond to the selection of the curriculum as they responded to 
the units. The author feels that this malpractice or oversight should 
be brought to the attention of the teachers for correction. The author 
would suppose that discussing the "Areas of Instruction" prior to the 
"Units of Instruction" would be a kind of introduction to the general 
subject matter. Again, the "General Objectives" can be discussed in the 
"Areas of Instruction" since both the "Terminal and Specific Objectives" 
are respectively discussed in.the "Units of Instruction." 
Teacber Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum II 
Most units, as indicated by the respondents in Table XIII, were 
generally accepted and taught, more especially units in Section E--
TABLE XII· 
RESPONSES TO utfITS IN VO-AG BASIC·CORE CURRICULUM I· 
.. 
Section. aad Unit !lu=ber Re•poue 
Section A - Orientation ' Careen: 14 
I - OrientatiOfa co Vo~atiou~ · 
At;r:l~ulture 
H· --C.r...s-ia ~a.ltllR ~ ·- - l 
Section B - Lealerahip: ls 
I - Introduction to Future Farmers 
of :.Merica 
n - Duties & P.esponstbilitie11 of 
HA ~;:ec;be.rs 
III - Parlh~cntary P,rocedure ad 
Pub! ic S?e3.kiug 
Sect!cin C - Supervised ExpeZ.ience 
Programs: 
I - Planning and Implementing the 
Supervise:! OccupaUonal · 
Experience t'rogrem 
.:r:ct:lo=i. D - :.Ui::::.a.l Sclencer 
;: ... 'Ihe Livestock Industry 
~, - Breeds of Livestock 
III - Livestock. Selection 
r: - Livestock Feeding 
Seoctio::i. I: - :r.i.~nt a:-.d Soil Scie:ice; 




Section F - >.gri:ultunl ~echanic:SJ 15 
I - Oriei:.tation and General Safety 
Ii - Arc t.:elc!ing 
tII - ?.etal Rork 
t\' - lr.";roduction to Oxyacetylene 
Cutting 
V - 1Jx7ncet~·leae Cutting 
\'I - Fcsteners 













































"Animal Science"-- and units in Section ~-"Leadership." Of the 22 re-
spondentsi, 13 indicated they did not teach Unit IX which is "Landscaping" 
in Section D--"Plant and Soil Science." Reasons checked were "No Knowl-
edge of Subject" by one teacher; "Content Too Deep" by one teacher; 
"Facilities and Equipment Unavailable" by one teacher; "Not Enough Time" 
by six teachers; "Not Needed in My Community" by two teachers; and 
"Others" by two teachers. The second least taught units were Unit I as 
indicated by 12 teachers and Unit V again checked by 12 teachers. Both 
units were in Section F--"Agricultural Mechanics." They were "Blueprint 
Reading" and "Wood Fasteners," respectively. Again, the sections ("Area 
of Instruction") were not well responded to. The author made some com-
ments earlier about it. For further details, see Table XIII. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum III 
The respondents indicated that they taught most of the units, par-
ticularly those units in Section B--"Animal Science"--and Section D--
"Leadership." Those units were shown to be heavily taught by the tea-
chers. The least taught units were Unit VII--"Brush Painting"--and Unit 
v--"Electric M9tors." Both of the~e units were in Section F--"Agricul-
tural Mechanics." Reasons checked against Unit VII were "Facilities and 
Equipment Unavailable" by one teacher; "Not Enough Time" by five teachers; 
"Not Needed in My Community" by two teachers; and "Others" by five tea-
chers. Reasons checked for not teaching Unit V were "No Knowledge of 
Subject" by three teachers; "Facilities and Equipment Unavailable" by 
one teacl).er; "Not Enough Time" by four teachers; "Not Needed in My Com-
munity" by one teacher; and "Others" by three teachers. Of the 22 
TABLE XIII 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM II 
Section and Unit ?-.'umber 
Scctic:i A - Agricul:i.;ral Che;!2icals: 
I - . .!,.gricultural Chet:!.icals 
seCt.ion B - Leadership: 
·1 - Future Famers uf .~erica 
!I - Bec~in3 a Good Leader 
S.ecticn C - Supervised Farm training: 
! - nna:ysis and Eva:!.uatior:. of 
Superv:!.sec! FaI':l?. Tra.ir.ing Program 
I! - Fam. Credit 
Section D - Pl!i.nt & Soil Science: 
l - Ele:e::tary St;.:d~· of Soils 
II - Soil Coi;i,serva::ion Practices' 
HI - P;!.ar:.t Growth & Reproduction 
IV - Seed Sele:ction · 
\" - Land Preparation 
VI - r.hr~!llical 1.'f!ec! Cor.trol 
VU - Hant lc~ect Control 
\'!II- Plant !Jiseases 
IX - Landscaping 
Section E - -~:!:!al Science: 
I - Anil:ial h"utrienta 
II - Coi::posiUon and Classification 
:,f Feeds 
III - Ani:::al Digestion 
!V - Y..aititai.."1ir.g Ani::lal Health 
\" - ~iseae.es 
\"I ·- ·r.arasites 
Section F - Agricultural Mechanics: 
I - Blueprint Reading 
II - Pcsitior:. V."elding 
Ill - Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding 
I\' - Oxyacetylene Bra.zing 
V - 1'ocd Fasteners 
\'I - F!guri::.g Eilla of Material• 
























































































participants, there were 21 respondents as one teacher did not check any 
section or unit. Full details are shown in Table XIV. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
CoreCurriculum IV 
Of the 22 participants in this group, there were 20 respondents. 
Two teachers did not respond at all to the section and units in Vo-Ag IV. 
However, the respondents indicated that most of the units were taught. 
It would not be easy and safe to pin point units heavily taught. But 
the least taught units in Section D--"Agricultural Mechanics"--were Unit 
IX--"Ignition System"--as indicated by 13 teachers; Unit I--"Building 
Farm Fences"; Unit II--"Rafter Framing"; Unit VIII--"Servicing the 
Tractor-Fuel System"; and Unit X--"Servicing the Tractor-Cooling System," 
as each was indicated by ten teachers. The reasons checked against all 
the units were common and were as follows: "No Knowledge of Subject," 
"Facilities'and Equipment Unavailable~" "Not Enough Time," and "Others. 11 
Full data shown in Table XV. 
Responses of Group A-II: Cooperating 
Teachers with Less Than Eight 
Years Teaching Experience 
Teacher Responses to Best Description of a 
Curriculum 
All the participating teachers responded to each statement about 
the best description of a curriculum. Therefore, the number of partici-
pants equalled the number of respondents. The average scores ranged 
TABLE XIV 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM III 
Se::tio:i. and t"r:i: :\:.:::r:ber 
Section A - Plant and Soil Science: 
I - ~!a':."ketins Crops 
!I - ;"ertilizer 
r:::: - :::;:>::c':.:!--~ ~:au ... e ?.a":".gelar:d 
- ::s:?..:.:.is~.::.r:; :. :::-.;iro·.-i::g 
P<:.s':.:.:res 
5e;;::i~:i::: - ~.::-.~::-.al Sc.:!.ence: 
: - '""-::rc!!u.:::i1:e Organs o: F<iri::l 
'";,·:..-:.a:s 
l! - ::::c:le:::ing and Examir.ir.g 
Se=.en 
:r:: - .!.:-t.:.!':.:.c!.11 tnsei::ination .. 
:·: - :'c!'ti:it.:,· & Pregr:ancy "Testing 
·; - "~:;..,;,':. :;;-cCzs U C~asscs cf 
Li\"€£';;c:;;:~~ 
\'I - ~!Lr;.;.et~r:E Livestock & 
~'..ark.et :.&encies 
\'!! - li..,.es:tc:~: Price 7rer.ds & Cycles 
·;;:r:- S-elec::i:.g & 3::ee::ir>.g Livestock 
Se:::.ior. C - S·;y.:.rvised ':raining rrogrru:i 
:er:::: f;,;:>i::.ess !'..-;n:agell:ent: 
I - A::.alysis :. ;:._.aluat.ic:1 of· Super-
vised fao.-~ Trai::.ii"'.g ?rograil: 
!I - ;. . .;:::;_;.;isi.:;icn c: F~~ Land 
III - E:..C.geti::.g 
S.;:ct:ic::: ) - L:adeorship: 
I - I::.;o•U.nce c~ Fublic ~peaking 
1: - :o:.\·;c:lc;>r::;; o;1:.~ ~dh·crl~:; a Speech 
Sect.io::: E - Caraer ~election: 
I - C:;.reer Selection 
::I - F.u:':la;: Relatfo:i~ 
Sect.ion : - Agricultural ~'.ecl:anics: 
I - FtmC:.s.::ientals '1f Elc:ctricity 
II - Electrical Safety 
III - Ele.'.:tric.e.l Wiring Practices 
I\' - ?k~::ing :he ~:lri.ng Layout 
r - !lectric :·fut.ors 
VI - Lsing t.he !ar::i. Level 
YlI - Erush h!:itfog 
\TIII- E!',g:(.r.e :;i<>-:z::.cn 





























































RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM IV 
Xo t'nit 
Section ar:d l'nit ~:u::;:";;er Response 
Se:::ticn A - Supervised 7raining Prograca 
Fan:: Business ~!anage:r.er.:: 1 .. 
I - !an!! Recor.:!s - Far:: !n ... ·e::.tcries 
:_:. - 'FO!.r:: ?.<;-:orCs - ::et ::ort:-i 
:·::r.·.:.::tor!e5 
I!: - Yir:a~ci::.g the Fam !:lus!::~ .. ss · 
~::..:::ces cf C:""eCit 
IV - Insi.:::gc;;:e 
V- -- Tax '.-:<m~i;ecer.t 
\'I - ::aci:.inery i. Equ!.pcent Management 
•·1::: - ('\;stc= Services Versus Ownership 
\'I:I- Analysis & Evalt.:ation of Super-
viseC far.n. Trai::.i~g Prcgra::i 
Secti~m B - Lea~ers:·d? & Careers: J_f, 
! - Devdo~ir:g cr.e Fr:\ i'rogram of 
.=:cti•:!tiE--s 
II - Yu:.:.ng Fan:;.er A5sociat.:..on of 
c:.:.lahcu 
!II - Selecti::; a Career 
Se.::tio:i C - Plant & Soil Science: 16 
I - Lar.C J.:dgir:.g 
II - Seil 3a:::?lir..g 
!!! - Seil Suri:ey P.ep.:·rts & Legal 
La::::. Description 




l - ~•.:il.:1.:-.z ::a:~ F.:o::ces 
!I - ?.=.ft.er ?ra::ii':.g 
1I! - ::ar:c. t"tility :::dldings 
r:ics: 
n• - s.o:.-·:::.::i:::g -::-.~ Irai:tor ,;.1r 
S-...:;.-;,.:y Spte::; 
·: - 5.or\·icing · .. :::eel ~earir.gs 
·;r - r:.:i:::.a:.-y Se:r·:ice 
\"I! - Servicing the 'Iractor Lubri-
c.a:::n S)·ste~ 
~·::!I- ~e:"'>·!ci:::g t:he Iractcr-Fuel 
S::st.o::: 
n: - Ig!li:ior, S:·ste::; 
:-> - S~r:ici:.g th<'! '!'rector Cooling 
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from 1.77 to 8.85. 
In Table XVI, Statement 8 with the highest average score of 8.85 
ranked first and best rated. The statement reads: "A course of study 
in a school." This rating corresponded with the rating in Group A-I. 
However, this choice looked unprofessional. Statement No. 1 which reads 
"All the learning experiences the students have while attending school" 
was ranked s.econd best. In Group A-I, Statement 4 was second best. 
However, the author felt that both statements were nearly the same in 
content. Both showed concern and some changes of behavior anticipated 
in the students during or after school. Again, the author felt that 
should be ranked first. Statement 4--"All the planned learning outcomes 
for which the school is responsible"--:was rated third• '.Che least rated 
statement with average score of 1. 77 was Statement No. 5: "A well 
planned 'core' of subject matter concepts and information desirable for 
the learner, including instructional sequence." Again, this rating cor-
responded with the rating in Group A-I. The author feels that this 
statement refers more to the Core Guide than to. a general curriculum. 
Otherwise, respondents did not clearly grasp the content of the state-
ments. See full details in Table XVI. 
Teacher Responses to Concepts of Curriculum 
Development as Applied to Vocatidnal 
Agriculture 
The teachers' responses were solicited as to their degree of accep-
tance of some concepts of curriculum development. Degree· of acceptance 
would be indicated on the scale given: Strongly Agree--1; Agree--2; 
Undecided--3; Disagree--4; Strongly Disagree--5. The numerical values 
TABLE XVI 
MEAN RESPONSES INDICATING RANKING OF DESCRIPTIONS OF CURRICULUM 
Total Total 
State- Re- N. in Average 
men ts* N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %. sponse Group Scores Rank 
1 2 15.38 1 7. 69 2 15.38 2 15.38 l· -7.69 5 38.46 13 13 7.69 2 
2 2 15.38 l• 7.69 2 15.38 2 15.38 3 23.08 2 15.38 1 7.69 13 13. .6.00 5 
3 2 15.38 1 7.69 4 30.78 1 7.69 z 15.38 1 7.69 1 7.69 1 7.69 13 13 5.92 6 ... -. 
4 1 7.69 3 23;00 3 .23 •. 08 6 46.15 13 13 7.46 3 
9 8 61.54 2 15.38 2 15.38 1 7.69 13 13 1.77 10 
' 
6 1 7.69 7 53.85 2 15.38 1 7.69 1 7.69 1 7.69 13 13 3.88 9 
7 1. 7.69 2 15.38 5 38.46 1 7.69 1 .J.69 1 7.69 2 15.38 13 13 4.00' 7· 
8 1 7.69 1 7.69 3 23.08 2 15.38 6 46.15 13 13 8.85 1 
9 1 .7.69 1 7.69 1 7.69 2 1.s. 38 1 7.~9 2 15.38 2 15.38 2' 15.38 1 7.69 13 13 6.38 4 
10 3 23.08 1 7.69 1 .7.69 4 30.78 2 15.38 2 15.38 13 13 3 •. 54 8 
* 1. All the learning experiences the students have while. att1mding sc:hpol. 
2. The subject matter and ·activities involved in a ·specific: course or discipline. 
3. The c:omination of courses· pursued by a student, both required and elective courses. 
4. All the planned learning outcomes for which the school is responsible. 
5. A .well planned "c:ore" of subject matter concepts and information desirable for the learner, including instructional sequence. 
6. A well developed series of instructional guides and/or workbooks containing outlines of subj.ect matter to be learned .• 
7. The general overall plan of the conterit or specific materials for a course of instruction. 
8. A course of study in a school. 
9. All instruction which may lead to .a productive life .as a useful citizen. 
10. A cornbinatic;n of activitl«s to accomplish greater mental and physical 1Jc,'1relopmcnt; . \0 .... 
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were reversed so as to allow the researcher to sum up the concepts. 
Therefore, a concept which received a low average score would reflect a 
positive response. 
All the participating teachers responded to all concepts. Concept 
No. 5--"The curriculum and/or learning experiences must include a maxi-
mum amount of experiential learning, i.e. 'learning by doing"'--with the 
least average score of 1.15 was most accepted. In Group A-I, this con-
cept was also rated the best. The author already connnented on this 
rating while analyzing the same data in Group A-I. Concept No. 3--"A 
good teacher uses all subject matter as a vehicle for preparing the 
learning for 1 making decisions' 11--wi th average score of 1. 31 was indica-
ted more accepted. In Group A-I, this concept was among the three Con-
cepts--3, 4, and 5--which tied as the most accepted concepts. The author 
felt that this concept was clear cut and did not require any supporting 
discussions or arguments. The third accepted concept was Concept No. 4: 
"The curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society 
(community) in which the learner lives." As indicated earlier, in Group 
A-I, this concept and two others were rated as most accepted. Thus, 
while Concepts 3, 4, and 5 were lumped together as most accepted in 
Group A-I, these same concepts were spread as first, second, and third 
choices in Group A-II. This indicated a kind of consensus or unanimity 
between both groups. The author felt that this should b~ the situation 
as both· groups were essentially the same in nature 1 i.e. they consisted 
of cooperating teachers. Concept 1--"As a teacher, I find I have little 
time to be concerned about what to teach"--with an average score of 4.54 
was the least accepted. The author felt that this concept should not, 
in a sense, be a concept for curriculum development but rather a problem 
TABLE XVII 
MEAN RESPONSES TO CONCEPTS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AS 
APPLIED TO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Total· Total 
SA:l A:2 U:3 SD:5 Re- N. ill 









































4 30. 77 
5 38.46 
2 15.38 
9 69.23 1 7.69 
2 15.38 
5 38.46 5 38.46 
9 69.23 1 7.69 
9 69.23 2 15.38 







4 30 •. 77 
7 53.85 
4 30. 77 























As a teacher, I find ·r have little time to be concerned about what to teach. 



































. The curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society (community) in W:hich the learner lives. 
The curriculum· and/or learning experience must include a maximum amount of experimental learning, i •. e. 
"learning.·by doing. 11 · 
Subject matter in the curriculum is best presented through a performance objective approac:h. 
Final decision on curriculum should be made by the teacher without any influence, i.e. principals, school 
districts, school department chairmen, curriculum guides. 
The teacher and the .learner should have free choice in curriculum development. 
Best· sources of objectives for developing a curriculum are the learner, the so·ciety, and the subject matter. 
Objectives for instruction should 1argely be developed soon after the first· few days· of classwork. 




for curriculum development to solve. It should be recalled that the 
Casie Core Curriculum Guide was developed essentially so as to solve the 
common problem of what to teach which used to beset most vocational 
agricultural teachers. Therefore, this rating would be ideal. 
Teacher Responses as to Approximate Percent. of 
Time Curriculum Is Followed in Present 
Teaching 
TABLE XVIII 
RESPONSES AS TO APPROXIMATE PERCENT OF TIME CURRICULUM 
IS FOLLOWED IN PRESENT TEACHING 
Less More 
Than . 10- 26- 51- Than Total 
Core 10% 25% 50% 75%. 75% Re-
Currie. N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
Vo Ag I 2 18.18 8 72. 73 1 9.09 11 
Vo Ag II 2 16.67 9 75.00 1 8.33 12 
Vo Ag III 6 50.00 6 50.00 12 
Vo Ag IV 1 8.33 5 41.67 6 50.00 12 
Ag Mech 2 33.33 3 50.00 1 16.67 6 
Note: 2 teacl).ers did not check Vo Ag I. 
1 teacher did not check Vo Ag II. 
1 teacher did not check Vo Ag III. 
1 teacher did not. check Vo Ag IV. 
7 teachers did not check Ag Mech. 









Of the 11 respondents, eight indicated that 51 to 75 percent of the 
time was spent in Vocational Agriculture I. Only twq teachers indicated 
less this percentage while only one teacher indicated that more than 75 
percent time was used in Vocational Agriculture I. However, in case, 
except for Agricultural Mechanics, more than half of the respondents 
showed that 51 to 75 percent of teaching time was spent on the Basic Core 
Curriculum. As for Agricultural Mechanics, consensus was on 26-50 per-, 
cent. In any case, it could still be concluded that the Core Curriculum 
was accounting for 60 percent of the instructor's time as it was designed 
to meet~ This result was the same in Group A-I as well as confirmed by 
Patton (24). 
TABLE XIX 
RESPONSES TO RELEVANCY OF CORE MATERIALS BY YEARS 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
M* Too M M Not M Very 
Ad- Too Rele- Rele-
Core vanced Easy vant vant 
Currie. N % N % N % N % 
Vo Ag I 12 100.00 
Vo Ag II 2 15.38 11 84.62 
Vo Ag III 1 9.09 1 9.09 9 81.82 
Vo Ag IV 2 15.38 1 7.69 10 76.92 
Ag Mech 5 100.00 
Note: * Materials 
1 teacher did not check Vo Ag I. 
2 teachers did not check Vo Ag III. 
8 teachers did not check Ag Mech. 


















Despite the varying responses, most of the respondents indicated 
unanimously that the core materials were very relevant, especially in 
Vocational Agriculture I. This finding was true in Group A-I. Two 
teachers, however, indicated that Vocational Agriculture II materials 
were too easy at Year 2. This variation should not be significant. 
Other insignificant variations were as follows: in Vocational Agricul-
ture III, one teacher indicated the core materials were too advanced 
at Year 1, while another teacher indicated that the materials were not 
relevant. In Group A-I, two teachers indicated Vocational Agriculture 
III materials were too advanced at Year 1. In Vocational Agriculture 
IV, two teachers showed that materials were too advanced at Year 1, 
while one teacher showed the materials were not relevant at Year 3. In 
contrast two ,teachers indicated that Vocational Agriculture II materials 
were too easy at Year 2. In Group A-I, one teacher made a similar re-
ponse. But that should be an insignificant indication. 
Teacher Responses to Evaluation of Certain Items 
in Terms of Format of Units of Instruction 
All the participants responded to each item; number of respondents 
equalled number of participants in Table XX. 
Item No. !--"General Object:tves"-,-with average score of 4.39 was 
the m::ist highly evaluated. Then Items 5 and 6 each with average score 
of 4.08 were ranked second best. These items were "Instructional Ma-
terials'' and "Information Sheets." The third best item was Item No. 3--
"Specific Ojbectives"--whi1e the least evaluated was Item 4--"Suggested 
Activities"--with an average score of 3.08. This evaluation did not 
follow the pattern of instructional units designed and recommended by 
Terms 
1. General Objectives 
2. Terffiinal Objectives 
3. Specific Objectives 
4. Suggested Activities 
5. Instructional Materials 
6. Information Sheet 
7. Quiz 
TABLE XX 
RESPONSES TO EVALUATION OF CERTAIN ITEMS IN TERMS OF 
FORMAT OF UNITS OF INSTRUCTION 
Very High High Hoder ate Low Very Low Total Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re- N. in 
N % N % N % N % N % sponse Group 
7 53.85 5 38.46 l 7.69 13 13 
2 15.38 7 53.85 3 23.08 1 7. 69 13 13 
4 30. 77 5 38. 46 3 23.08 1 7.69 13 13 
1 7.69 6 46.15 4 30. 77 l 7.69 1 7. 69 13 13 
3 23.08 8 61. 54 2 15.38 13 13 
4 30. 77 6 46.15 3 23.08 13 13 






















the State Department of Vocational and Te.chnical Education. · Again, it 
did not look logical to make "Information Sheet" before "Specific Objec-
tives." However, Braker (36) clearly pointed out that the pattern of the 
State Department should merely be a rule-of-thumb or guide rather than a 
hard-and-fast rule to be adhered to strictly. According to him, any 
teacher should feel free to develop a pattern of writing units of in-
struction which would be comfortable to him and his students. The author 
regretted that "Suggested Activities" were least rated by the teachers. 
Consequently, the author would wonder how could the teacher know what 
necessary preparations needed to be made before the lesson both by the 
teacher and the students, and also how would the objectives of the unit· 
be discussed with the students. It could be concluded, therefore, that 
these teachers do not either understand or appreciate the principle of 
preparation which is among the laws of learning forwarded by Thorndike. 
The whole laws were presented earlier by the author. Again, these laws 
are otherwise called Herbatian Steps of Organizing Instruction. 
Teacher Responses as to Time Curriculum 
Should Be Revised 
All the participating teachers responded accordingly. Ten out of 
13 respondents felt that curriculum should be revised whenever necessary 
rather than at a given period or within a certain time limit. This re-
sponse corresponded with the response of Group A-I. The author as 
earlier stated shared this choice because setting a period for the re-
vision might not work most of the time. There might not be any need 
or nothing to revise at the time due for revision. Therefore, as the 
author mentioned earlier, curriculum revision should not be committed 
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to any time limits but instead should be left open to meet emerging 
situations and/or needs. However, two teachers indicated a three-year 
period frequency for curriculum revision. Full details shown in Table 
XXI. 
TABLE XX! 
TEACHER RESPONSES TO FREQUENCY CURRICULUM SHOULD BE REVISED 
Total Total in 
Periods N % Respondents Group 
3 Years 2 15.38 13 13 




Necessary 10 76.92 13 13 
Teacher Responses as to the Percent of Core 
Units Needing Supplementation 
In Table XX:II, th~ majority of the respondents, i.e. five teachers 
9ut of 13 felt that only 11 to 25 percent of the core units needed any 
supplementation. There was a similar attitude in Group A-I.. This re-
fleeted the sufficiency of the units. Regretably, this positive reflec-
tion seemed offset as the next percentage indicated by four teachers 
was that more than 80 percent of the core units needed supplementation. · 
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From t~i~ attitude it could, therefore, be concluded that the core units 
were not adequate and needed so much supplementation.· Consequently, the 
problem besetting vocational agricultural teachers was not properly 
solved. Refer to author's earlier connnents. 
'.rABLE XXII 
RESPONSES TO PERCENT OF CORE UNITS NEEDING SUPPLEMENTATION 
Perc~ntages N % 
Less Than 10 
11 to 25 5 38.46 
26 to 40 2 15.38 
41 to 60 2 15.38 
61 to 80 
More Than 80 4 30. 77 
Teacher Responses as to .the Extent More 
Suggestions for Variation in Teaching 
Methods Are Needed 






In Ta.ble XXIII, one .out of the 13 participating teachers in the 
group did not respond at all. The number of respondents would then be 
12. One half of the respond·ents indicated, that only some suggestions 
for varying teaching methods were needed. The other half of the re-
spondent:s checked the other response category. One quarter (3) of the 
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teachers felt that more suggestions for varying teaching methods were 
needed. Both responses ·were similar to those in Group A-I. One teacher 
however felt that no suggestions for varying teaching methods were 
needed. While the author shared the first two responses as ideal, yet, 
he should like to point out that varying teaching methods would-largely 
depend upon the teacher's experience, facilities available; emerging 
situations, and environment. Frykbund (37) states the following: 
The objective, the teacher, the learner, the subject-
matter to be taught,. the time limitations, and the equip-
ment and supplies avail'able are major factors in determining 
the best methods of teaching in a given situation (p. 164). · 
The author would like to add that accommodation (space) is another de- . 
termining factor. One of the reasons for varying teaching methods is· 
that there is. not as yet a best method of teaching according to Frykbund 
(37). Some of the commonly known as well as used teaching methods are 
lecture, discussion, written instructions, chalkboard, observation, 
demonstration, recitation, seminars (conferences), and visual aids. 
TABLE XXIII 
TEACHER RESPONSES ·AS TO THE EXTENT MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR VARIATION 
IN TEA~HtNG METHODS ARE NEEDED 
Response Total in 
Cat;egories • N % Respondents Group 
Very Much 2 16.67 12 13 
Much 3 25.00 12 13 
Some 6 50.00 12 13 
A Little 
None. 1 8.33 12 13 
Teacher Responses to Rating of Some Sources 
for Supplementation 
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In Table XXIV, two of the. participating teachers did not check 
Sources 1 and 2, while another teacher did not check Source 11. Other-
wise, most of the teachers checked every so"Qrce for supplementation. 
All the respondents rated Source 9--"Individualize Through Community 
Visits"--with average score of 4.92 as the best. It was rated second 
best by Group A-I. An explanation for rating this source highly accord-
ing to the author is that through connnunity visits, the. teacher can 
learn, observe, and see some new things which he-can incorporate into 
his teaching or even bring to the class. At any rate, he can enrich his 
experience. Sources 4 and 10 each with average scores of 4.77 tied as 
second best sources for supplementation. These were Source 4--"Films 
and/or Video Tapes"--and Source 10--"Individualizing Through Student 
Experience." The latter was rated second best in Group A-I. The third 
best sources were Source 3--"Resource Persons"--and Source 8--"Teacher 
Experience.". In Group A-I, it was the most highly rated. At any rate, 
with the exception of "Films and/or Video Tapes" both groups selected 
the same sources but rated them in the reversed or.der. The least rated 
source was Source 6:--"Recordings." This response corresponded with the 
choice of Group A-I. 'J;'he author feels that Sources 8, 9, and 10 are the 
tnost readily available, followed by Source .1--"Farm Magazines." But 
they are, by no means, the best. 
TABLE XXIV 
RESPONSES TO RATING OF SOURCES FOR SUPPLEMENTATION 
Very Good Good Average Fair Poor Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re-
Sources N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
1. Farm Magazines 5 41. 67 4 33.33 3 25.00 12 
2. Up-To-Date Textbooks 5 41. 67 4 33.30 3 25.00 12 
3. Resource Persons 9 69.23 4 30. 77 13 
4. Films and/or Video Tapes 8 61.54 5 38.46 13 
5. Slides 10 76.92 3 23.08 13 
6. Recordings 5 38.46 6 46.15 2 15.38 13 
7. Photographs 4 30. 77 6 46.15 3 23.08 13 
Individualize Through: 
8. Teacher Personal 
Experience 10 76. 92 2 15.38 1 7.69 13 
9. Community Visits 12 92. 31 1 7.69 13 
10. Student Experience 10 76.92 3 23.08 13 
11. Fact Sheets 6 50.00 6 50.00 12 
Total 









































Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum I 
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In Table XXV, the majority of the teachers showed that they taught 
most of the units. The least taught un:i,ts were Unit VI--"Fasteners"--'a.s 
indicated by seven teach~rs and Unit III--"Metal Work"--as indicated by 
six teachers. Both units were in Section F--"Agricultural Mechanics." 
The reasons given for not teaching these units were "Content Too Deep," 
"Facilities and Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," "Not Needed 
in My Community," and "Others." Rating and reasons were a direct replica 
of Group A-I. Again, Sections--"Areas of Instruction"--were not well 
responded to by the teachers. The author commented earlier on this poor 
response. For further details, see Table xxv·. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum II 
In Table XXVI, all units were indicated to be taught by the respon-
dents but ~specially units in Section B and Section E respectively. The 
least taught units were in Section F. Thesewere Unit !--"Blueprint 
Reading"--as indicated by ten respondents and Units V--"Wood Fasteners" 
and VII--"Introduction to Plumbing"--as indicated each by eight teachers. 
Reasons given for not teaching these units were somewhat the same with 
those cited in Vocational Agriculture I. Again, this response was iden-
tical with that in Group A-I. For additional details on Core Curriculum 
II, see Table XXVI. 
TABLE XXV 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM I 
Section and Unit lltmber 
Section A - Orlent.atioa. ' CaNen: 
I - Orientation to Vocatlonal-
A&riculture 
II - Caneu in .t.aricuJ.ture 
Section I - Leadership; 
I - Introduction to future FarMn 
of AMrica 
II - Duties • ~ibilltiu of 
FrA-Mabera 
III - Parl!...ntary ProcMun Gd 
Publ_ic Spuliq 
Section· C - SuperdHd IXper:lnce 
Prosr ... : 
t - Plannin& and bpl-.ntiq the 
Superri.Md Occupatioql 
Expedence Pro1r• 
Sect.ion D - Anillal Science 
· I - The Livestock_ Indl19t'Z'J' 
II - BrHds of Lbutock 
III - Livestock Sale'ctioa. 
IV - Livestock Feediq 
Section t - Plant and Soil Science 
I - Plant ad Soil lcie!M:e 
S.ction r_ -- Acrieultural !lecheiC9 
I - Orleotation and .General Saf•f:J' 
II - Arc ~elding 
III - Mecal Work 
IV - Introduction to Oxyacetylene 
Cutti111 
V - Oxyacetylene Cuttin1 
VI .. Fasteners 
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RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM II 
Sect:laD ud Unit ¥umber 
Se.:tio:a A - A1ricultural Cheaical.s: 
! - Aci'f.~lcu.rel Cluiaica1a 
h.:t:l.t":I B - l.ud•rsbip: 
1 - rucure Far:.er• of· -.rtca 
II - Zeco--l:ta a Coad. Laadu 
s~.::::::: C - Su;enu..i Far.:a 'IYaiJWI"&: 
I - k1&1>·•:U •=4 E!ralp.tioa· of 
!c.pen-!te.! Fam Trdlliq Prasr-
II ... !'~r=. Credit 
---
s~:~c ?> - Plast 5.loll Science: 
I - !le:er.tary ss.udr. of Soil• 
It - Soil C~atioa 'Pr&Cticu 
I!l - ='!ant C::.wth' ~ucC:loa 
r..· - 5-.!.?0: Selecd.o:a 
. ~·. - :...:::! "'Prt~r.r.:!cm 
t'!. - r.~e:.~&l tr:'e_. Coacnl 
':II - ?la:i.c Il:secr. Collnol 
·nu:- na::.c ~is,~ .... 
".'.X ... .!..:i..~.:!•cajl:l.q 
Sc.:.::!:)::.~""~ ScS.eace: 
l - il:!:al ~aicu 
:1 - C=;t0~f.tion· aact Cl&ssiH.cAt:lon 
cf Feeds 
ttl - A:1=al. l>i.-tin 
IV -· Y..ah.tafi:.ir'-& Aldaal. Bealtla 
'\" - :!seaaes 
\"I - ParHitee 
Sec::l.o:a 'F - Asdcultural !-!'ecballiu: 
I - 3lueprin~ lediq 
II - fcsiUon ~eldf.=a· 
~: - Cxyacetylene lust.cm Veldba 
r; - C:r;:yacet~ le::.e Srazing· 
·.; - .\.."co:l .fastener• 
\"1 - F1&urica; Sill• of Y.ateria.18 
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Teacher Responses on Units. in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum III 
i07 
In Table xxvn, all the respondents indicated that they attempted 
all the units in the curriculum. But ·units in Section A--"Plant and 
Soil Science"--and B-~"Aninia.l Science"--were more attempted than units 
in other sections of the curriculum. The l~st attempted units were in. 
Section F--"Agricultural Mechanics." These were Unit V--"Electric 
Motors"--and Unit VIII--"Brush Painting." Reasons checked against Unit 
V were "No Knowledge of Subject," "Facilities and Equipment Unavailable," 
"Not Enough Time," and "Others." As for Unit VII, nearly similar rea-
sons were checked as is shown in the following: "Facilities and Equip-
ment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," "Too Elementary," and "Others.'' 
Details are given in Table XXVII. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum IV 
In Table XXVIII, all units were indicated to have been attempted by 
all the respondents. This reflected the general acceptance and usage of 
the currict,Ilum. Units in Section A--"supervised Training Program-Farm 
Business Management•" and Section B--"Leadership· and Careers''--were more 
taught than other units. Again, the least attempted units were in. 
Section D--"Agricultural Mechanics." Specifically· these were Unit II--
"Rafter Framing," Unit VIII--"Servicing the Tractor--Fuel Systems," and 
Unit IX--"Ignition System." The reasons given for not teaching these 
units were somewhat similar anc;l were nNo Knowledge of Subject," "Facili-
ties and Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," and "Others." 
TABLE XXVII 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM III 
S.Ctioa. - Uldt ..... 
.. - -· ....... 
S.CUaa. A - Plat _. loll lc&Dee1 
1-llubtDc.._ 
II - FerUltsa:r 
tll - h:pl'O'f'lq W&UTe &mt.p1ai4 
IT - !stallioldos 6 ,.,,...,_ 
T ... Pa•tsM 
lec.U..· I - ln1Ml ScS..C.: 1--..•m_of_ 
...... i. 
11 - Collactiq - --III - Artif:lctal 'IAHalmt1-n- - Fertilit1 l_-Pnpmq Tuttnc 
v - &rbc er.a-·• CJ.u•• of 
UTU~t. 
VI - Har.keel.al Lbutoct. r. 
?:e.rkat qnctu 
nt - UTUtock' h-:lc;.e Tn9lia lo CJrc1q 
nu- se1ecu111 ' lr ... iltf ~'N9Caet: 
-·- c -~ :iza- ..__ 
Cua~~: 
[ - Aoal,.lo • halu.t1oli of -
•lood .... - ...... ..__ 
II - -.c.~ of. rua i..t 















Sect.Jou D - LeadKPtp: 11 1 
I - lztpol'~ cf fa.'bUc S,..itfas • 10 
II - DE-Yelopin& Mid- DeU..rtas a SpMcla 10 
lectloa I - Car.u SdKU..: 10 2 
I - Career Scl.ct:ta. 12 
II - lial:n. blatlou 11 
SacUon F - AcrS..:.lt:ual Mecbalakal 
I - i'uad.aen.tala of !lec:tdc1t7 
II Electrical Safety 
III - Electrical Vidas Praccku 
tv - PlarmlD& tha vtr&s Laroat 
V - Electric Hotoni 
VI - Oaf.a& the ram · Lne1 
VII - Bruh Pailltiq; 
ntr- Eri&iu Operatioa 
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RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM IV 
Section aJLd. UDit Nu;aber 
S•ction. A - Sup'enbed Traio.:l.na l'nsr• 
Farm Bu.sineH ~~t: 
t - Fam. lle:cord·s - Fam lllvetoriea 
II - Yan. Records - Net Worth 
l:wentoriu 
III - Financin1 the ram k•iaeH: 
SourcH of ~~t. 
IV - l'Ds~anee 
.\" .:. Tu. Y.aUaga::ant 
\"I - ~!achinery 6 EquiplllllllE llallqeaat · 
\"II .. C1istm Ser.ti-c;u· Ver"llU8 Otm.erU:lp 
\"III- Anal.7s1s '·Evalua-Uou of Supn-
v:I.~ Iara Tr•iniDS Prop"• 
Ko ........ 
Sectiou I - LeadU"abip & Careen: 11 
I - DwelopiDS the FPA ProP"•. of 
Activitiu · 
II - You.ca Fam11r AHOi:iatian of 
Okl.aho:.a ; 
:f:ll .. Selectina; a career 
Sectio:I. C - Plant ~.SOU Sct.mee: 11 
. I - lud ·Jud&in& 
It - s,il Sm:pliDC 
III - kil ,5'.1~ey bporta & Lqa1 
Lm:4 Deact':lption 
IV - Soil Couarvatf.on. Senice & 
- Ci:iil:liMn."&ti'Jn D!st.ricts 
V - Asrtcu!tcn StabiU..ut.1011 & 
. C1:nsr.Vat1on SerVtc~ 
!!:.-.,.tfor.·11 - Ar.rlr111hral }fo.chcnica: 11 
I - Build:!.c.g Fam Fences 
II .. Ra.fter Frr.ing . . 
III - . Fe.:-a. 1'tility Build.inp 
IV - Servicing the . Tractor AU 
Supply Synm . 
V - Sen-icing l-:b~l Bu:rina• 
VI - Batury Service 
·.HI - Servicing the t:actor Lubri-
cc::ricr. .System.. 
Vlll- Serviciq the tractor-Fu.al 
Syste= 
Pc -· la;dtion Syata 
· X - Servicing the Tract er Coolin& 
S:rst~ 
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rac111c.ies .... ~. 
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In general, in both Group A-I and Group A-II, all units were taught 
by the majority of the teache.rs. But units on "Careers," "Leadership," 
and "Animal Science" were most taught, while units on "Agricultural 
Mechanics" were least attempted. Common reasons checked were "Lack of 
Knowledge of Subject," "Unavailable Facilities and Equipment," and "In-
sufficient Time." 
Responses of Group B-I: Non-Cooperating 
Teachers with Mere Than Eight 
Years Teaching Experience 
Teacher Responses as to Best Description of a 
Curriculum 
'. 
As shown in Table XXIX the number of respondents was somewhat erra-
tic. The reason was that some respondents did not check some Statements 
namely 1, 2, 5, 9, and 10. In any case; percentages were determined 
from the number of respondents only, rather than the number of the par-
ticipating group. These unchecked statements might have been overlooked, 
misunderstood, or no opinion could be made. 
However, the average scores of the statements ranged from 3.32 to 
7.50. Statement 8 with the highest average score of 7.50 was ranked 
first as well as rated the best curriculum description. The statement 
reads: "A course of study in a school." This response was the same in 
both Group A-I and Group A-II. The author already commented on the re-
sponse. The second best statement was Statement No. 1 wit~ average 
score of 6. 72: "All the learning experiences the student has while 
attending school." This rating corresponded with the rating of Group 
TABLE XXIX 
MEAN RESPONSES INDICATING RANKING OF DESCRIPTION OF CURRICULUM 
Total Total 
Re- N. in Average State-





















1 4.00 ·2 8.00 1 4.00 1 4.00 3 12.00 2 8.00 4 16.00 1 4.00 7 28.00 3 12.00 25 
1 4.00 2 8.00 4 16.00 4 16.00 3 12.00 1 4.00 3 12.00 5 20.00 2 8.00 25 
1 3. 85 3 11.54 5 19.23 5 19.23 5 19.23 4 15.38 2 7.69 1 3.85 26 
3 11.54 1 3.85 2 7.69 4 15.38 5 19.23 2 7.69 5 19.23 1 3.85 3 11.54 26 
11 44.00 1 4.00 3 12.00 1 4.00 3 12.00 1 4.00 4 16.00 1 4.00 25 
1 3.85 11 42.31 4 15~38 1 3.85 1 3.85 3 11.54 1 3.85 1 3.85 2 7.69 1 3.85 26 
3 11.54 3 11.54 26.92 3 11.54 1 3.85 2 7.69 5 19.23 2 7.69 26 
1 3.85 1 3.85 3 11.54 3 11.54 1 3.85 2 7.69 2 7.69 1 3.85 12 46.15 26 
3 12.00 2 8.00 7 28.00 2 -8.00 2 8.00 2 8.00 3 12.00 3 12.00 1 4.00 25 
1 4.00 2 8.00 2 8.00 4 16.00 2 8.00 3 12.00 3 12.00 2 8.00 3 12.iJO 3 12.00 25 
All the learning experiences the students have while attending school. 
The subject matter and activities involved in a specific course or discipline. 
The comination of courses pursued by a •student, both required and e_lective courses. 
All the planned learning outcomes for which the school is responsible. 










A we11 planned "core" of subject matter concepts and informntion tlPsJrnble for tire learner, incl-ud'ing instructional sequence. 
A we·] 1 developed series of lns true tf ona l gul<ks and/or workbooks containing outl lnes of subj cc t. llUlttcr to be learned. 
The gC'ncrnl overall plnn of the con lent or specific nntcr la ls for n coun;c of instruction. 
A course of study in a school. 
All instruction uhich may lead to a productive life as a useful citizen. . 















A-II, but disagreed with that of Group A-I which rated Statement 4--"All 
the planned learning outcomes for which the school is-responsible." But 
strictly speaking, the author would tend to think both statements to be 
the same in_content. Both capitalized on the experiences or outcomes to 
be acquired in school. - They were simply worded differently. The author 
made some extended comments previously. Statement 5--"A well planned 
'core' of subject matter concepts and information desirable for the 
learner, including instruGtional sequence''--with the lowest average score 
of 3~32 was the least desirable. Both Groups A-I and A-II rated the 
same statement similarly. Full data is shown in Table XXIX. 
Teacner Responses to Contents of Curriculum 
Development as Applied to Vocational 
Agriculture 
In Table XXX, all the participating teachers responded to each con-
cept. Therefore, the number of l>articipating teachers equalled the num-
ber of respondents. 
The respondents indicated their respective degree of acceptance of 
some concepts of curriculum development. There were five response cate..,. 
gories with given values: Strongly Agree--1; Agree--2; Undecided--3; 
Disagree--4; and Strongly Disagree--5. As these values were reversed, 
low average score would reflect positive response. The average scores 
ranged from 1.27 to 4.27. 
Concept No. 5--"The curriculum and/or learning experiences must in-
clude a maximum amount of experiential- learning, l.e-. 'learning by 
doing' "--with the least average score of 1. 27 was the most accepted. It 
was similarly rated best by Groups A-I and A-II, respectively. In 
SA:l 
TABLE XXX 
MEAN RESPONSES TO CONCEPTS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AS 
APPLIED TO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
A:2 U:3 D:4 
Total Total 
SD:5 Re- N. in 
N % N % spon:se Group Concepts* N % N % N % 
Total Average 

















1 3.85 3 11. 54 






26.92 1 3.85 
34.62 
17 65.39 8. 30. 77 
6 23.08 19 73.08 1 3.85 
3 11. 54 5 19.23 2 7.69 
2 J.69 11 42.31 4 15.38 
6 23.08 17 65.39 
6 23.08 16 6L54 
17 ,65. 39 8 30. 77 
2 7.69 
2 7.69 
7 26.92 9 34.62 
6 23.08 3 1L54 
3 11. 54 
2 7.69 5 19. 23 2 7.69 12 46.15 5 19. 23 














































A good text book and/or workbook is.the best source for determining what to teach. 












The curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society (community) in which the learner lives. 
The curriculum and/or learning experience must include a maximum amount of experimental learning, i.e. 
"learning:by doing." 
6. Subject matter in the curriculum is best presented through a performance objective approach. 
7. "Final decision on curriculum"should be made by the teacher without any influence, i.e. principals, school 





The teacher and the learner should have free choice in currfculwn development. 
Best sources of. objectives for developing a curriculum are the learner, the society, and the subject matter. 
Objectives for instruction should largely be developed soon after ·the first fei.r d'!ys of classwork. 





Group A-I, three concepts, Numbers 3, 4, and 5 were tied to the same 
rank. The next accepted one was Concept No. 3--"A good teacher uses all 
subject matter as a vehicle for preparing the learning for 'making de-
cisions' "--with average score of 1.58. In fact, Concept No. 4--"The 
curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society (commu-
nity) in which the learner lives"--tied with Concept No. 3. While Group 
A-I included both concepts in the best rank, Groups A-II and B-I ranked 
Concept 3 second best accepted concept. But Group A-I choose Concept 11 
which is "Objectives for instruction should be developed well in advance 
of the beginning of the school term" as second best. The least accepted 
one was Concept No. 1--"As a teacher, I find I have little time to be 
concerned about what to teach." This concept was treated the same by 
Group A-II, but Group A-I rated Concept 2--"A good textbook and/or work-
book is the best source for determining what to teach"--lowest, i.e. 
least accepted. The author expressed his opinion in the previous analy-
sis. 
Teacher Responses as to Approximate Percent of 
Time Curriculum Is Followed in Present 
Teaching 
In general, most of the respondents indicated that they were spend-
ing 51 to 75 percent of their time using the Basic Core Curriculum in 
their teaching. So, it could be concluded that each of the curriculum 
was meeting the target of 60 percent for which it was designed to ac-
count. This result was the same in previous analyses. However, there 
was a variation in Agricultural Mechanics. It was only in Group A-I that 
half of the respondents indicated they were spending 51 to 75 percent of 
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their time following that particular curriculum. In Groups A-II and B-I 
respondents indicated that they were spending 26 to 50 ·percent. This 
response correctly corresponded with similar naive responses on teaching 
units of Agricultural Mechanics. In general, these units were often 
times indicated the least taught. 
TABLE XXXI 
RESPONSES AS TO APPROXIMATE PERCENT OF TIME CURRICULUM 
IS FOLLOWED IN PRESENT TEACHING 
Less More 
Than 10- 26- 51- Than 
Core 10% 25% 50% 75% 75% 
Currie. N % N % N %. N % N % 
Vo Ag I 2 7.69 14 53.85 10 
Vo Ag II 4 15.38 16 61.54 
Vo Ag III 1 4 .• 17 5 20 •. 83 14 58.33 
Vo Ag IV 1 4.17 8 34.?8 11 47.83 
Ag Mech 6 75.00 2 25.00 
Note: 2 teachers did not check Vo Ag III. 
3 teache~s did not check Vo Ag IV. 
18 persons did not check Ag Mech. 
Percentages were based on total response. 
Teacher Responses to Relevancy of the Core 























Almost all the respondents checked that the Core Curriculum Materi-
als were very relevant at Year 4. In fact, there was 100 percent score 
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(perfect score) in Core Materials of Agricultural Mechanics as all the 
seven respondents indicated that the materials were relevant. However, 
it should be noted that four responde~ts checked Core Materials in Voca-
tional Agriculture II as too advanced in Year 1. Same number reacted 
similarly to the Core Materials in Vocational Agriculture IV in Year 1 
too. Again, one teacher indicated that at Year 1, Core Materials in 
Vocational Agriculture I were too advanced. The author observed that 
this was the first tiine this reaction to Core Materials in Vocational 
Agriculture III and IV respectively were checked as too advanced. In 
any case, this response should not be so significant as to cause any con-
cern. It should however, be noted. 
TJ\BLE XXXII 
RESPONSES TO RELEVANCY OF CORE MATERIALS BY YEARS 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
M* Too M M Not 
Ad- Too Rele-
Core vanced Easy vant 
Currie. N % N % N % 
Vo Ag I 1 4.35 
Vo Ag II 4 17.39 
Vo Ag III 2 9.09 
Vo Ag IV 4 17.39 
Ag Mech 
Note: *Materials 
3 teachers did not respond at all. 
1 teacher did not check Vo Ag III. 
3 teachers did not check Vo Ag IV. 





N % sponse 
22 95.65 23 
19 82. 61 . 23 
20 90.91 22 
19 82.61 23 









Teacher Responses to Evaluation of Certain Items 
In Terms of Format of Units of Instruction 
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In Table XXXIII; two of the participation teachers in the group did 
not respond at all. Thus, number of respondents would be less by two 
than the total number of the group. 
Item 3--"Specific Objectives"--with average score of 4.29.was the 
best evaluated. The next.best item was Item 6--"Information Sheet"--
with average score of 4.25. Item 1--"General Objectiv~s"~-and Item 2--
"Terminal Objectives"--were concurrently ranked third. The least rated 
were Items 4 and 7. This evaluation nearly followed the sequence of 
writing a unit of instruction as recommended by Braker (36). The recom-
mended sequence was discussed by the author in the early part of this 
analysis. 
Teacher Responses to the Time Curriculum 
Should Be Revised 
In Table XXXIV, one of the participants did not respond at all. 
Therefore, total respondents would be lee;s by one. Nevertheless, the 
majority of the respondents indicated that revision of curriculum should 
be whenever necessary. The author observed that, so far, such was the 
favored responses throughout the analysis. About one sixth of the re-
spondents, however, checked the Three Year Period. There was no response 
at all to the Five Year, Eight Year, and Ten Year Periods. The author 
previously expressed his opinion over the response. 
Terms 
1. General Objectives 
2. Terminal Objectives 
3. Specific Objectives· 
4. Suggested Activities 
5. Instructional Materials 
6. Information Sheet 
7. Quiz 
TABLE XXXI II 
RESPONSES TO EVALUATION OF CERTAIN ITEMS IN TERMS OF 
FORMAT OF UNITS OF INSTRUCTION 
Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re-
N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
8 33.33 13 54.17 3 12.50 24 
7 29.17 15 62.50 2 8.33 24 
9 37.50 13 54.17 2 8.33 24 
4 16. 67 14 58.33 6 25.00 24 
4 16.67 19 79.17 1 4.17 24 
8 33.33 14 58.33 2 8.33 24 
2 8.33 18 75.00 4 16.67 24 
Total 
N. in Total 
Group Scores 
26 101. 00 




























RESPONSES TO THE FREQUENCY CURRICULUM SHOULD BE REVISED 
Total Total in 
Periods N % Respondents Group 





Necessary 21 84.00 25 26 
Teacher Responses as to the Percent of Core 
Units Needing Supplementation 
In Table XXXV, one of the participating teachers did not respond. 
Responses were widely distributed such that it was not easy to pin down 
an outstanding response. However, the highest number of respondents 
showed that 11 to 25 percent of the.core units need supplementation. 
The next high number indicated less than 10 percent supplementation 
would be needed. The aut4or observed that, so far in the analysis~ 11 
to 25 percent was the indicated percentage of the core units which would 
ne~d any supplementation. Otherwise, as already.commented, the core 
units were largely self-sufficient. In fact, supplementat~on would 
merely be by way of motivation, localizing, personalizing, and little 
updating whenever new facts are available. If the core units would re-
quire 41 to 60 percent or more, they would not account for 60 percent of 
I 
an instructor's time. The teacher would have to spend more time 
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gathering as well as organizing what to teach to his students. One 
teacher reflected this idea by indicating that more than 80 percent of 
the core units were needing supplementation. 
TABLE XXXV 
RESPONSES AS TO THE PERCENT OF CORE UNITS 
NEEDING SUPPLEMENTATION 
Total 
Percentages N % Respondents 
Less Than 10 6 24.00 25 
11 to 25 7 28.00 25 
26 to 40 5 20.00 25 
41 to 60 3 12.00 25 
61 to 80 3 12.00 25 
More Than 80 1 4.00 25 
Teacher Responses as to the Extent More 
Suggestions for Variation in Teaching 









Of the participating 26 teachers, one teacher did not respond. The 
responses were widely distributed. However, the majority of the respon-
dents checked that some suggestions were needed for varying teaching 
methods. One sixth of the teachers indicated only a little suggestion 
was needed. The author felt that some suggestions to vary the teaching 
methods would be ideal. As a matter of fact, this response was the most 
preferred so far throughout the analysis. 
TABLE XXXVI 
R~SPONSES AS TO THE EXTENT MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR 
VARIATION IN TEACHING METHODS ARE NEEDED 
Response 
Categories N % 
Very Much 3 12.00 
Much 3 12.00 
Some 14 56.00 
A Little 4 16.00 
None 1 4.00 
Teapher Responses to Rating of Sources 
for Supplementation 








In Table XXXVII, one teacher did not respond. Thus, the number of 
respondents would be less by one.. All the respondents checked Sources 
9 and 10 as the best having the highest average scores of 4.68. These 
were Source 9--"Individualize Through Community Visits"--and. Source 10--
"Individualize Through Student Experience." Group A-I ranked Source 9 
as the best and Source 10 as second best. But the rating of Group A-II 
corresponded with the rating of Group B-I under discussion. The next 
rated one was Source 3--"Resource Persons." Again, this response was 
identical to that of Group A-II.but different in Group A-I which ranked 
TABLE XXXVII 
RESPONSES TO RATING OF SOURCES FOR SUPPLEMENTATION 
Very Good Good Average· Fair Poor Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re.,-
Sources N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
l. Farm Magazines 7 28.00 12 48.00 4 16.00 2 8,oo 25 
2. Up-To-Date Textbooks 6 24.00 13 52.00 4 16.00 1 4.00 1 4.00 25 
3. Resource Persons 17 68.00 5 20.00 3 12.00 25 
4. Films and/or Video 'Tapes 11 44.00 9 36.00 5 20.00 25 
5. Slides 8 32.00 14 56.00 3 12.00 25 
6. Recordings 3 12.00 13 52.00 5 20.00 4 16.00 25 
7. Photographs 7 28.00 14 56.00 2 8.00 2 8.00 25 
Individualize Through: 
8. Teacher Personal 
Experience 11 44.00 13 52.00 l 4.00 25 
9, Community Visits 17 68.00 8 32.00 25 
10. Student Experience 19 76.00 4 16.00 2 8.00 25 
11. Fact Sheets 10 40.00 9 36.00 4 16.00 2 8.00 25 
Total 















3 .• 96 
3.88 
4.56 























this source for supplementation as the best of all. Source 6--"Record-
ings"--was the least rated as was also its case in.both Groups A-I and 
A-II. The author previously commented on these ratings. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum I 
In Table XXXVIII, all the respondents indicated that they taught 
all units, particularly units on "Orientation and Careers," "Leadership," 
and "Animal Science. II The least . taught units were Unit VI--'':Fasteners"--
and Uni.t III--"Metal Work." Both units were in Agricultural Mechanics. 
The reasons checked were "No Knowledge of Subject," "Facilities and 
Equipment Un.available," "Not Enough Time," and "Others." 
Teacher Responses on·Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum II 
In Table XXXIX, all units were indicated to have been taught by all 
the teachers. Again, units that were indicated to be taught less were 
in Agricultural Mechanics. They were Unit V--"Wood Fasteners"--and Unit· 
!--"Blueprint Reading." Same reasons given in Vocational Agriculture I 
were checked for not teaching these units. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum III 
In Table XL, all the teachers responded to have taught all the 
units. There was less response in the Agricultural Mechanics Units, 
especially Unit V--"Electric Motors"--and Unit IV--"Planning the Wiring 
Layout." Reasons given for not teaching the units were identical to 
TABLE XXXVII I 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM I 
Section end Unit Number 
Section A -: Orientation & Careers: 
I - Orientat·ion to Vocational 
Agri.culture 
II - Careers in Agricul.ture 
Section B - Leadership: 
I - IntToducticm to Future Fariners 
of. AI:ierica 
II - Duti-es & Responsibilities of 
FFA X~bet"s 
III - Parlia~enl;ary Procedure· and· 
Public Speaking 
Section C - Supervised Experience 
Prdgrams: · 
I ...: Planning· and Implementing the 
Supervi~ed Oc;cupational 
E~perience; Program 
Section D - Animal Science 
I - The Livestock Industry 
II - Breeds of livestock 
III - Livestock Selection 
IV - Livestock t'eeding 
SE:.ction I: - Plant and Soil Science 
I - Plant and ·soil SCience 
:ection F - Agricultural Mechanics 
I - orientation and General Safety 
II . - .\re !·~eiding 
i:::I - :'.eta·l Wprk 
I? - lntrodUc:tion to Oxyacetylene 
Cutting 
V - Oxyacetylene Cutting 
\"I - fasteners 
















































Reaso.ns Unit Not Taught 
....,,, 
Content Facilities 
Too Equipment Little Lit de 














RESPONSES TO UNITS IN V0""'."AG BA.SIC CORE CURRICULUM II 
Section and Ut:ii.t NIDD.ber 
Section A - Agricultural Chemicals: 
I - Agricultural Chemi'cals 
Section B - Leadersh:ip: 
I - P'uture Faro.rs of America 
II - .Be,coaing a Good Leader 
Section C - Supervilied Farm Training: 
I - Analysis and Evaluation of 
Supervised Fam Training Program 
II - !ar.:a Credit 
Section D - Plant & Soil Science: 
I - Elementary Study Of Soils 
II - Soil Conservation Practices 
III - Plant. Growth .& Reproduction 
IV - Seed Selection 
V - Land P.reparation· 
Vt - Ch.em.ical Weed Control 
\"U - Flant Insect Control 
\"III- Plant Diseases 
IX -. Landscaping 
Section E - .An:µu1· Science: 
I - An:h:al · l:u:trien~a 
II - Co::position and Classification 
of ieeds 
III - A::~l Digestion 
lt - ·~!aintaining Animal Health 
i." - Dise&ses 
tI - P.erasites 
Sec:tio:i. F - Agricultural Mechanica: 
I - Blueprint Reading 
II - Position t:eld"ing 
III - Oxyacetylene FUsion \.!elding: 
I\' - Oxyacetylene Brazing 
\" - \..·C'r-:! Faste:ters 
\"I - Figurir.g .Bills ~f Y..aterials 









































































RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM III 
Section and t:nit Number 
Section A - Plant and Soil Science: 
I - }f.'.!.rketing Crops 
II - Fertilizer 
III - Icproving :\ative Rangeland 
IV - Establishir>..g { Ic:iproving 
Ia=e Pastures· 
Section B - Anil;lal Science: 
I - Reproductive Organs of Farm 
!-~=als 
II - Collectir:g and Examining 
Sc::.e:: 






I\" - F.:i!"tility & Pregnancy Teatin·g _2 
\" - !-~ark.et Grades & Classes of 
Li·1estock 
\'I - !-larketing Livestock & 
:~rket Agencies 
\"II - Livestock Price Trer.ds & Cycles 
\"III- Selectfr.g & Breeding Livestock 
Section C - Supervised Training Prog~~ 
Far.:1. Business !'tanageaent: 13 
I - A::.alysis & Evaluation of Super-
visec! Fa~ Training Progra:ii 
II - .:..cG.uisition of Fam. Land 
III - Bt:dgetir.g 
Sec::ion ;:y - Lt:ac!ership: 17 
I - I=~.:irt.ar:ce cf Public Speaking 
r: - ::Oc..velopi!"l& a:d Ddiv~ring a Speech 
Section E - Career Selection: 16 
I - Career Selection 1 
II - Hu::ian Relatior..s 3 
Section F - Agricultural Mechanics: 
I - ::.:.:.Ca;:er.::als o!: Electricit:y 
II - Electrical Safety 
III - Electrical \.'iring L"ractices 
I\" - Plar.ning the Wiring Layout 
V - Electric !·~;Hors 
\"I - rs:.r.g th~ Fern Level 
\'II - Eri.:sh Pc:.:.nt:i~g 
\"III- Engi:.".e Operat.:.o:-. 


















































Reasons Unit- Not Taught 
No Content Facilities Too 
Know!- Too Equipment Litt!(!; Little Elem.en-
edge Deep " Limited- Time Need tary 
2 2 2 3 
1 1 2 2 
2 ' 3 2 ' 5 7 3 ' 5 2 
2 6 





those quoted in.Vocational Agriculture I and Vocational Agriculture II, 
respectively. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum IV 
In Table XLI, all units of the curriculum were indicated to have 
been taught by the respondents. But Agricultural Mechanics Units re-
ceived less positive response. The least taught units were Unit IX--
"Ignition System"--and Unit VIII---"Servicing the Tractor-Fuel System." 
Reasons given were "No Knowledge of Subject," "Not Enough Time," "Too 
Elementary," and "Others." 
Responses of Group B-II: Non-Cooperating 
Teachers with Less Than Eight 
Years Teaching Experience 
Teacher Responses to Best Description of a 
Curriculum 
In Table XI.II, all the participating teachers did not respond ac-
cordingly as shown in the following: one teacher did not respond at 
all; one teacher did not check Statement l; one teacher did not check 
Statement 4; and two teachers did not check Statement 9. 
The author assumed that this lack of response might be attributed 
to oversight or indecision. However, the overall response ranked State-
ment 1--"All the learning experiences the students have while attending· 
school"--as the best description of a curriculum. This was the first 
time a better and som~what professional rating was given. This ranking 
TABLE XLI 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM IV 
No Unit 
Section and Unit Nw::1ber 
Section A - Supervised Training Prograa 
Far::. Business Management: 
I - Fare Records - Farm Inven::.ories 
II - Farm Records - Net lo.'orth 
Inventories 
III - Fi:-..;.ncing the Farm Buainess: 
Sources of Credit 
IV - Inst.irance 
'\' - Tax Y.anage!:l.ent 
VI - :-!ac hinery & Equipment Manasement 
VII - Custot:l Services Versus Ownerilhip 
\'Ill- Analysis & Evaluation of Super-
vised Farm Training Program 
Section B - leadership & Careers: 
I - Developing .the FFA Prograti of 
Activitil!s 
II - Young Fani.er Association of 
Oklaho:=.a 




section C - Plant & Soil Science: 19 
I - Land Jµdging 1 
II - Soil Sa=::pling 1 
III - Soil Survey Reports & Legal 
Lar.d De:scriptfon 
IV - Seil Cc::.servation Service & 
Ccnser:ation Districts 
\" - Asricultt:re Stabilization & 
Co:-iser·.:<::ti<;:I". Service 
:::.-.·::~.-; n - i·::rlruJtur.:;1 ~-lcchanics: 18 
I - Buildir:.g Farm· Fences 
II - R;;.fter Fra??:ing 
III - fan: Utility Buildings 
IV - Se:-.. ·icir.g the Tractor Air 
s~pply Systec 
V - Se;:-v:!.cing Eheel Bearings 
\T - Battery Service 
\.!I - Sen.·icing the Tractor Lubri-
catio:'l System 
VIII- Servicing thll!! Tractor-Fuel 
Systoac 
L~.- Ip.ition Systen 
X -· Sen:icing the Tractor Cooling 
Svste:!! 






























































would be more welcomed by the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational 
and Technical Education than the ranking of the previous groups, all of 
which ranked Statement 8--"A course of study"--as the best description 
of a curriculum. However, Groups A-II and B-I rated Statement 1 their 
second best description. Statement 8 was the second best rated descrip-
tipn by the group under discussion. The lowest ranked statement was 
Statement 5--"A well planned 'core' of subject matter concepts and infor-
mation desirable for the learner, including instructional sequence." 
There was a unanimity in this ranking by all groups. 
Teacher Responses to Concepts of Curriculum 
Development as Applied to Vocational 
Agriculture 
In Table XLIII, the most accepted concept was Concept 1--"As a 
teacher, I find I have little time to be concerned about what to teach." 
The author did not appreciate this rating as the concept was not actu-
ally a concept for curriculum development but rather a concept substan-
tiating the usefulness and need fqr curriculum. As a matter of fact, 
Groups A-II and B-I rated it as the least accepted concept. 
The second accepted concept was Concept 2--"A good textbook and/or 
workbook is the best source for determining what to teach." There was 
no similarity with other groups. In fact, Group A-I ranked it the low-
est. The author felt that a textbook or workbook should never be a 
source for determining what to teach. The objectives drawn up usually 
the "Terminal and Specific Objei;!tives" are some sources for determining 
what to teach. These objectives shoul4 be derived from the areas for 
curricular decisions given by Tyler whom Popham (22) quoted. Therefore, 
TABLE XLII 
MEAN RESPONSES INDICATING RANKING OF DESCRIPTIONS OF CURRICULUM 
Total Total 
State-
ments* N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Re- N. in Average 





















1 3.13 1 3.13 3 9.38 1 3.13 2 6.25 4 12.50 4 12.50 4. 12.50 12 37.50 
1 3.03 2 6.06 7 21.21 4 12.12 7 21.21 5 15.15 3 9.09 ·4 12.12 
1 3.03 3 9.09 5 15.15 2 6.06 5 15.15 7 21.21 3 9.09 3 9.09 4 12.12 
2 . c -6._25 1 3.13 1 3.13 3 9.38 2 6.25 5 15.63 .9 28.13 6 18.75 3 9.38 
15 45.45 7 21.21 5 15.15 2 6.06 1 3.03 1 3.03 1 3.03 1 3.03 
6 18.18 11 33.33 3 9.09 4 12.12 3 9.09 3 9.09 1 3.03 1 3.03 1 3.03 
1 3.03 6 18.18 9 27.27 7 21.21 2 6.06 3 9.09 3 9.09 2 6.06 
2 6.06 1 3.03 2 6;06 5 15.15 1 3.03 3 9.09 4 12.12 4 12.12 11 33.33 
2 6.45 5 16.13 1 3.23 4 12.90 6 19.35 5 16.13 2 6.45 4 12.90 2 6.45 
2 6.06 4 12.12 3 9.09 5 15.15 5 15.15 1 3.03 . 3 9.09 3 9.09 4 12.12 3 .9.09 
All the learning experiences the students have while attending school. 































The comination of courses pursued by a student, both required and elective courses. 
All the planned learning outcomes for which the school is responsible. 
A well planned "core" of subject matter concepts and information desirable for the learner, including ins.tructional sequence. 
A well -developed series of instructional guides and/or workbooks containing outlines of subject matter to be ·learned. 
The general overall plan of the content or specific materials for a course of instruction. 
A course of study in a school. 
All instruction which may lead to a productive life as a useful citizen. 















MEAN RESPONSES TO CONCEPTS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AS 
APPLIED TO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
Total Total 
SA:l A:2 U:3 D:4 SD:5 Re- N. in 
Concepts* N % N % spotise Group 
Total Average 























3 8.82 12 35.29 19 55.88 34 34 
2 5.88 4 11. 76 7 20.59 17 50.00 4 11. 76 34 34 
8 23.53 21 61. 76 4 11. 76 1 2.94 34 34 
16 47.09 16 47.00 2 5.88 34 34 
17 50.00 16 47.00 1 2.94 34 34 
6 17. 64 21 61. 76 6 17. 64 1 2.94 34 34 
l 2.94 10 29.41 4 11. 76 16 47.09 3 8.82 34 34 
2 5.88 13. 38.24 9 26.47 10 29.41 34 34 
5 14.71 22 64.71 2 5.88 5 14. 71 34 34 
2 5.88 9 26.47 3 8.82 17 50.00 3 8.82 34 34 
6 17.64 23 67.65 2 5.88 3 8.82 34 34 
As a teacher, I find I have little time to be concerned about what to teach. 



































The curriculum should reflect the needs and concerns of the society (community) in which the learner lives. 
The curriculum and/or learning experience must include a maximum amount of experimental learning, i.e. 
"learning by doing." . 
Su?ject matter in the curriculum is best presented through a performance objective approach. 
Final decision on curriculum should be made by the teacher without any influence, i.e. principals, school 
districts, school department chairmen, curriculum guides. · 
The teacher and the learner should have free choice in curriculum development. 
Best sources of objectives for developing a curriculum are the learner, the society, and the subject matter. 
Objectives for instruction should largely be developed soon after the first few days of classwork. 




a textbook or workbook should merely facilitate or supplement teaching. 
Concept 5--"The curriculum and/or learning experiences must include a 
maximum amount of experiential learning, i.e. 'learning by doing. 1 " 
This was another diverse response from the other groups, which rated 
the same concept as the most accepted concept. Teachers in this group 
had failed to appreciate the value of practical application in learning. 
They might not be aware of learning which the author discussed previ-
ously. 
The author observed that so far in the analysis, the responses of 
teachers in this group were very diversed from those in other groups. 
Responses between other groups were either identical or closely the 
same. 
Teacher Responses to Approximate Percent of Time 
Curriculum Is Followed in Present Teaching 
In most cases in Table XLIV, half of the respondents indicated that 
51 to 75 percent of their time was spent in following each curriculum. 
The next indicated percent was 26 to 50 percent. This response corres-
ponded with the other groups. Therefore, it could be conclusively con-
firmed that each curriculum accounted for 60 percent of the teacher's 
time as it was designed to meet. 
In the following table, two teachers failed to check or respond to 
any of the questions; two did not check Vocational Agriculture III and 
IV. Fourteen teachers did not check Agricultural Mechanics. All per-
cent calculations were based on total response. 
TABLE XLIV 
RESPONSES AS TO APPROXIMATE PERCENT OF TIME CURRICULUM 
IS FOLLOWED IN PRESENT TEACHING 
Less More 
Than 10- 26- 51- Than Total 
Core 10% 25% 50% 75% 75%. Re-
Currie. N % N % N % N % N % sponse 
Vo Ag I 2 6.25 15 46.88 15 26.88 32 
Vo Ag II 5 15.63 16 50.00 11 34.38 32 
Vo Ag III 1 3.33 9 30.00 17 56.67 3 10.00 30 
Vo Ag IV 4 13.33 8 26.67 15 50.00 ~ 10.00 30 
Ag Mech 1 5.56 1 5.56 7 38.89 7 38.89 2 11.ll 18 
Teacher Responses to Relevancy of Core 









There were various responses as indicated in Table XLV. However, 
the majority of respondents showed that the materials of each curriculum 
were very relevant at Year 4. But a quarter of the respondents indica-
ted that the Core ~terials of Vocational Agriculture III were too ad-
vanced at Year 1, while one third of the teachers indicated similar 
response for Vocational Agriculture IV. An insignificant number of 
teachers checked that materials were not relevant at Year 3. 
In Table XLV, one teacher did not respond at all; two teachers did 
not check Vocational Agriculture III; four teachers did not check Vaca-
tional Agriculture IV. Eighteen teachers did not check Agricultural 
Mechanics. The percent calculations were based on total response. 
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TABLE XLV 
RESPONSES TO RELEVANCY OF CORE MATERIALS BY YEARS 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 
M* Too M M Not M Very 
Ad- Too Rele- Rele- Total Total 
Core vanced Easy vant vant Re- N. in 
Currie. N % N % N % N % sponse Group 
Vo Ag I 4 12.12 1 3.03 28 84.85 33 34 
Vo Ag II 3 9.09 1 3.03 29 87.88 33 34 
Vo Ag III 6 19.35 25 80.65 31 34 
Vo Ag IV 6 20.69 2 6.90 21 72.41 29 34 
Ag Mech 1 6.25 1 6.25 14 87.50 16 34 
Note: *Materials 
Teacher Responses to Evaluation of Certain Items 
in Terms of Format of Units of Instruction 
In Table XLVI, Item 3--"Specific Objectives"--was the most highly 
evaluated. The other groups also rated this item as the best. The 
second best item was Item 2--"Terminal Objectives"--while the third best 
was Item 5--"Instructional Materials." Item 4--"Suggested Activities"--
and Item 7--"Quiz"--were the least evaluated. Groups A-I and A-II rated 
Item 4 least, while Group B-I rated both Items. 4 and 7 least, i.e. same 
evaluation as by Group-II. In any case, the rating was not close to the 
sequence which Dr. Braker (36) recommended. However, there was not 
fixed sequence to follow. 
Terms 
1. General Objectives 
2. Terminal Objectives 
3. Specific Objectives 
4. Suggested Activities 
5. Instructional Materials 
6. Information Sheet 
7. Quiz 
TABLE XLVI 
RESPONSES TO EVALUATION OF CERTAIN ITEMS IN TERMS OF 
FORMAT OF UNITS OF INSTRUCTION 
Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Total Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re- N. in 
N % N % N % N % N % sponse Group 
6 1/.65 18 52.94 io 29.41 34 34 
11 32.35 15 44.12 8 23.53 24 24 
16 47.06 12 35.29 5 14. 71 1 2.94 34 34 
6 17.65 16 47.06 10 29.41 2 5.88 34 34 
8 23.53 20 58.82 6 17.65 34 34 
8 23.53 16 47.06 9 26.47 1 2.94 34 34 






















Teacher Responses as to Time Curriculum 
Should Be Revised 
TABLE XI.VII 
RESPONSES TO THE FREQUENCY CURRICULUM .SHOUD BE REVISED 
Total Total in 
Periods ~ % Respondents Group 
3 Years 5 14. 71 34 34 
5 Years 5 14. 71 34 34 
8 Years 34 34 
10 Years 34 34 
Whenever 
Necessary 24 70.59 34 34 
There was a full response. Of the 34 respondents, 24 felt that 
curriculum should be revised whenever necessary. This was a unanimous 
reaction by all the groups in the study. But one seventh of the respon-
dents checked Third Year and Five Year Periods, respectively. 
Teacher Responses as to the Percent of Core 
Ut?.its Needing Supplementation 
The majority of respondents in Table XI.VIII indicated only 11 to 
25 percent of the core units were needing supplementation. Such a re-
sponse was general in all groups. As the author mentioned previously, 
this response would reflect to the adequacy of the core units. However, 
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about one sixth of the respondents checked these percentages: 26 to 40 
percent; 41 to 60 percent; 61 to 80 percent.· 
TABLE XI.VIII 
TEACHER RESPONSES AS TO PERCENT OF CORE UNITS 
NEED.ING SUPPLEMENTATION 
Total 
Percentages N % Respondents 
Less Than 10 1 2.94 34 
11 to 25 11 32.35 34 
26 to 40 6 17. 65 34 
41 to 60 6 17.65 34 
61 to 80 6 17.65 34 
More Than 80 4 11. 76 34 
reacher Responses as to the Extent More 
Suggestions for Variations in Teaching 









In Table XLI:X:, responses were widely distributed. However, more 
than half of the teachers showed that only some suggestions for varying 
teaching methods would be needed. · About one third of the respondents 
indicated much suggestions would be needed. In general, some suggestions 
were more indicated and preferred by all groups in the study. The 
author already expressed his opinion about the choice. 
TABLE XLIX 
RESPONSES AS TO THE EXTENT MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR 
VARIATIONS IN TEACHING METHODS ARE NEEDED 
Response Total Total in 
Categories N % Respondents Group 
Very Much 2 5.88 34 34 
Much 10 29.41 34 34 
Some 18 52.94 34 34 
A Little 3 8.82 34 34 
None 1 2.94 34 34 
Teacher Responses to Rating of Some Sources 
for Supplementation 
In Table L, four respondents did not check Source 11--"Fact Sheets." 
However, Source 3--"Resource Persons"--was checked best by the majorit;:y 
of the respondents. This rating coincided with the ratings in Groups 
A-I and B-I. The latter group ranked this source as second best. 
Sources 10--"Individualize Through Student Experience"--and 9--"Individu-
alize Through Community Visits"--were ranked second and third respect-
ively. Group B-I rated both sources the best. The least ranked source 
was Source 6--"Recordings." It was rated same by Groups A-I and B-I. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum I 
In LI, all units were indicated to have been taught by the respon-
dents. But Units VI--"Fasteners"--and VII--"Farm Safety"--in the section 
TABLE L 
RESPONSES TO RATING OF SOURCES FOR SUPPLEMENTATION 
Very Good Good Average Fair Poor Total 
5 4 3 2 1 Re-
Sources N ·% N % N % N % N .· % sponse 
1. Farm Magazines 16 47.00 9 26.47 7 20.59 1 2.94 1 2.94 34 
2. Up-To-Date Textbooks 15 44.12 13 38.24 4 11. 76 1 2.94 1 2.94 34 
3. Resource Persons 23 67.65 10 29.41 1 2.94 . 34 
4. Films and/or Video Tapes 13 38 .• 24 15 44.12 6 _17.65 34 
5. Slides 12 35.29 21 61. 76 1 2.94 34 
6. Recordings 4 11. 76 12 35.29 12 35. 29 5 14. 71 1 2.94 34 
7. Photographs 6 17.65 14 41.18 8 23.53 6 17.65 34 
Individualize Through: 
8. Teacher Personal 
Exp·erience 15 44.12 13 38 .. 24 5 14.71 l 2.94 34 
9. Community Visits 22 64.71 10 29.41 .1 . 2.94 1 2.94 34 
10. Student Experience 24 70.59 7 20.59 3 . 8.82 34 
11. Fact Sheets 11 32.35 8 23.53 7 20.59 4 11.76 30 
Total 









































on Agricultural Mechanics were less taught. The reasons given were 
"Facilities and Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," and "Others." 
Thirteen respondents indicated they did not teach Unit VI, and 11 re-
spondents did not teach Unit VII. See Table LI for further details. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum II 
In Table LII, one of the participating teachers did not respond at 
all. Therefore, the number of respondents was less by one than the num-
ber of the participants. However, the respondents indicated that all 
units in the curriculum were taught. But there was a striking difference 
in that some units in "Plant and Soil Science" (Units IV, VI, VIII, and 
IX) were among units least taught. This author observed that it was 
only in this group that this response was given. Previously, all of the 
less taught units were observed to be in Agricultural Mechanics. The 
other least taught units indicated by this group were Unit VII--"Intro-
duction to Plumbing," Unit V--"Wood Fasteners," and Unit !--"Blueprint 
Reading." The reasons checked were "No Knowledge of Subject," "Content 
Too Deep," "Facilities and Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," 
and "Others." 
Teacher Responses on Units in,Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum III 
In Table LIII, one participating teacher did not respond at all, 
while another one did not check units in Section A through C and Section 
E through F. All units of the curriculum were shown to be attempted by 
the respondents. Units less taught were in Agricultural Mechanics. 
TABLE LI 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM_ I 
No Unit 
Section and Unit Number , Re'spc;:inse Taught Reasons Unit Not Taught 
--
No Content .. ~acilities Too 
Knowl- Too Equlpnent Little Little· Elemen.:.. 
Yes No edge Deep Limited Time Need tary Other 
Section A - Orientat"ion & Car~ers: 21 11 
I - Orientation to Vocational 
Agriculture 2 29 
II - Careers iD. Agriculture 2 28 
-
Sec.t.ion B :- Leadership: 20 13 l" 
I - Introduction to Future Fariners 
of America 30 
II - Duties & Responsibilities of 
FFA Members 31 
III - Parli<imetitary Procedure and 
Public Speaking_ l 31 
---
Section C - Supervised Experience 
Programs~ ·9 23 2 2 
:I,,- Planning and Implementing the 
Supervised Occupa~ional 
Experience Program 2 30 2 ·2 
Section ·n - Animal Science 17 16 l l 
t - The Livestock Indus try 3 30 l l 
, II - Breeds of Livestock • 2 30 2 i 
III - Livestoek Selection 2 30 2 - 2 
IV - Live~tock Feeding 3 28. 3 3 
Section. E - Plant ·and Soil Science 16 14 
I - 'lant ·and Soil Science 2 26 
----··. 
S~ction F - Agricultural Mechanics 18 14 2 2 
I - Orientation and General Safety 1 28 5 5 
II ·- Arc Welditl.g 1 29 4 4 
III - Metal Work 2 24 8 ' 3 4 IV - Introduction to Oxyacetylene 
Cut; ting 2 25 7 
V - Oxyacetylene Cuttin8; 2 26 6 
VI - Fasteners 4 17 13 






RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM II 
Section and Unit Number 
Section A - Plant and Soil Science: 
I - Marketing Crops 
II - Fertilizer 
III - Iaproving Native Rangeland 
IV - Establishing & Improving 
Tame Pastures 
Section B - Animal Science: 
I - ReproductiV'e Organs of Farm 
Mammals 
II - Collecting and Examining 
Semen 
III - Artificial Insemination 
I\' - Fertili_ty & Pregnancy Testing 
V - Market Grades & Classes of 
Livestock 
VI - Marketing Live~tock & 
Market Agencies 
\:II - Uvestoclt Pr;Lce Trend• & Cycles 
VIII- Selecting_&, -Breeding Livestock 





Farm Business Management: 15 
I - Analysis _& Evaluation of Super-
vised Farm. Training Program 
11 - Acquisition _of .Farm Land 
III - Budgeting . 
Section D - Leadership: 16 
I - Importance cf Public Speaking 1 
II - De.eloping and Delivering a Speech 2 
Section E '- Career Selection: 14 
I - Career Selection 
II - Human Relations 
Section f - Agricultural Mechanics: 20 
I - Fundamentals of Electri::ity 
II :- Electrical Safety 
Ill - Electrical Wiring Prs.ctices 
IV - Planning the Wiring Layout 
Y - Electric Motors 
VI - Using the Farm Level 
\ 111 - Brush Painting 
VIII- Engine Operation 














































































They were Unit v--''Electric Motors' II Unit VIII--"Engine Operation, II 
Unit VII--"Brush Painting," and Unit IX--"Servicing Small Engines." The 
reasons given were the same as those in Vocational Agriculture II. See 
Table LIII for additional details. 
Teacher Responses on Units in Vo-Ag Basic 
Core Curriculum IV 
In Table LIV, two of the participating teachers did not respond at. 
all. The number of respondents would be less by two. All units were 
indicated to have been taught by the respondents. Another striking dif-
ference in this grolilp as observed by the author was that there were 
more units least taught than in other groups. These units, however, 
were in Agricultural Mechanics, and they were Unit IV--"Servicing the 
Tractor-Air Supply System," Unit VII--"Servicing the Tractor-Lubrication 
System," Unit VIII--"Servicing the Tractor-Fuel System," Unit IX--
Ignition System," and Unit X--"Servicing the Tractor-Cooling System." 
Nearly all the reasons in the questionnaire were checked as is indicated 
below: "No Knowledge of Subject," "Content Too Deep," "Facilities and 
Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time," "Not Needed in My Community," 
and "Others." 
Table LIV, which follows, illustrates the above mentioned results. 
The negativity toward units in Agricultural Mechanics can be clearly 
seen from the table. Of the 11 divisions under Agricultural Mechanics, 
only three of those divisions were shown to have been taught by a ma-
jority of the respondents. 
TABLE LIII 
RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM III 
No Unit 
Sect.ion and- Unit Xumber Response Taiig~t Reasons Unit Not Taught 
No Content Facilities 
Too Knowl- Too Eciuiplll'!nt Little Little Elemen-
Ye• No edge Deep Limited Time Need tary Other 
Section A - Agricultural Chemicals: 15 12 6 
I - Agricultural Chemicals 21 12 
Section B - Leader•hip: 15 16 
I - Future Farme.rs of America 29 
II - Becoming a Good Leader 29 
Section C - Supervised Farm Training: 20 11· 
I - Analysis and Evaluation of 
Supervised Farm Trair:ing Program 2 27 
II - Fan:r. credit 3 25 
S-ection D - Plant & Soil Science: 13 15 5 2 3 
I - Elementary Study of Soils 26 7 1 6 
II - Soil Conservation Practices 23 10 3 7 
III - Plant Growth & Reproduction 23 10 3 7 
nr - Seed Selection 16 17 I 3 5 1 7 
V - Land Preparation 22 11 1 3 l 6 
.VI - Chemical Weed Control 20 13 6 7 VII - Plant Insect Control 2l 12 1 4 7 VIII- Plant Diseases 22 11 4 7 
IX - Landecaping 16 17 3 6 l 6 
Section E - Animal Science: 15 16 
I - Animal Nut.rient.s 1 29 
II - Ca.posit.ion and Classification 
of Feeds 1 2' 
III - Ani.11al ·Digestion l 28 
IV - Maintaining Animal Health l 28 
V - Diseases 1 28 
VI - Parasites 1 23 
section F - Agricu'itural Mechanic:11: 19 10 4 
I - Blueprint Reading 3 15 15 
II - Position Welding 1 28 4 IIi - Oxyacetylene Fusion Welding 1 26 6 1 2 IV - Oxyacetylene Brazing l 23 9 1 4 . V - Wood Fasteners 2 15 16 2 6 VI - Figuring Bills .of Materials 2 22 9 4 




RESPONSES TO UNITS IN VO-AG BASIC CORE CURRICULUM IV 
Section and Unit Humber 
Section A ,.. Supervised Training Proar• 
Farm Business Management: 
I - Farm. Records - Farm Inventories 
II - Far. Records - Net Worth 
Inventories 
III - Financing the Farm Business: 
Sources of Credit 
IV - Insurance 
V . - Tax Manageuent 
VI - Machinery & Equipment Management 
VII ,;. CUstoa Services Ve.raus Ownership 
VIII- Analysis & ·Evaluation of Super-
vised Fann Training Program 
Section B - Leadership & Careera: 
· I - Developing the FFA Program of 
Activities 
II - Young_ Farmer Association of 
Oklahoma · 
III - Selecting a Career 
·section C __ Plant & Soil Science: 
I - Land Judging 
II - Soil Sa11pling 
III - Soil Survey Reports & Legal 
Land De.cription 
IV - Soil Conaervation Service & 
Conservation Districts 
V - Agriculture Stabilization & 
Conservation ServiCe 
Section- D - ~r;l.c_ulturai Mechanics: 
I - Building -Far-. Fence. 
II - Rafter Framing 
III - Farm. Utility Buildings 
IV - Servicing the Tractor Air 
Supply Syatn. 
V - Servicing Wheel Bearina& 
VI - Battery Service 
VII - Servicing the Tractor Lubri-
cation System 
VIII- Servicing the Tractor-Fuel 
Syst• 
.IX - Ignition_ System 
X - Servicing the Tractor Cooling 
System 




























































































Summarized Comparative Analyses 
In most cases, only the/first, second, third, and least responses 
were :indicated in the numer:i.cai.order. Also, only the actual number of 
the item in the questionnaire was quoted. For identification of the 
particular item, refer to the relevant table(s). 
Teacher Responses to Best Description of a 
Curriculum 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I Group B-II 
1. Statement 8 Statement 8 Statement 8 Statement 1 
2. Statement 4 Statement 1 Statement 1 Statement 8 
3. Statement 4 Statement 2 Statement 4 
10. Statement 5 Statement 5 Statement 5 Statement 5 
Teacher Responses to Concepts of Curriculum 
Development. 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I Group B-II 
1. Concept 3,4,5 Concept 5 Concept 5 Concept 1 
2. Concept 11 Concept 3 Concept 3,4 Concept 2 
3. Concept 4 Concept 7 
11. Concept 2 Concept 1 Concept 1 Concept 5 
Teacher Responses to the Approximate Time 
Core Curriculum Is Followed 
The first choice of all the groups was 51 to 75 percent and secon-
ded by 26 to 50 percent. 
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Teacher Responses to Relevancy of the Gore 
Materials by Years 
Majority of respondents in all groups indicated that the core ma-
terials were very relevant at the Fourth Year. Other responses were not 
significant. 
Evaluation of Certain Items in Terms of Format 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I Group B-II 
1. Item 3 Item 1 Item 3 Item 3 
2. Items 1,5 Items 5, 6 Item 6 Item 2 
3. Item 3 Items 1,2 Item 5 
7. Item 4 Item 4 Items 7,4 Items 4,7 
Teacher Responses to Freguency Curriculum 
Should Be Revised 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I Group B-II 
1. Whenever Whenever Whenever Whenever 
Necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary 
2. 5 Years 3 Years 3 Years 3 & 5 Years 
3. 3 Years 5 Years 
Teacher Responses to Percent of Core Units 
Needing Supplementation 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I Group B-II 
1. 11-25% 11-25% 11-25% 11-25% 
2. 26-40% More Than· 80% Less Than 10%. 26-40% 
3. 61-80% 26-40% 26-40% More Than 80% 
Teacher Responses as to the Extent More 
Suggestions Are Needed for Variations 
in Teaching Methods 
Group A-:-1 Group A-II 
1. Some Some 
2. Much Much 





Teacher Responses to Rating Some Sources 
for Supplementation 
Group A-I Group A-II Group B-I 
1. Source 3 Source 9 Sources 9,10 
2. Source 10 Sources 5,10 Source 3 
3. Source 9 Sources 3,8 Source 8 
11. Source 6 Source 7 Source 6 
Teacher Responses to Units in Vo-Ag Basic 











All units in each curriculum were indicated to have been taught by 
the respondents. However, some units, especially in the Agricultural 
Mechanics were not much taught by the teachers. Most of the units gener-. 
ally affected were these: Vo Ag !--Unit VI; Vo Ag II--Units I and V; 
Vo Ag III--Units IV and VII; and Vo Ag IV--Units II, VII; VIII, and IX. 
In each case, the reasons usually given were "Content Too Deep," "Facili-
ties and Equipment Unavailable," "Not Enough Time~" and "Others." 
As far as the author followed this analysis, he did not observe any 
remarkable differences in the responses of the groups and their respec-
tive subdivisions, i.e. within groups and between groups. There were, 
however, some ins_tances of insignificant differ enc es wh_ich CO"Uld ;merely 
be noted and then overlooked. The analysis showed that long years of 
teaching did not seem to differ significantly with short years of tea-
ching. In fact, Patton (24) arrived with similar trends and conclusions 
in his study. But the author feels that normally there should be clear 
cut differences between the responses of teachers with more than eight 
years teaching experience and those with less than eight years teaching 
experience. A possible explanation for these similar responses might 
be that all the tea.chers involved in the study indicated their honest 
feelings and appreciations for all the vocational agricultural curricula 
regardless of their teaching experiences. The author could therefore 
ascribe these similar responses as good attributes to the Basic Core 
Curricula. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to review the four Oklahoma Basic 
Core Curriculum Guides for Vocational Agriculture in order to determine 
the extent or possibility of adopting the guides so as to. introduce vo-
cational agriculture into the secondary schools of Nigeria. To accom-
plish this purpose, the following objectives were, therefore, formulated: 
(1) to review the Oklahoma Basic Core Curriculum for Vocational Agricul-
ture; (2) to study the development of the Curriculum, (3) to look into 
some concepts and practices in the Core Curriculum; (4) to evaluate the 
content of materials, need for supplementation, and the sources for 
supplementation; (5) to determine the acceptance and usage of the Core 
Curriculum; (6) to examine the possibility of either adopting or modify-
ing the Core Curriculum for use in the secondal;'y schools of Nigeria; (7) 
to show young Nigerians that agriculture can also be a desirable occupa""." 
tion having features deserving recognition and creating satisfaction 
and pride too. The author then hoped some of the findings from the 
study would have implications for introducing vocational agriculture in 
Nigeria. 
The researcher developed a questionnaire in order to solicit re-
sponses on some concepts, practices, norms, and usages of the Basic Core 
Curriculum Guides. A supplementary questionnaire was developed by the 
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State Department of Vocational and Technical Education, Stillwater, Okla-
homa, so as to find from the participating teachers which units in each 
curriculum were taught as well as which units were not taught. The 
questionnaire was distributed to all vocational agriculture teachers 
enrolled in a credit seminar held in connection with the Seventh Annual 
Conference of Vocational and Technical Education held in August 12-16, 
1974. 
Of the total of 102 questionnaires submitted, all were returned, 
but due to the delay in return, only 95 were analyzed. Data were colla-
ted, tabulated, presented as well as discus.sed by the author in the pre-
vious chapter. For easy differentiation, the author divided the 
participating teachers into Cooperating and Non-Cooperating groups. 
Each group was again subdivided into teachers with more than eight years 
teaching experience and those with less than eight years teaching ex-
perience. 
Summary of Findings 
1. Teachers indicated that the curriculum should reflect the needs 
and concerns of the student and the society. 
2. Teachers agreed that curriculum development must include a 
maximum amount of "learning by doing." 
3. Teachers indicated they were using the Basic Core Curriculum 
Guides to account for 60 percent of their instruction time. 
4. Teachers showed that the Core contents were relevant and suffi-
ciently adequate for teaching agricultural objectives and programs. All 
units were taught and only 26 to 70 percent of the Core units were need-
ing supplementation. 
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5. Teachers felt that the curriculum should only be revised when-
ever necessary in order to meeting changing and emerging needs, situa-
tions, or challenges. 
6. Teachers indicated that only some suggestions were needed for 
variations in teaching methods. 
7. Teachers agreed that individualizing through community visits 
as well as student experiences and resource persons were very good 
sources for supplementation. 
8. Teachers did not show significant variations in the overall re-
sponses about ·their feelings, appreciations, acceptances, and uses of 
the Curriculum Guides. 
Conclusions 
Using the analysis of the data, the author feels justified to make 
. . ' 
the following conclusions; 
1. That the curriculum accounts for 60 percent . of the teacher's 
instruction time 
2. That the curriculum is generally accepted, appreciated, and 
widely used; therefore solving the teacher's problem of what to tea~h 
3. That the curricultµ'n is relevant and sufficiently adequate for 
teaching agricultural programs and objective with all units being taught 
and needing little supplementation 
4. That the curriculum should be revised whenever a need arises .or 
if it is deemed necessary to meet emerging situations and/or challenges 
5. That tea~hing experiences--C0operating and Non-Cooperating 
teachers--do not vary significantly in the general overall responses 
about feelings, appreciations, acceptances, and use of the curriculum 
Some inferences are as follows: 
1. That the curriculum is adaptable to local communities and can 
be personalized to each vocat:bnal agriculture student with no indication 
as yet that the curriculum cannot be used in any place in the State of 
Oklahoma 
2. That from the teachers' responses, the supervisory districts do 
not vary a great ,deal in the overall response about the acceptance and 
use of the curriculum 
3. That the approach taken in the curriculum development is ideally 
useful and should be continued or maintained in developing more and new 
curricula 
4. That teachers are still innovative in their teaching as Patton 
(24) concluded 
Recommendations 
1. A standard format in sequencing unit(s) of instruction should 
be adopted for uniformity. The teachers involved in this study did not 
indicate uniformity in.their evaluation of certain items in terms of 
format of units of instruction. 
2. Teachers should have a better idea or explanation of a curricu-
lum as their ranking of best description of curriculum in the study was 
rather unprofessional. 
3. Teachers should be better informed of the value of farm maga-
zines as sources for supplementation artd motivation. In the study, they 
were not rated highly by any group. But farm magazines and fact sheets 
are among the most readily available sources for supplementation. 
4. A search should be made on the reasons commonly cited why units 
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in Agricultural Mechanics are less taught. All the least taught units 
are in Agricultural Mechanics. 
5. Curriculum development should continue to be based on the needs 
of the student and the society. 
6. Curriculum development must continue to provide or incorporate 
opportunities for application and evaluation of learning. 
7. Students (target population) should be involved as well as 
screened in determining course objectives (objectives for instruction). 
8. Curriculum should be revised whenever a need arises or a situ-
ation deems it necessary. Curriculum revision should not involve basic 
changes but updating, remodeling, and some refinements. 
9. Career education (awareness) should be intensified so as to 
help students make logical and sound choices among the many and varied 
or complexing careers. One of the current issues and complaints in Vo-
cational Technical Education according to Dr. Ellis (38) is that skilled 
personnel are being produced without work to do. It appears that the 
work market is saturated with skilled personnel. In recognition of this 
issue, the School of Occupational and Adult Education in the Oklahoma 
State University will conduct a series of workshops on career education 
across the nation under a United States Office of Education grant of 
$283,273 (39). Dr. Lloyd Briggs (39) stated that career education is 
based on the concept that all education should be related in some way 
to the real world and to the realities of one's current and expected 
future life as a productive member of society. He, therefore, concludes 
in the following manner: 
The further rationale for career education is that if logi-
cal career choice results in general from career awareness, 
career orientation and career exploration, then this perhaps 
should be an integral part of the school curriculum (p. 4). 
Implications and Recommendations for the 
Improvement of Farming in Nigeria 
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The study has undoubtedly shown that the entire vocational agricul-
ture curriculum is generally accepted as well as widely used. Another 
striking feature is that it is adaptable to local communities. Also, 
from the study, the value and magnitude of vocational education which 
includes vocational agriculture can be comprehended easily, in both the 
State of Oklahoma, United States of America; and Tanzania, Africa. The 
author, therefore, feels that there is no reason why vocational agricul-
ture should not also be a success in the secondary schools of Nigeria, 
especially since a "felt need" exists. 
As a matter of urgency and convenience, the author would like to 
recommend provisionally that, at least, Basic.Core Curriculum I should 
be adopted for a try-out. ··The units in the curriculum will definitely 
be practical in Nigeria. They will also serve Nigerian needs. · The 
ideas in the units are basic in nature. In most cases, basi~ ideas are 
tr~msferable, adoptable as well as applicable in most areas other than 
place of origin.. However, whenever necessary, modifications and/or sub-
stitutions will be made for the units to adapt to Nigerian environment. 
This should also cater for any deficiencies that may arise. Some assis-
tance may be obtained from some agricultural schools. In his study, 
Okorie (18) observed that journals, magazines, bulletins, and other 
teaching aids were.virtually non-existent in secondary schools as well 
as in institutions of higher learning. But the explanation of this is 
that the educational pattern of Nigeria is very much avocational. The 
curriculum in most school~ is designed purposely to enable students to 
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pass their comprehensive final examinations. 
The author has already suggested that Kano State, the author's home 
state, should be the pilot or pioneer area to try the implications of 
this study. The author will have the chance to give guidance and direc-
tion for successful adoption and implantation of the innovation. The 
author hopes that thereafter the innovation will spread through the 
country. To facilitate adoption, the author hopes to hold discussions 
with his superiors in the Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
as well as the Ministry of Education. Both ministries will be involved 
in the entire matter of adopting and launching vocational agriculture 
in the secondary schools of Kano State. 
The author would like to make thes.e recommendations: 
1. A full scale government support and attention will be needed 
by declaring a policy of vocational education in the secondary schools. 
2. There should be a closer cooperation between the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Education over policies in agricultural education. 
3. Universities and post-secondary agricultural institutions should 
be contacted frequently for assistance in any form. 
4. Nigerian universities should step up producing agricultural 
teachers so as to teach vocational agriculture in the secondary schools. 
To begin with, some vocational agriculture teachers should be recruited 
from the United States of America to help with the ground work. 
5. Nigerian government should sponsor graduates of post-secondary 
agricultural institutions for further education in colleges and univer-
sities. 
6. Teaching facilities and amenities should be made available by 
the government. These will cater for student tours and trips, financing 
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and encouraging agricultural projects and societies or organizations, 
introduction of machinery and equipment for use on school farms, and en-
largement of the agricultural curriculum. 
7. For agricultural students to become established in farming, 
these outstanding obstacles must be overcome: land (tenure) fragmenta-
tion, lack of capital, poor marketing and pricing systems, absence of 
farm machinery and equipment, and inefficient extension service. 
8. Nigerian government should from time to time tap on the exper-
tise of specialists in vocational and technical education. 
Conclusion 
For Nigeria to develop her agricultural resources with the particu-
lar purpose to raise food production against the forecasted world famine, 
the young elements must be attracted to take farming as a career and 
profession too. One of the approaches to achieve this end is to intro-
duce vocational agriculture into the secondary schools so that students 
can be properly exposed as well as orientated to agriculture. They will 
then recognize agriculture as a desirable occupation with features of 
satisfaction and pride. The sentiments of Eke (20) and Oyenuga (9) are 
hereby recalled as follows: 
Unless the student, right from the m9ment he is ad-
mitted into the • • • school, is taught to use not only 
his head but also his hands and is encouraged not to de-
spise manual labour, the present craze for white-collar 
jobs by our young people would lead to disaster sooner 
or later (20, P• 2). 
So long as agriculture in Nigeria and other parts of 
West Africa continues to offer no other equipment than a 
cutlass, a hoe and an axe and for no other reward than mere-
ly to keep body and soul together, so long will it continue 
to offer no attraction to the primary or medium school-
leaver • • • and so long will the army of the unemployed 
continue to mount in the town and cities (9, p. 1). 
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The Pride in Agriculture--A Call to the Farm 
Farming is one of the most pleasant occupations. As a matter of 
fact, nearly everybody is interested in the cultivation of the soil and 
in the raising of animals. Indeed, there seems to be natural craze to 
work with the soil, which comes to everyone sometime during life. 
The farmer works with living plants and an:tinals and with all the 
natural forces in soil, air, water, and sunshine that affect the growth 
of plants and animals. Therefore, farming demands intelligence. Boys 
and girls should fully reali~e that the farm offers a good field for the 
exercise of all the scholastic (academic) skills that they can attain. 
Although farming is a special business that requires broad and thorough 
knowledge, yet one may do fairly successful work on the farm while he is 
learning the underlying principles of the science and art of agriculture. 
There has been a false impression that tilling the soil is a hard 
and low kind of labor, otherwise a cheap drudgery.. But great minds in . 
all ages have considered farming a most desirable and prestigious occu-
pation. After all, all accomplishments come through some form of labor, 
and labor becomes a successful pleasure as well as an inspiration when 
one does his work with interest and intelligence. Work is wholesome and 
no other kind of work which leads to longer, happier lives and greater 
developments of mind and body than of producing useful things from the 
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soil. Beside the economic viewpoint, that is why agriculture is said to 
be the backbone of any country. Grayson Mitchell (40) quotes Booker T. 
Washington, thus: 
To those of my race who depend on bettering their 
condition in a foreign land ••• I would say: 'Cast 
down your buc~et where you are • • • • Cast it down in 
agriculture, mechanics:, in commerce, in domestic science, 
and in the professions. No race can prosper till it 
learns that there is as much dignity in til~ing a field 
as in writing a poem' (p. 78). 
Farming is continually becoming more pleas.;i.nt and more profitable 
under ideal conditions. The present oil scourge puts farmers in a pre-
carious condition. With the growth of knowledge and the development of 
machinery and methods which enable the farmer to do more work with less 
effort, there is more.inducement to.lead this kind of life. In these 
modern times, a successful farmer can build a house that has every con-
v~nience and luxury to be found in average urban homes. Again, he can 
produce larger and better crops with less labor than formerly and he has 
as much or more leisure for study and·pleasure. 
In short, the people on the farm feed and clothe the world and do 
much to supply the world with strong men and women of force and virtue. 
The hope of the world is greatness of character; hence, it is stated 
that revolution is fought in the mind. Living close to the soi.l and in 
harmony with nature enhance development of character. Therefore, anyone 
who decides to be a farmer may well be proud of the life work he has 
chosen. In the final analysis, vocational agriculture develops the mind 
to imagine as well as provides the skills to do. A mind is a terrible 
thing to waste. 
Peace is better than oil, and food is the basis for peace; there-




A SURVEY OF CONCEPTS AND PRACTICES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOl'MENT 
AND USAGE FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
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Part A. Concepts or Ideas of What Constitutes a Curriculum 
Rank the following statements in terms of how you feel they best 
describe a curriculum. 
---
1. All the learning experiences the students have while attend-
ing school. 
2. The subject matter and activities involved in a specific 
course or discipline. - · 
3. The comb,ination of courses pursued by a student, bot:h re-
quired and elective courses.; 
4. All the planned learning outcomes for which the school is 
responsible. 
5. A well planned "core" -of subject matter concepts and infor~­
tion desirable for the learner, including instructional 
sequence. 
6. A well developed series of instructional guides and/or work-
books containing outlin~s of subject matter to be l~arned. 
7. _ The general overall plan of the content or specific materials 
for a course of instruction. 
8. A course of study in a school. 
9. All instruction which may lead to a productive life as a use-
ful citizen. 
10. A com'Qination of activitieei to accomplish greater mental and 
physical development. 
Part B. Concepts of Curriculum Pevelopment Applied to Vocational 
Agriculture. 
Please mark your acceptance of the following statements according 
to the scale given: Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Undecided (U), 
Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD). 
1. As a teacher, I find I have little time_ to be 
concerned about what to teach. 
2. A good textbook and/ or workbook is the best 
source for determining what to teach. 
3. A good teacher uses all subject matter as a 
vehicle for preparing the learning for 
"making decisions." 
4. The curriculum should reflect the needs and 
concerns of the society (community) in which 
SA AUD SD 
SA AUD SD 
SA A U D SA 
the learner lives. 
5. The curriculum and/or learning experiences 
must include a maximum amount of experiential 
learning, i.e. "learning by doing." 
6. Subject matter in the curriculum is best pre-
sented through a performance objective 
approach. 
7. Final decision on curriculum should be made 
by the teacher without any influence, i.e. 
principals, school districts, school depart-
ment chairmen, curriculum guides. 
8. The teacher and the learner should have 
free choice in curriculum development. 
9. Best sources of objectives for developing 
a curriculum. are the learner, the society, 
and the subject matter. 
10. Objectives for instruction should largely be 
developed soon after the first few days of 
classwork. 
11. Objectives for instruction should be devel-
oped well in advance of the beginning of 
the school term. 
Your comments, if any: 
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SA A U D SD 
SA AUD SD 
SA AUD SD 
SA AUD SD 
SAAUDSD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
SA A U D SD 
Part C. Evaluation of Oklahoma Core Curriculum for Vocational Agricul-
ture. 
1. Please check the approximate time you follow the core curriculum in 
your present teaching. 
Vo Ag I 
Vo Ag II 
Vo Ag III 
Vo Ag IV 
Ag Mechanics 








2. For each of the years, check the statements applicable: 
Vo Ag I 
Vo Ag II 
Vo Ag III 



















3. Circle your evaluation of certain items in terms of format: Very 
High (VH), High (H), Medium (M), Low (L), Very Low (VL). 
(a) General objectives VH H M L VL 
(b) Terminal objectives VH H M L VL 
(c) Specific objectives VH H M L VL 
(d) Suggested activities VH H M L VL 
(e) Instructional materials VH H M L VL 
(f) Information sheet VH H M L VL 
(g) Quiz VH H M L VL 
Your comments, if any: 
4. How often would you have liked a curriculum to be revised: 
3 yrs. 5 yrs. 8 yrs. 10 yrs. Whenever Necessary 
Your comments, if any: 
Part D. Concepts as to Supplementing the Oklahoma Core Curriculum. 
1. What percent of the Oklahoma "core" units need use of additional 
materials or supplements: 
(a) less than 10% 
(b) 11 - 25% 
(c) 26 - 40% 
(d) 41 - 60% 
(e) 61 - 80% 
(f) more than 80% 
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2. To what extent are more suggestions for variation in teaching methods 
needed: 
(a) Very Much 
(b) ,Much 
• (c) Some 
(cl.) A Little 
(e) None 
Your opinions, if any: 
3. How would you rate each of the following as sources for supplementa-
tion? 
(a) Farm magazines 
(b) Up-to-date textbooks 
(c) Resource persons (specialists) 




(h) Individualize through 
(1) Teacher personal 
experience 
(2) Community visits 
(3) Student experience 
(i) Fact sheets 
Your comments, if any: 
Very 
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VII · Servicing the Tractor · 
Lubrication System 
r--------------.,.----+----t----+--+--+--t---l--t-·-t--+------------------1 
VII I - Servicing the Tractor - Fuel Systen 
IX - Ignition System 
X · Servicing the Tractor 
Cooling System 
XI · Spray Painting 
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TWELVE STATES OF NIGERIA 
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APPENDIX E 
THE DEVELOPING WORLD 
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EL 
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Philippine mothers are shown how to plan fam-
ilies under an AID-assisted program. 




A former in Africa uses a primitive hoe I 
pare his field to plant millet. =>1;~)'1 
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~s. 1961 - 1965 ~ 100 
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NON-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES ONLY. 
PRELIM. 
·eduction in the developing countries has increased over the years, 
•n growth has canceled out th e gains. 
APPENDIX F 
PORTRAITS AND PLEDGES OF SOME U. S. PRESIDENTS 
180 
President Harry S. Truman 
"I believe that we should make available to peace loving peoples 
the benefits of onr store of technical knowledge in order to help 
them realize their aspirations for a bette r life." 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
" The achievement of a peace tvhich is just depends upon pro· 
moting a rate of world economic progress, particularly among the 
peoples of the less developed nations, which will inspire hope for 
fulfillment of their aspirations." 
President John F . Kennedy 
" To those people in the huts and villages of half the globe 
struggling to break the bonds of mass misery, we pledge our best 
efforts to h elp them help themselves ... not because we seek their 
votes, but because it is right. If a free society cannot help the many 
who are poor, it cannot save the few who are rich." 
President Lyndon B. Johnson 
" The incessant cycle of hunger, ignorance and disease is the 
common blight of the developing world. This v icious pattern can 
be broken. It must be broken if democracy is to survive." 
President Richard M. Nixon 
" I believe most earnestly that the developed nations of the 
world cannot long prosper in a world dominated by poverty and 
that improvement in the quality of life for all peoples enhances 
the prospects of peace for all peoples." 
President Gerald R. Ford 
" However difficult our own economic situation, we recognize 
that the plight o f o thers is worse ... A world o f economic con· 
frontation cannot be a world of political cooperation. If we fail 
to satisfy man's fundamental needs for energy and food, we face 
a threat, not just to our aspirations for a better life for all our 




FERTILIZER FOR IMPROVED CROP PRODUCTION 
182 
New fertilizer industries are needed, especially in developing 
countries, to meet current needs and improve crop production. 
183 
A,PPEND IX H ·· 
TRADITIONAL METHODS REQUIRING TECHNOLOGIES 
FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
184 
Increased food production ot u reduced cost will require new 
technologies suited to Third World labor and capital conditions. 
Present estimates indicate that the developing countries may 
need to import as much as 85 million tons of grain by 1985. 
185 
APPENDIX I 
MINERAL WEALTH OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
186 
INTERDEPENDENCE FOR U.S. INDUSTRY 
PLATINUM TIN 
COBAL1;C:\ (~) c;~n:') BNICl<EL 
MERCURY ~:z. "l__/ __ / 93-.; /~~-~GANESE 
~ ~--- --~==--·~ / -1. ,;; . -"-~ c.7'-' ----- (;" . ' ·'-._,! 
.BAUXITE · \ -~·lr -- '·' c,- : ASBESTOS 
. ~"---.··_.------ .· ~ 
IROO ORG 0 ~~SILVER LEA~ ~INC 
BASED oN CALENDAR YEAR 1973 DATA, 
Raw materials from abroad are essential to U.S. industry. Many 
come from the developing cou·ntries . 
. All charts prepared by Statistics and Reports Division, AID. 
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